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THE LEDGER & TIMES"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
5. 
$1 .00 a year in Calloway,Marshall, Graves, Hen-
r) and Stewart Counties.$1.50 a year elsewhere to
State of Kentucky.$2 nn a year to any address
other than above.
New Series No. 232
BROADBENT IS
HEARD ON ROAD
'PLANS IN AREA
Tells Paducah Club Definite
Program Cannot Be
Made Yet
AWAIT KNOWLEDGE
OF FUNDS AVAILABLE
Definite announcement of high-way projects which will be con-
structed in the first district dur-ing the ensuing biennial period'.cannot be made at this time be-cause the Slate Highway Commis-sion does not yet know how much
money will be available for the_ next two years, according to- W.C. Broadbent, of Cadiz, district
highway commissioner, who ad-
dressed -members of the PaducahJunior Chamber of Commerce ata dinner in Paducah Monday night.
There is a possibility that only
peprcournately 3500,060 will he
available in the first district for
tenStruction work next year, Mr.
Broadbent said, and until it is
definitely determined whether theUnited 'States gevernment will ap-propriate money for road workin Kentucky it will be impossibleto. fairly allocate the state fendsamong the 13 reerrties- of the dia.-,trict.
"We hope to, put some sort of
suitaie en the gap in U. S. High-
way 60 and on as much of U. S.68 as practical," the commissioner
said. He said ._that e "retreat"
dust-phaof surface may be placed
on U. S. 60 between Paducah and
Burna in -Livingston county if the
federal government does not pro-
_ vide funds so that a high-type
pavement may be constructed.
Broadbent explained that the
gaps in U. 9. 60 and 68 have not
been completed because of a fed-
eral 'regulation which prohibited
the spending of federal road mon-
ey on construction within five
miles of a toll bridge. There are
two such bridges on each U. S.
60 and 68 within the • unfinished
sectors. That restriction has now
aen removed, he tatainted out.lipd only • lack of sufficient funds,stands in the way of hard-sur-
facing these highway&
the commissioner called atten-
tion to the fact, however, that
25,rniles of U. S. 60 and 29 miles
on "68" have been paved during
the two years he has been on
the hiahwav commission.
EDUCATOR
NINE PLAYS SUNDAY
Murray Independent Nine to Open
Home Season With Humboldt
at 2:30 P. M.
Th'a Murray Educators will open
their home season here Sunday
afternoon at 2:30 at their park on
the Mayfield Highway with the
Humboldt, Tenn.. nine. The visit-
ors are managed by Fred Creasy.
former college student here and
former- member of the Murray
nine. They have a long win over
Mayfield and other victoriqs that
set them up as a fast club.
The Educators nave a win over
Benton last 9unday. 4-3, in a ten-
inning affairs. The game stood at
at the_ And- of the ninth.
Greenwell • and Allen were bat-
teries and will be on duty Sunday.
Allen. Shaw. Muse. and Brinkley
are well known to Murray fans
and will be in the lineup.
Did Paper Owned
By A. J. Veteto
A. J. Veteto. of Bell Buckle,
Tenn. has a copy of the' Phi ibdel-
phia 'Ledger published In 1836
which is thought to be the'-.initial.
at le
year. • The paper was susilended
this year after 86 years of publi-
cation. The paper is of small
• tabloid size and is set in very
_Small type and has no display ad-
vertising. It has much paid matter
ov;ever. -Mr. Veteto secured the
r 'recently in Muntsville Ala
• L. & T. Ad Honored
An advertisement prepared by
-51eath._.ed--Tize Ledger- er--
Times staff for the 'Murray Con-
sumers Coil 'Sr Ice company and
polished in The Ledger Times
April 5, was re-printed by the
Publishers' Idea Exchange, Dee
Moines. Iowa.
"The Rock" Postponed
to Sunday, May 13th
"The Rock", which is to be given
by the Christian Association of the
college nag been postponed until
Sunday evening, May 13.
••••••
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SSITER IS EXHIBMON TILTS Softbattiniklitrray to
Open Officially May 11
--Make Your Plans NOw BURIED COUNTY MONDAY TUESDAY-- 1Look for big values folks, when
you come to Murray Friday and
Saturday of next week for DOL-
LAR DAYS-you will not be dis-
appointed.
Watch next week's paper for the
announcements of the various
stores' tremendous DOLLAR DAY
values. They are making big plans
to offer you the utmost for one
dollar
Scarcely a merchant ih town
will be missing. Of course a few
a them have linea. that are not
well adapted to dollar specials but
most of them have many things
you intensely need that will be ex-
ceptional values for one dollar-
and you will lae...akie to get it foe
just one dollar, a simoleon,. a buck,
a cartwheel, an iron man, a frog-
skin.
9o, dig 'em out folks, and bring
'ern to town next Friday or Satur-
day when they will do a great deal
more than an ordinary job in buy-
ing things that you need.
J. M. WISEHART, 84,
BURIAL SUNDAY
Prominent Resident Leaves Widow
and Four (hildren; Burial
at Macedonia.
Funeral services for J. M. Wise-
hart, 84 years (Cage, were held
Sunday afternogn at 4 oicitielersat
the Macedonia graveyard. The
Rev. Robert Hart was in charge of
the services. Mr. 'Wisehart died
early Sunday morning following
a four weeks illriesS of complica-
tions at his home near. Concord.
. Mr. ,Wisehart was a member of
one of the county's oldest families
and was the last of nine children.
He diesi.on the farm .on which he
was bo and had spent his entire
life within the county with the ex-
ception of About 18 months, during
which time he lived in Graves
county. He was a member of
Christian church.
Surviving are his widow. Mrs.Fannie Wisehart, a daughter. Mrs.Gertrude McClure, three sons,Noah.. Herman, and Kelly, all of
this county. He sin, Aeaves ahost of- relatives and numerousfriends.
Night Prowlers -Reported Busy
Southwest Murray is all agogover night prowlers. Every onehas his old shot gun leaded withbuck shot and s number are outwattlidng every night hoping tocatch the intruders. A few nightago Mrs. Bob Whitnell frighteneda man away from her smoke house.Last Friday night these prowlersbroke the lock on Elder Spire'scorn crib, searched through' hisbarn, but as they found he didnot have a smoke house, they evi-dently got disgusted and left.
On up the Martin's Chapel roadthese intruders took BookerGuthrie's single and double treesfrom his plow, took Lucins Rid-ding's double wagon lines andstripped Charlie Whitnell's discharrow of several parts and con-tinued to work west.
Boaz Giggs suffered the worstloss as these prowlers took every-thing in sight; garden tools, well_bucket and rope, every chickenexcept one old setting hen, the oldblack wash pot and even the washboard. Mr. -Gibbs reeently lost hishome by fire and it seems no thiefcould be meaner than to steal fromone who .is in his present condi-tion.
"It is reported .the sheriff's officehas several important clues as towho these parties are and severalarrests are expected to be madesoon._
METHODIST CHURCH
Worship and sermon .11
Sunday School, 9:45 A. Lit
Evening worship: Young People,6:45; preaching at 7:30/
The pastor and his people willconduct services at the C. C. C.Camp Sunday afternoon at 4o'clock. The public is cordially in-vited to this service
Board of Stewards meet at thepastor's home Monday evening at7:30.
0. A. Marrs, Pastor
Putnam Dye to Give
Recital Tuesday Night
Loren Putnam, tenor, and La-velton Dye. violinist! will be pre-
sented in recital At ---thes-esalk•geTuesday evening at 8:15--o'clock.
The public .ia invited. There isno admission charge. •
- --
County &ent , M. H. Seater.
Casey county, has received more
calls regarding orchard problemsduring the past months than in
any one of the past three years.
Thurman Gasman, Trimble coun-
ty, reports that due to 'the uniform
temperature kept by brick brood-
ers, he has the best chickens pro-
duced- in four years.
Daviess county homemakers are
planning to establish a produce
market in Owensboro, assisted by
the city chamber of•eommerce.
OFFICIAL SOFT
BALL RULES
In all situations not covered by
these rules, the rules of baseball
will apply.
A regulation game- shall consist
of seven (7) innings,
The team named first in the
schedule-is the Name Aseeri,
Legal delivery is a ball which is
delivered by the pitcher with a
full arm swing, following through
with the arm parallel to. the body,
the hand below the hip and the.
ball not .more than six inches from
the* body. (-See Rule 8 Sec. 2).-
A dead ball is any pitch which
strikes a batter standing in his box.
provided he has not struck at the
ball, nor intentionally permitted
it to hit him. A dead ball shall be
called a ball, and a better shall
not take his base unless such a
ball is the fourth ball. (Rule 11).
A base runner shall be declared
out if he leaves his- base while the
pitcher has the ball in his possess-
ion in pitching position, with one
or both feet on the pitcher's plate
or before- a legally delivered ball
has reached or passed home plate.
(Rule 30).
The base, runner is-- out if he
takes a lead off base before the
ball has passed home plate or has
been hit (Rule 23 See. 19).
A runner on third base cannot
score on a passed ball or any
pitched ball which Passes tbe
catcher. tRule 24 Sec. 3)
Three New Songhits
in "I‘ Am Suzanne!"
When Lilian Harvey comes to
the Capitol Theatre on Sunday in
the featured part of Jesse L
Lasky's "I Am Suzanne!" she will
be introduced in her third role for
Fox along with three new song-
hits. These are the "St Moritz
Waltz" "Just a Little Garrett." and
"Eski-o-lay-li-o-mo." and will serve
as the musical background for a
number of .the spectacular scenes
in the picture. They.were written
by Frederick Hollander and For-
man Brown.
The cast in-support of Miss Har-
vey is headed by Gene Raymond
and includes Leslie Banks, Georgie
Caine, Geneva Mitchell, Ilatilwell
Hobbes, Murray Kinnell and
ward Keane. Podrecca's. Pi
Marionettes provide the rare
ground of a puppet theat
romance between Miss
Raymond.
Rowland V. Le directed froth meet-the story and screen play by him- Each manager will have chargeself in collandration with Edwin of his team and enter those, that. he thinks will behis be.st entrants.
Prominent Woman, Native of
County, Died Sunday of 
0 Paralysis in Martin, Tenn. 
Tuesday the hands of the Model Cleaners.,
At a meeting of players at the
Funeral and burial services were 
court house Tuesday evening the
conducted at Martin's. Chapel Mon- 
rules and methods of play were
day afternoon for Mrs. Hattie Wells 
explained by those familiar with
Lassiter, "beloved matron of this 
the game. rhome of her son, Rev. A. Wells 
charged to all the games_ The
A modest admission fee will be
county, who died _Sunday at the
Lassiter, presiding elder . of the- 
net proceeds for the season will be
Lexington district, in Lexington 
spent entirely on civic improve-
Sunday. Death came to Mrs. Lass- 
ment of one kind or another,
der, who was 89 years old,„follow- 
-Nobody gets any profit out of soft-
trig a stroke of paralysis. 
ball in Murray except clean,
Mrs. Lassiter was a member of 
wholesome amusement and exercise.
one of the most prominent fans- 
--
• a
Ines of Calloway county and mar-
ried into a family equally
prominent . She was a' sister to
the late J. K. P. Wells, and to
Manliff Wells, of the South side of
the County.
Mrs Lassiter made her home in
Murray for a number of years with
her daughter, Mrs. Calvin Stubble-
field on East Main street
services-Monday -were
'ducted by the Rev. A. F. Hays, of
Lexington. A large crowd at-
tended the services, including many
from Murray: Paducah, Martin,
Dresden and Huntingdon. Mrs.
Lassiter was a member of the
Methodist church from early girl-
hood. belonging at Martin's Chapel
and N'ew Hope in this county and
late at Lexington.
Picked Softball Players to Demon-
Orate Game; 10c Admission
Charge.
Twenty Picked players from the
Murray. Softball League Will dem-
onstrate the game in a pair of ex.
hibition gimes to be held urider
the lights on Murray High field
next Monday and Tuesday nights.
A single came wibeplayeci_eae..h
night at 7:45 and 10c admission will
be charged to each game to help
defray the costs of two additional
tights
There will be six lights on the
beta which will be adequate. A
short practice game was held last
Tuesday evening with only three
lights and the players saw fairly
successfully.
The regular •league season - dens
Friday night.
The players chosen to demon-
strate the game who will "choose
out" into two sides are:
-Ralph Wear- liter 12Mr, Nat
Hughes, Wells Purdom, Tohn
Weatherly, Harry Jenkins, Ty Hol-
land, Willie Graham, Ebb Clark,
H. Waldrop.
„Cartel Lassiter, Joe Fair, J. B.
'Wilson-Thomas Banks, Jr., Raiford
Parker, Thomas Parker, T. Sledd,
Charley Crawford. Joe T. Lovett
and Glenn Jeffrey.
TIGERS DIVIDE
PARIS GA
The Murray Tigers divided.gleir
of games with the Grove High
School of Paris, Tenn., Friday
afternoon the Tigers won 13-12
and lost on Tuesday at Paris. 12-9.
Friday's 'game was- a 11-inning
affair with the score standing at
12-13 at close of game. McCoy
and Faugho - -were --Used - at- the-
beginning of the-dame and Dunn
took the last -ten innings. The
visitors also used three mounds-
men. Each team counted three
home runs with Russell, Dunn and
Faughn coursting for 'Murray.
The Tigers garnered several hits
but
never able to arrange them to
the best 'of-' advantage. Faughn
did mound_ duty._
TRACK MEET TO BE
HELD ON MAY 16-17-
Justus May,e.
rwit BAPTIST cRuscm--
ack-
to the
rvey and
Sunday
Sunday School meets at 9:30 A.
M., Dr. H. Of. McElrath. superin-
tendent Let those who need ton=
veyance call 75 after 8:30 A. NE,
and be ready to hop into the car
at 9:15. Don't delay the drivers,
they have other trips to make.
Morning Worship at 11 A. M.,
preaching by the pastor on "Why
Jesus Suffered."
B. Y. P. U.'s meet at 6:30 P. M.,
R. W. Churchill, superintendent.
and at the same
oo ining- Class will be
studying the S. S. Manual under
J. H. Thurman. teacher.
Evening Worship at 7:30 P. M.,
preaching. by the pastor on "God's
Call td the 'Human Heart."
lIzesday
The Woman's Missionary Society
will meet at 2:30 P. M., Mrs. W.
T. Sledd, president
Wednesday •
_Prayer Meeting at 7:30 P. M..
o11Iówed by the Monthly Business
Meeting, -fowl   -Teatliere
Meeting.
The church and pastor extend a
cordial Invitation to all to "Come,
Worship and Pray:"
J. E. Skinner, Pastor
Coach Stewart Prepares To Stage
Events as Part of lj
mural Frog
An- intramural ,k4clt meet will
be held at Muet'ay State College
May 16- and under the super-
vision of oach Stewart.
Mr. S art said it would take
two s to run air the meet, for
oys will not be in good shape
d .1t,vvill take . more time for
each event.
;This will be the last event of the
intramural program this spring,
and it promises to be., one of the
most interesting, for every, man of
the teams can take part in the
Every man on the teams, according
to Mr. Stewart, should try' forsome of the events in 'the trackmeet, Such as' 100-yard dash, 220-
yard dash, shot put, discus, high
jump, .broad jump, and the 
atll'relay race.
Complete details have not been
worked out as to how many menfrom each team will be allowed to
enter each event.
Richmond Planning
Radio Talk on Taxes
Blue Ribbons
To Be Given
HEW .ribbons will be given 72
Muggy children during the month
br-11111, at the county health of-
Riot Others are expected to come
in-for inspection for ribbons dur-
ing the month. -There will be a
Child Health Day program in Mur-
ray within the next two weeks but
definite plans for the meet has not
Sea worked out Dr. J. A. Outland
states.
.Seventy-six children have qual-
ifidd. for blue ribbons in tre coun.
ith Dexter leading the list
fifteen entered. They will
yen blue ribbons at the
health department office
Children eligible are: Dexter,
James E. Jackson, Larry Doyl
Puckett, Hilda Pritchett, Cecil
Elkins. Robert Woodall, Dadeen
Cleever, Wayne Lee McDavid.
illie R: Walston, Tammy Ernst-
berger, Charles McDavid, Evelyn
McDavid, Luzern Ernstberger,
Eulas Watkins, Mariana Skaggs,
Joe Ed Puckett. Thompson school:
Evelyn Dunn, Wilma Trees and
Gracie Edwards. Walter Grugett.Smith school, Charles Johnson,
Blakely school, Bettie Adair, James
Williams, James Collie, of Utter-
back school.
Flint school, Corrine Prince and
Jinzmy/ Gream. Rosin Ridge,
GraChe_ Nell Waldrop, Clifton
Cobb. and J. T. Tidwell. Cold-
water, Carl Hoke, Winnie Jones,
Charles Waldrop,. and Hafford
Darnell. Goshen' school, Joe
Jones and Lottie Jones, Spring
Creek, Elizabeth Crouse. Velma
Nell *Drinkard and, Johnnie Key.
Pleasarit'Grove, Vanitta Sutherland
Frank Overbey and Maurine
Rogers.
Beinburg, South Howard.
Ruth' . Virginia Darnell, Fonzo
Farmer and Mary Elizabeth Mor-
ton. -Martin's Chapel, Alfred Hane-
line and Flossie Dee Denham.
Harris Grove. Lottle _Orr, Kelly
School, Gunter's Flat, Willie
Groves Stiles, Roy C. Harmon,
Bernice ,Rowland, Madelee Lady,
WilTie Mae Cunningham, and Ruby
Papline Fulton. Green Plains,
James Nesbitt and Frank Scar-
borough. Rosebud Kelly. Hickory
Grove, John Ralph Clark and
Rosa Mae Pitman. Shiloh, Maud
Hendricks, Stone.
Woodlawn, Noble H. Bray, Ada
Mae Bray, Rebecca Coleman, Ver-
na Mae Morton, -Rupert Outland
anr
Billy, E. Cohoon and Johnnie
Craig Parker. Elva Tucker. Mc-
Cuisten,, Sue Laverne -gm-Other-
Min. John-A. Outland and Louise
Adams, Pottertown. Hayland Thy-
br, Cherry. Winnie Rogers and
Faye Murdock, Lynn Grove,. An,,netts Hillman, Faxon. and Eliz-
abeth. Ann Booker, Murray High
School.
•
SPECIAL NOTICE,.
Coosiderable copy arriving after
the "dead line" ferried The Ledger
& Times to hold over several
articles until next week. Your at-
tention is again called to the neces-
sity of mailing or bringing in of
copy at the earliest passible timer-
James 1-1. Richmond, state superin-
tendent of public instruatien, an-
nounced today he will speak on
"Needed revenues for schdols"
from 7 to 7:15 o'clock Thursday
night .over WHAS, radiophone of
The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times. -
Richmond said he will discuss
various tax .measures which have
been proposed' and their relation
to the State's school prograninie,
and may devote a larie part of his
talk 1M-rePori of the legislative
interim committee.
The broadcast, he said, will be
sponsored by' the Kentucky Edu-
cation Association, erlitch recently
went on record as favoring the
interim commitee's report and re
gliested ,Gov." Ruby L.affoon to
call a special session of the General
Assembly.
Union county homemakers made
85 pounds of cheeae .during the
past month, and have given cheese;making demonstrations. „in, several
communities. •
• -Physicians to Hear
Out§randing Surgeon
Dr. George W. • Crile, world-
famous surgeon of Cleveland.
OM. will be the principal speaker
at the 65th annual meeting of the
Southwestern Kentucky Medical
Society to be held in Paducah
Tuesday. May 8.
Dr. C011e is head of the famous
Cleveland clirdg and Is known
everywhere, for his marvelous
work.
Dr. C. H. -Jones. Lynn Grove, is
second 'vice-presidene of -- the
society.
--••••4s. - • •it d.; 4,••/. ,4•••
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Double Headers on
Thursday, Fritti Nights
Booked
Softball play will be opened of-
ficially in Murray a week from
tomorrow night when the Dale &
-Stubblefield 'and Vandevelde teams"
square off for the first game at
7:45. At 8:45, the Bank of Murray
and Jones Drug Co. squads will
start the -second game of the double
header.
Fans will find in the second sec-
tion of this edition the complete
schedule for the entire season and.
on another page, the rules and
regulations which will govern the
summer's play.
Interest is at white heat and
daily the various players may be
found practicing on the high school
field, the scene of the coming
affrays.
Workmen are busy putting up
the lights and they will be installed
in ample time for all teams and
players to get accustomed to play-
ing under the arclights before the
results connt in the season's Stand-
ings.
The board of control plans to
have at 'least' one-exhibition
double-header in "order...to demon-
strate the game to the fans and ac-
custom the players to the proper
way for playing,softball
- The league' will play double
headers thrice weekly, on Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday nights. The
first game will begin at 7:45
o'clock and the second game at
8:45.
Pollowing the opening night, the
other four teams in the circuit
will swing into action Tuesday
evening. May 15. In the opening
fracas that evening, Parker Bros.'
Money Greasers will tackle the
Postoff ice Mail Toters and the
Ledger & Times' Printers Devils
will endeavor to foil a cleaning at
W. K. Bible School
Ends Term April 27
The West Kentucky Bible Scheol
cninpleted her thirteenth year of
teaching April 27.
September 25, 1934. the -four-
teenth session of 'the Bible School
will open.
The three graduatesTor this year
were Hayden Gream, Dexter;
Thomas Hicks Shelton, Paducah;
and Mrs. Vera Jordan, Sebree, Ky.
In connection with the closing'
exercises, in accordance. with By-laws and Constitution, theFe was
a mass meeting of the friends of
the School to consider plans for
the future of this work.
New Testament Histery will be
taught in night class next session.
This comprises chiefly a harmonic
study of The Life of Our Lord.
The Ceiechetical and lecture meth-
ods are combined.
_ The enrollment for the -year
- -reached 38. '
Tent Show Is
Pleasing Many
The Smith Players 'are receiving
nice crowds each evening at the
tent theatre at South Fourth and
Poplar. Mrs. Smith announces his
program for the remaining part
of the week as:
"Angel of Hell's Valley", Thurr--
day evening and as an added fea-
ture "Hill Billy Night" with local
talent will be offered. Friday..
"Why Wives Worry" offers to be
pleasing entertainment. Saturdayafternoon the show will give a
bargain matinee and Saturday ev-
ening "Mary Ann-, a three act
comedy will close the week's per-
formance. The show is under the
auspices of the Drum and Bugle
corks_A_
American Legion.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Sunday School at 9:30. W. Z.
Carter, superintendent.
Next Sunday is "Go-To-Sunday
School Day" in Kentucky. Let's
make a special effort to have.
least 200 in Sunday school - -
Preaching by the pastor at 10:45
A. M. and 710 P. M. -Choir- sill
sing "Lost In the Night" by Chris-
et-the  service:-
7:30 P. M. the choir *vitt sing
"Softly Now the Light of Day" by
Geibel:
Christian Endeavor at 7:45 o'clock
Sunday evening.
Prayer meeting Wednesday at
7:30 P. M.
Official Board meeting Friday
night at 7:15 o'clock:
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME"
E. B. Motley, Pastor.
• '44,4•••••• • •••••
Garrard county homemakers can-
ned -155 quarts of beef during thepast ?Math, aging the pressure
cooker.
•
BELOVED MATRON
BURIED WEDNESDAY
Leaves Husband, A. G. Cunning-
ham. and Six Children; Burial
la_Marrait Cemejwi
_ 
Funeral services for Mrs. Helen
Cunningham, 68 years of age,' were
held Wedriesday morning at 11
o'clock from the Cherry Corner
church. The Rev. R. F. Gregory.
J. H.' Thurman. and J. E. Sk-itmet
conducted the services. Burial
was in the Murray cemetery. Mrs.
Cunningham died at her home two
miles Southeast of Murray follow,
lag a four Tears illness of compli-
cations.
Mrs. Cunningham Was a beloved
Christian, a patient nifferer during
her extended illness and was en-
deared to many. She observed
with her husband their golden
wedding anniversary on 'January
10. this year. She was a resident
of the county for 35 years and
leaves.a host of friends to join the
numerous relatives in mourning
her death.
Survivitg are her husband, A. G,
Cunningham. two daughters, Mr;
Eugene Shipley. 'county, and Mrs.
Fulton Young, New Orleans; four
sons, Harry Cunningham, of the
county. Lewis, of Centralia...Ill.,
and Gordon and Homer of Semi-
nole: Oklahoma. She alsp leaves
two sisters, Mrs. Mary Jefferson.
Canton', and Mrs. Jack Cooper,
Canton, and a brother,. Charles; of
Cadiz. She leaves slit 'grandchil-
dren.
The pallbearers were: actiVe,
Erret Grogan, Perry Farris, Our•j•
Hurt, Fred Hale. Walter Laasiter,
and Doss Outland: honorary, Plen-
ny Farris, Joe Rains, Lynch Bau-
corn, Jim Hendon, Elmus Houston
and Sammy Downs.
S. S. Class Has
- -Fish 1417.-y Thursday
The Business Men's Sunday
School Class cif the First Baptist
church enjoyed an outing and fish
fry at Pine Bluff last Thursday
evening. Twenty-nine were pres-
ent including several visitors and
J. E. Skinner, pastor of the church.
Prof, W. M. Caudill is teacher of
the class -
Those present were:
Dr. litugh McElrath, superintend-
ent; R. H. Falwell. Jr., officer;
0. C. 44.11s, officer; Jesse Lassiter,
officer; Dr. W. H. Graves. Thomas
Hughes, Jabe Outland. A. W. Wil-
lardir secretary; W. M. Caudill.
teacher: Milton Workman, T. L.
Smith, H. V. Jones, Peter Pleppner,
F. M. Perdue, Charlie Currier,
Boyd Gilbert, L. D. Outland,Wayne Riley.
Gus Farley, Otry Paschall - IraFox, Luther Dunn, -Elbert Lassiter.
Burman Parker, W. T. Sledd, AsherStory. r D. Purdom., Henry Bea-man, Jim McDaniel, Dee Houston.
Melus Linn, Bedie McDaniel, Tom
Cathey, Bodie Caihey, E. C. Jones.Tom Bell, Wavel Outland. Visitortwere, Claude Anderson, Ebb Out-land,' Alma Steel, Conrad Jones,and Pat Inran.
Play Will Be Given
at Cherry Saturday
The play. "Ten Nights in a Bar
Room-, will _PC given at _CherrySchoolhouse, Saturday night, May
at 8 o'clock. The production is
being given by the church and
Sunday .school. of-- Cole's -Camp
Ground. A small admission will
be charged.
-The- Met df-Eharacters are Har-
lon ,Bowden, Mildred-Elliott. -Roy
Edwards, Norman Steele, Lucille
Kemp, Johnnie Kemp, Eldridge
Swift. James Elliott. W. L. Kemp,
Lellie Edwards, James Cunning-
ham.
PREACHING AT ALMO
SUNDAY, 2:30 P. M.
Ernest B. Motley will preach in
the church in Almo next Sunday
afternoon at _ 2.30' o'clock..., Thepeople of -the community are cor-
dially invited to attend the ger-
•
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-DR. 'MORGAN TO
BE TAKEN ON
TRIP UP RIVER
Will Remain Over in Murray
,Thursday Morning After
Address May 16
TREMENDOUS CROWD
TO HEAR CHAIRMAN
A change in plans will make it
possible for Dr. A. E. Morgan to
remain over in Murray for the
greater part of the day Thursday,
May 17, following his address here
Wednesday evening, May 16. to the
citizens, of Western Kentucky and
Western Tennessee in the Murray
State College auditorium.
Dr. Morgan was previously billed
fora luncheon engagement In Mem-
phis Thursday -noon but that has
been cancelled in order to give Dr.
Morgan additional time--Whispeet
this part of the Tennessee Valley.
He will speak at a dinner in Jack-
son, Tenn.. Tharsday evening fol-
lowing his address here.
Plans for' the entertainment of
Dr. Morgan are being made by the
e3161;a7,-.7 tounly _Aurora_ Dam_ -.
Club, which Will have charge of all
arrangements for his visit to Mur-
ray and Calloway county.
Dr. John W. Carr, president, will
co-operate on arrangements at the
college
•
Announcement that Dr. Morgan
will be in the Lower Valley Wed-
nesday, May 16, is being heralded
throughout sections of . six states
and the LTVA , plans to have at
least 10,000 people at a mass meet-
ing kt Murray'.
Dr. Morgan will come to May-
field headquarters of the LTVA the
afterr.iohn of May 16 and be honor-
ed by ttAssociation at a banquet
in the H Ifothi-at 5:30 p. m. be- _
fore going to-Murray for the-mass
meeting. '
Several Congressmen and Sena-
tors are expected to be in attend-
ance in Murray for the address. '
Among them are Senators Barkley
Ind Logan, of Kentucky, and Mc-
Kellar, of Tennessee and Congress-
men Gregory of Kentucky, and
Browning of Tennessee.
Dr. Morgaa is expected to be the
house guest f Mayor and Mrs. W. '
S. Svniter during hl s stay in Mur-
A number of .motor boat owners
have promised to meet Dr. Morgan
and his party at the Tennessee
River bridge early Thiirsday morn-
ing and take them up the river to
the Tennessee River bridge at Cen-
threAle, where- Dr. Morgan will be
met by delegations from Paris and
Union City.
The party that. will make this
trip must necessarily be limited.
J. N. BOSWELL
DIES- OF PARALYSIS
Death Came at Home of Only
Daughter Sunday; Burial
at Old Salem. ,
Mrs. J. N. Boswell, 71 years of
age, died at her home four miles
Southwest of Murray last Sunday
night following a two weeks ill-
ness of paralysis. She leaves one
daughter. Mrs. Galon Wilkinson,
and one grandson, Lloyd Wilkin-
son, with whom she lived with:
also two-sisters and two brothers.
Funeral services were conducted
Monday „afternoon at 230 o'clock
at Old-- Salem with the Rev. 'R. F.
Gregory In charge of the ser-
vices. Burial was in the Salem
cemetery. Mrs. Boswell was a
member- of the • First Baptist
church of Murray and was knownfor her Christian sentiments. She
leaves
community who mourn her death.
Palibearers were: Jim Adams:Roscoe Hayes, George Cotes, JeeBrandon, Hubert Myers. and Lee.Gingles. Flower- girls were: HildaColes, Mary Elaine Brandon andMinnie Mart-halt Adams.
Tent Show Here
Weds day Night
The Bud Hawkins Players will
- elext---WechreediV" -night for one night performance.6The tent will be located on thePhillips lot at Fourth and Popler.
They are presenting the New. Yerk
success. "Don't Lie To Your Wife", ,and have a troupe of 35 people.-A "lumber of Iliturra.y merchantsare giving Courtesy tickets through
arrangements with the show. The
show is offered at • popular
prices, promises ,to be the best of
entertainment. -
Seven Carter county poultrymen
1.250 chicks, to be raised
by, Extension clean chick grogram
4
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"Art' la *ablest
Of Alpha Program
'Art' was the subject of an inter-
eating program heard by members
of the Alpha Department Salts,-
dap afternoon Mrs. J. TS Paiker.
Mrs. J. W. Carr, Mrs. Joe Lovett,
and Mrs. E J. Beale entertained
at the home of the latter.
'The prograCm-Wiliiiii -
The Enjoyment of Art". Mrs.
J. S. Duvall,
"Charecte.ristits of First and
Second Periods of American
Painting-, Miss Emma Meter
"The Hudson River School and
Genri Paintings", Mrs. G. C._Ash-
craft.
Stuart: Portrait of George Wash-
ington", .Mrs. H. .NL McElrath.
Lentz-Washington Crossing the
Deleware, Mrs. B. F. Scherffius.
Officers for 1934-35 elected dur-
ing the business hour were as fol-
lows:
Mrs. Harry Sledcl, chairman.
s Mrs E. J. Beale. vice chairman.
Miss Margaret Bailey, secretary
And treasurer.
A salad plate was served.
• • • • •
-Deltas Met Tuesday
Evening
The Delta Department had its
last meeting of the year. Tuesday
evening, at the home of Mrs. Joe
Lovett. Mrs. Lovett Mrs. Wil-
bert, and Miss Margaret Campbell
were hosts.
."Fashion Night", a unique skit
-.11! 
--CALt---Ttimrtr-st-er-ss- -
----
displaying .flishiorui from the
Colonial period 'up to 1934 was
Jr' -
iqopr
MURRAY, KENTUCICY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 3, 1934.
Guthrie, Hugh Guthrie, Joe Ward,
Minnie Lee'.Churchill, Ruth Phil
Ii
-
Ruth Sexton. Songs, dances, and
clever lines liking with the model-
ing of interesting costumes Made a
very pleasing program. Programs
distributed read as follows:
Dame Fashion. Miss Ruth Sex-
ton.
Colonial Lady. Mrs. Will Whit-
nell.
-Colonial Man, Mrs. Myrtle Wall.
Civil War Period, Mrs. Finney
tree-lord.- --
Early Nineires, Miss Evelyn Linn.
Styles of Fifteen Years Ago
Mrs. Ethel Ward.
kliiimer Type. Mrs. Harry Breach.
Modern Styles:-
Sport Dress, Miss Mgrgaret.
Campbell.
Street Dress. Mrs. George Hart
Tea Dress. Mrs. Roy Stewart
Evening' Dress,... Mrs. Jetek- Ken-
Pajamas. Miss Lourelle Bourland.
Piailliit Mrs. Roy Farmer..
Miss Evelyn Linn. chairman, Pre-
sided over a business session. She
appointed as a program committee.
Mrs. F. L Crawford. and Miss
Margaret. Campbell. The club
voted to have three socials during
the summer.
Mrs. Foreman Graham. a recent
bride, was surprised with a miscel-
laneous shower Master John
Daniel Lovett dressed as an air
plane pilot and riding in his bay
airplane delivered she gifts by air
mail.
Refreshments were served.•
Woman's Club To Meet At Home
Of Mrs. E. J. Beale
Grapefruit se sr
Dozen Fla. Oranges - _ Me or See
Phillipsoleork and Beans. 4c iir.or Sc
Quail Sweet Dulap Strawber-
ries' Market
Jersey Cream Flour 96c
Super Suds kir  
Get a Giant bar of Octagoai
Laundry Soap '
11 small bars Octagon Soap_ 25c
Large bunches Hill Onions ____ Sc
6 lbs. fresh Cabbage  18e,
1M1-1b. bag Cobbler or
Triumph Potatoes   $1.40
Pk. of same Potatoes  2Se
Sweet Santos Coffee  lie
Etu. Cream Meal s  48e
Half bbsbel Cream Meal efie
2-lb. far Peanut Better ___ LSe
2-lb. box Crackers  13c
50-1b. can Lard  13.1 or
5-room house fee rent near college.
ROBERT SWANN a soN
e"-Ira-3 '''Ce-ss meeting of
the Woman's Club- will be held
May 10 al the htime of MPSK k .l.
Beale. The Music Department will
be host for the soeial
Junior B. Y. P.
Meets Friday
The Junior B. Y.
Friday evening With
beth Upchurch.
The devotional
a siren program.
Afterwards a social hour of
games were enjoyed.
The host served lovely refresh-
meats.-
Mrs. Lois IrVan Jones met with
• • •• •
•
.
was
P. U. Met
Missr Eliza-
foihiwed by
Those printenr wedT
Hugh Thema" McElrath. Mary
Frances MeLlratti, Mirtam Merl-
rath. Hugh Perdue. Gene Patter-
son, Junior Jqbes.s. Max Beale
-_--., -
Thousands of ambitions men and
wor-.en. handicapped by confus-
ed thinking and imPaired Pang- I
ment. see their fond :lopes -erase
year after year. without even
knowing that their EYES are
slowing them up . . cheatiwt
them of deserved success.
Those who entrust their eyes to
us find their confidence well
placed. So will you,
DR. ORVIS C. WELLS
• OPTOMETRIST
Martha Churchill -Frances Siedd.
Frances Gatlin. Jennie Wren Cole-
man, Irene Watkins. Annie Lee
Gatlin. Imogene Bailey, Elizabeth
Upchurch, Georgia Ann Upchurch,
Sue Upchurch.
Mothers' Club To Meet
At Training School
The Training School Mothers'
Club will meet Friday, May 4 at
2:30 --d-croCk.
T. T. A. Hears Dr.
Dr. G. T. Hicks
The Parent-Teachers' Association
met Wednesday afternoon in the
High School auditorium.
The program was as follows:,
Song. -
Prayer-Rev. Harvey Riggs.
Entertainment- Eleventh and
Twelfth Grades.
Talk. "The Child's Leisure
Time", Dr. G: T. Hicks.
• • • • •
Wooldridge--Tbompson
Marriage.
-Announcement has been made
here of the marriage of Miss Searcy
Wooldridge. a former instructor of
Murray State College, and daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. M. E Wooldridge
of Murray. to Lowell C. Thompson,
Which was solemnized Friday even-
ing in the study of the First Pres-
byterian Church, Nashville, Terms
with the Pastor, Dr. James I. Vance,
officiating.
Miss Harriet Wooldridge attended
her sister as maid of honor. Miss
Wooldridge formerly served as
lieW •dr the-attsffei5artissent -at A
kansas A. and M. College at Jones-
boro, Ark. She receiseadstier B. A.
degree at- Kentucky Teachers Col-
heur. , lege, and at present ,istwarking to-
1
ward her M. A. degree at Peabody
College, Nashville." . ,.-
\‘,
-
For
Strong Bodies:
Hard summer play uses up a lot of energy which must be re-
placed If those youngsters are to be healthy. That's -where pure
milk does such a big health job.' It encourages -.wholesome
energy and activity while keeping bodies cool and comforta-
ble. With meals, and between meals, milk will prove enjoya-
ble and refreshing-no matter is hat your age..
•••••[••••••••
SUNBURST
it:PASTEURIZED
•••wEET MILK BUTTER
BUTTER MILK
gr.
Pure . . . Wholesome .. . Protective
ay Milk Products Co.
CALL 191
Mr. Thompson, who is professor
of history at Arkansas State Teach-
ers College at Conway. Ark., is
working toward his Ph: 3) degree
at Peabody College.
Following a brief visit tp-'"the
brides parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Thompson will be located on 18th
avenue, South Nashville. After
June 1; 'however, they will go to
Conway to make their home.
Concord High News
Psugiam for remaining weeks of
schools
Friday Night, May 4: Junior may.
'Mrs Tubbs of Shanty Town'.
Friday Night. May 11: Freshman
and Sophomore play, "Go Slow
bfaz-y -
Sunday Night, May 13: Bac-
calaureate Seri-non, by Rev._ 0. A.
Mass. pastor Murray 'Methodist
church
• Tharsdaf Night. May 17: Com-
mencement exercises.
Friday Night, May 18: Senior
play. -In the Light of the Moon".
Who's Who- In Senior Class
Hoyt Roberts. age 19. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Roberts. Murs
ray Route 7. Entered New Con.
cord 141gh School. in 1930. Activi-
ties while in school: plays: -Finger-
prints" 31, "Tompkins' Hired Man-.
--rrt-i177,-,
Eighteen Carat" Boob". -33, -Wild
Ginger", 33-34: "In the Lifht a the
Moon", 34. "Windmills of Hol-
land". 33-34. Hoyt - was a member
of following' musical groups for
four years: -Boys quartet, mixed
qoartet -octet, boys glee club, mix-
ed_ chorus. He 'Was the president
-WIIITE WAY
MARKET
•
SATURDAY -
-SPECIALS
Quart Salad Dressi41,,2
Nice Large Grapefruit
1 lb,-boa Crackers .... 13c,
2-lb. box Crackers '23c
'Sib. bag Gold Medal
Oats
of sophomore and junior classes,
was member of basketball team
for four years. Entered in geome-
try in County contest in 3$ and
34. won second place each time;
entered in geometry in District
contest in 33
Hardin High School
By Fid Kellow
The Hardin Blue Eagles won two
ball games last week, winning from
Nee Concord, 12-6, and Golden
Tndepe?ftfelitt
In the Concord game. Coach Hol-
land used three of his pitching
staff as they were pounding two
Redbird hurlers for 11 hits, four
for extra bases Cope, Morton,
and Brown limited the Concordian.s
to five hits. Brown hit a homer
with no one on the paths in the
last inning with no one out.
-Ther Golden Pond independents
were much harder to defeat Har-
din got only nine hits off the baf-
fling curves of Miller, a southpaw,
however, they bunched them and
made every hit count Furgerson
started the game but wildness
made him give way to Brown in
the third inning. Smith caught
both tilts.
The Civics class of Prof. F. G.
Holland enjoyed a bacon fry at
Clark'S River _Monday afternoon.
Boat-riding, swinging, and- fish-
ing were features of the afternoon.
A good time was had by all.
The Glee Club has started
preparations for the Commence-
ment week, in which it will play a
very important part. They are
being .coaehed by Mrs. F. G. services were „ecarid_urstsed by the.
(Aland and Miss Blanchnitooker, "Rev. 'Ws- Ps-prighard, Murrass.--ins
sisted by the Rev. W. A. Baker,
Hazel. J. C. Hooper of Puryear. a
nephew. of the deceased was in
charge. He is 'survived by one
brother._ L. Hooper and two sis-
ters, -Mrs. J. P. Newport and Mrs.
E F. Wilcox. Mr. Hooper was
never married but had given his
life to helping his relatives and
orphan children. It could truly
be said of him that "He lived --in
a house by the side of the road
and was a friend of man"
The following out of town parties
attended the funeral, Mr. and Mrs.
C. M. Jones, Mr. Sam Jones, Misses
Virginia and Annie Laura - Jones,
Mrs. M. E. Lassiter, and Dr. and
Mrs. Isaac Jones, Paris, Tenn.; Dr.
Paul Jones, Milan, Tenn.. Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Bumpas, Mrs. C. H:
Parks, Mr. Larkin Vickery, _Mr.
and Mrs. Clytus Hooper, Puryear,'
Tenn_
son. Tenn., was here last week.
Those who have been on the sick
list are Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wells
and son, Cornell, Mrs. Mary Stew-
art. and Lonnie Preston Brandon.
All are reported better at this
writing.
Miss Ivy Baker of near Taylor's
store, spent Sunday as guest' of
Miss Annie Blanche Baker.
Chess Scruggs. Mr. and Mrs.
Otho Winchester of Hazel, and
Mrs. B. S. Overbey of Murray,
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
A.._L Wftna.
As' news is scarce and is niuci;
work is to be done, will close
with a short letter, hoping to be
able to have more news next
week.-.'Rose Bud-.
Card of Thanks
We wish to express our deep- ap-
preciation for the many words of
kindness and floral offerings durs
ing the short illness and death of
our sort and brother, Otis L. Wells.
We wish to express our thanks for
the courtesies shown by the Keys-
Houston-Clinic staff. May God's
richest blessing be with all who
contributed to making this Irtiss
lighter.-Mr and Mrs. Roland Wells,
Mrs. Everett Norsworthy and Glyco
Hazel High News
The personnel of the club is as
follows:
Sopranos: Wilma Gardner,
Georgia Furgerson, Virginia Moore,
Mabel Brown. Iva Walters, Willie
Mae Lyles, Imogene Vick, Mary
Wilda Cope, Jerry Jones, Amy
Louise Daugherty, Margaret Jones,
Nelvir Gay, and Billie Jones.
Altos: Evelyn Jones. Edna Earle
Anderson, .ciara Ernstberger, Ler-
lene Ross, -and Ruth Ann Cope.
Basses: David Booker, Adrian
Conner. Dwight Pace, Edd K-ellow.
Hulen Washam. William Thomas
Lamb, James York. Rudell Coursey,
Gatton Smith, Erroll Gay, Junior
Starks, and Jack Clendenan,
Hardin 4-H, Club
By Ed Kehlow
The Martha 4-}1 Club is- happy.
to announce that 100 per cent of
its projects will be started by May
5 Due to the earnest work of the
leader, Miss flee Smith, 'and the
project captains, this • has been
made possible. • -
, Work on the demonstration
learns is getting down to a keen
point as time for Rally Day draws
near.
Gunter's Flat
' Miss Agnes Dunn left for Louis-
ville Friday to spend a few Weeks
with her Sister Mrs. Burie Wilson.
Our community has been strick-
-ensagain lay ,tbe death of-Mg. .L
W. Boswell, Sunday fifght. This
makes two deaths. in our com-
munity in half mile of each other
in the last ten days. Mrs. Lola
Hayes died April 19. These people
will be sadly missed in our neigh-
borhood. "
Mrs. B. L-sifuniphreys of Jack-
25c
10 lbs. Sugar  50c
 -Steak;
Chuck Roast, lb. 
Rib-Roast, lb.  6c
Hamburger Meat, 3 lbs. 25c1
Pure Pork Sausage, 2 lbs.25c
16-in. Lawn Mower .
Pork Clops, lean, lb, .,. 15c
D. S. Butts, lb..  7c
Smoked Butts, lb. , . Sc
Pork Ribs, lb. , , . . 11:PC
Pure....Latd,. -Lbs. ......
Telephone 85
FAIN• &BELL--. .„ •
WE -DV,IV
J. M.. Hooper
J. M. Hooper, 82, who lived two
miles , Southeast of Hazel, died
Monday of this week, and Was
buried at Hazel Tuesday. Funeral
vllle last week.
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely, Miss
Eva Pert", Mrs. Myrtle Osbron,
*wet Beane- -Elatiten-vere-
Paris Sunday.
0. B. Turubow. Kenneth Grogan.
and Milton Walston attended the
fish fry of the Calloway county
teachers at Fort Henry Monday
night
W. W. Perry, James Underwood
and H. I. Neely attended the ban-
quet of the Jackson Purchase Oil
company in Murray Friday night
-Prank Otpsorestrect- Orvitte-Jenks
ins made a business trip to Cairo,
Ills Saturday.
C. A. Singleton of Cottage
Grove, Tenn,, Wei' in Hazel on
business Tuesday. •
Fred Phillips of- Lynn Grove
was in Hazel Monday.
Joe Baker, the little son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Littleton, was oper-
ated OD for appendicitis at Mason
Memorial Hospital. Murray, Mon-
day of this week.
Ben Grogan, of Murray, was in
Hazel on nosiness Tuesday.
s
-.1.- ,"•-••••"`'i7211°••••`s
Salem Gossip
Measles, measles, every where!
I never heard of the like but not
so thick around here, yet, as "Busy
Bee" said., "they were there".
Toriamie Waldrop's folks have
measles. Patsy Ann. little daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hulas Wilson, also
has them. Many more have been
exposed.
A wedding of much interest to
their many friends, was that" of
cloteil Darnell and Dewie Hassell
on_Saturdays April 28-.Thebride
-the tietifIttilis,414.4-2.tr. nne-licrIt
Vince Darnell and the groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Bazzell.
They have many. friends and rel-
atives who wish them well.
Missend Mrs, William Carter and
daughter 'spent Sunday with E. T.
Cooper and family.
Fonzo Hargrove has returned
from Detroit where he has been
_working. Just another homesick
boy, I suppose.
Thomas -Terry Turnbow left
Wednesday morning with his uncle,
William Hull. 'of Paris, Tenn., for
a trip of two weeks to point*
North and East. -They will visit
Cleveland, Ohio, Pittsburg. Pa.,
New Yerk City, Washington, D.
C., and other points.
!dr. and Mrs. T. L. Carr, who
have spent the winter in, Miami,
Fla.. have been the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Rob Roy Hicks and
family the past week. Mr. and
Mrs. Caxr were enroute to Mt.
Vernon, Ohio, their-summer home.
R Chrisman and Mr.
and Mrs. B. B. "Chriaman. Jr. and
Mrs. Lessie Geldsby of Henry,
Term., were _ Madam in .the -home-
of Mr. and Mrs. Hicks, Saturday. •
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Walker and
children of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. Walker^and farnily..visited in
the home of Dr. and Mrs. W. F.
Grubbs, Sunday.
Misses Rozelle and Emily Miller
attended the K. E. A. in Louis-
WEEKEND
2 pounds BRAINS  25c
SMOKED BUTTS, lb.  7c
SALT Burrs, lb.  6c
LARD, lb.  9c
BEEF RIB ROAST, lb.  6c
CHUCK ROAST, lb.  Sc
PORK SHOULDER-
Half or Whoierpound  11/2c
PORK HAM, half or *hole, lb. 12 1-2c
BEEF STEAK, 2 lbs. . . . . 25c
SAUSAGE, 2 lbs. for  > 25c
MUTTON . . . . 12 1-2c to'-15c
KANSAS CITY STEAKS. . FISH
SPRING LAMB
-"Brown Eyes".
C.
CLASSIFIRD ADS
STOCK BREEDERST-I will make
reeeeeti-sit--my-bara-ait-
boro with Fukon Rex, registered
horse, also my jaek, Big Ben,
1644 hands, 8 years old also the
black jack. Hartman, 15 hands
high. W. H. Brown, 312 90
- - --
MEN WANTED-tor. Rswieigh
Rotates of-4100 familia in Mar-
shall, North Graves Counties,
1 h
start earning $116 wedirlY and in-
crease rapidly. Write [immediately.
Rawleigh Co., Dept Ky.-97-2,
Freeport, Ill. ltp
FQR 8,412-300 bodark fence
poets, N. W. Kemp, phone 300,
ring two long, one short. ltc
HAY and CORN FOR SALE-Red
top, $10 per ton, Timothy, $ys
per t841.'-Nothing Imo man "tish
at this price. Call 80. 51,17c
FOR SALE--New Perfection, 9-
burner oil water heater in good
condition, at a bargain. See
R. R. Meloan. tf
F0 'SALE-good oak aftinibil:
"cut to order". See as for
prices. Orders filled promptly.
J. 11. Scott & Sane.,Murrsr.
Route I. tt
FOR SAL -7-room house on lot
with 30 ft. front on 5th street,
within, few steps of aquare.
Knowd as the Dees and- Thomp-
son property. Desirable-as 10-
cation or business properIty.
For information write the owner
-Mrs. ReAt7 Helsaler, Jr., 303
Guthrie Ce,lte Apts., 411 Chest-
nut St., Louisville, Ky. M3c
HELM'S NATIONALLY FAMOUS
CHICKS-Summer prices, $6.30
up postpaid. Bloodtested Stained
Antigen, test Champion Leghorns
all five bird contests. Paducah,
Kentucky. h1.24p
FOR SALE-400 lbs. Kobe Lespe-
deza, 98.5% pure._ Absoliitely free
of dodder and all noxious weeds
Over 100 lbs.. 7c; Wider 100 lbs.,
8c F. 0. B., Morganfield, Ky. We
personally do all work connected
with this crop. Lynn Bros., Box-
_ _ville, Ky. 113p
, „MOIR 015F ranee.. Send your
garments to supekOrrreaneri.
Always reliable. tf
WANTED-Strawberry pickers. See
me anytime for engagement dur-
ing season. See Rex layers. Mur-
ray Route 2 or Will Ryan, Mur-
ray, Ky. 1 tp
STOCK BREEDERS-I will make
the season. at say barn six miles
North Murray with Palmer Patch,
horse, and Black Sam Jack. Ellis
Wrather. ltc
FOR SALE-1 black mare mule
r.3/ears old; one gray hone. 6 ye
old; one wagon, mowing machin
mot ellaer implements. Noel Lock-
hart, on' GO Concord Road. ltc
FOR RENT2-11sairn5 over Duvall
drugstore four rooms and bath
for offices or apartment. My&
Ethel Ward. ltc
BABY CHICKS-88.30 and $7.90
100. Custom hatching, 425 per
116 eggs. Phone 490. College
Crest Hatchery. M17p
FOR SALE-fresh cows, 2 to 8
years old, some registered, others
can be. Mrs. J. H. Boggess, Route
1, phone 3222. ltp
FOR SALE-second-hand farming
tools and implements. W. T.
Eaker, 417 South 8th. St.
FOR RENT-10-room _brick rest-
depce, new paper and paint
throughout. West Main, block of
collhe campus, $40 per, month.
Call 60. M17c
14Y NO-NIC TOBACCO Plants at
-prise. you_ can afford...to pay mai-
be on sale at the U.-Tote-Em
Groc. Store! at Murray and Hazel'
on May 10, See Ray Cable, J. S.
Pullen or stores named above for
information about these plants. lc
NOTICE-Mrs. Cliek . Ward hag' 
movedher Dressmaking Shop
from her home on Eleventh and
Poplar to upstairs Robt T. Nichols
ttor_e, next` to Bank_ of Murray.
'She asks her patrons to note the
change. ifs
FLOUR Thrifty or Avondale 7Cc Country Club 85c Lyon's Best di 5.24-lb. bag "24-lb. bag 24-lb. bag g
WESCO SODA CRACKERS 
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
CORN MEAL 1 0-P"N"AG
2-POUND BOX
6 POUNDS
19c
25c
17c
COFFEE Jewel, lb.3 lbs. 55c 19c French, lb. 23c C. Club, lb. 27t
ROLLED OATS Country Club
Country Club APPLE
BUTTER, quart jars . 15c
C. Club GRAHAM CRACK-
ERS, 1-1b. box  13c
LIFE BUOY SOAP,
4 bars  25c
Club _MAC . -S
_NOOD., 3 pkgs.  19c
2 Large pkgs. 25c
ARMY and NAVY SOAP,
bar  Sc
C. Club SPINACH, No: 2
..can 10c; 2 No. 2 1-2 cns 25c
RINSO, 3 small pkgs. . . _ 25c
Large pkg.  20c
C. Club SIFTED PEAS
2 No. 2 cans  29c
CHIPSO, large pkg. . . . 15c
LARD 4 lbs 29c
25cVALUE GREEN BEANS
• WONDER NUT OLEO
3 NO. 2 CANS
BEST BY TEST
1 0
cPound
FANCY SUGAR CURED BACON Half or Whole
Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens and Eggs
SHROAT BROS
MEAT MARKET
Fret Delivery Phone ,214
LIMBURGER CHEESE POUND
Pound 15c
OLD FASHIONED BRICK CHEESE Pound 19`
BANANAS GOLDEN YELLOW - DOZEN 19c
CARROTS 
POTATOES
NEW CABBAGE
BUNCH
Pound5, Peck
2 POUNDS
TEXAS BERMUDA ONIONS White or Yellow
Sc
25c
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Mrs. W. 13. Scruggs and daugh-
ter. Mrs. Il_alnb Ethearda.
e Jenkins, and Mrs. Owen
Brandon 'Were in Paris Friday.
Mrs. tr Carrie Denham and sons, y and Bobby, have, been
ng in Farmington and May-
field for the past week.
Four western Kentucky sheriffs
left here Monday morning for
Frankfort to answer the indict-
ments 'brought against them :in
rraintlin- circuit ' court _tor- railing
to enforce the log tax law. Those
Who came to keep one another
mutual company were Burnett Hol-
land, Marshall county: Cliff
Bowan,. Graves county: and Cliff
'-giliernwell. McCracken county, who
Jetned Sheriff Carl B. Kingins here.
Miss Rowena Jones. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Rafe Jones, is doing
nicely at the Keys-Houston Hos-
pital where she _underwent an
operation (or appendicitis Monday.
Just Received fresh shipment of
Flowers for Pots and Porch Boxes,
West Side of Square. Alton Barnett
41,
Ben Grogan, who has been with
the Federal department of banks
for the past several weeks, work-
in Kentucky, has been trantterred
to Western Tennessee and will
have charge of that district. Mr.
SOMALI _will. .1I4Yc.J1LJ14i
in Union City which will permit
him to spend moat of his week-
ends at home.
Mrs. Mary Ely, -Mr. and Mrs.
Will Ely and Miss Dixie Eire' of
Benton, grandmother, parents and
sister of Mrs. Waylon Rayburn,
spent Sunday with Representative
and Mrs. Rayburn.
Mts. ..Vernon Stubblefield,
a returned from several days
visit with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
M. E. Shaw, Hickman.
Mrs. Erret Gardner has returned
to her home in Mayfield after
visiting relatives in Princeton and
Cadiz. Mrs. Gardner was form-
erly Miss Martha Kelly.
John Miller. freshman athletic
coach at Murray College and stu-
dents at Peabody Cellegg Nash-
ville, spent the week end visiting
firends in Murray.
Mrs. J. J. Charleston. of Hazel
Route 1, was an operative patient ear
at the Clinic-Hospital Wednesday. watch Next Weeks
•
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,LI.ARK! 
NEAR!
DOLLAR
DAYS
SEE THE
MAY 1-LOWER
BEFORE iYOU
BUY ANY--
REFRIGERA-
TOR
You are not buy-
ing untried mer-
chandise. They
have 14 years
experience as re-
Irigerator build-..
era,
Savings in
Foods
LONG leltE'SERVICE . CHEAPER OPERATION
.. SILENT MOTOR
Our greatest Satjafnetinn in the.salvners of May-
lowers who help us more than anything else in
placing refrigerators. If you are refrigerator miud-
ed—,
4 "Ask Your Neighbor About her Makflower"
JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC CO.
Old Postoff ice Location Murray, Ky.
-44neficalt gir/5'
by BUtOVA-
FOR HIM
A watch makes a specially ap-
propriate gift for son or daugh-
ter graduate.
Levar-shate you OUT cornpre-
unattee display in both men's
Omen's watches.
-mtv.
In Murray
Friday, Saturday
MAY 11, 12
Wonderful Values
_htrnStsaidie Dunn returned. from
Pans Camp, Miss. Sunday where
she has been teaching commercial
work in the consolidated school
there for the past year.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur ttedden. of
Murray Route Three, are the par-
ents of - a boy born at the home
last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Reggie 'Ellis, of
Narth. Liberty. are the parents of
a girl born at the home Friday.
The infant was named Glenda Sue.
Mr. and Mrs Barns Burkeen, of
Arm° Route One, are the parents
of a boy born at the home Friday.
The infant was named Andrew
Jackson.
A marriage license was issued
lasj, Wednesday to Paschall Ken-
nerley. 24, and Pauline Hasford.
21. The bride is the daughter of
Mr. -and Mrs. Eleck Hasford, Hy-
mon, Ky., .and the bridegroom is
the. son of- sMr.- _and Mrs. 0. F.
Kennerley of Hymon. Ky.
A marriage license was issued
last - Saturday to Irvan Outland,
Muipilap, and Thelma Walker,' Mur-
ray.
The small son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bryan Aker, of Lynn Grove, under-
went an operation at the Clinic-
Hospital today.
A marriage license was issued
Saturday to _Dewey Bazzell, 14.
Farmington Route One, and Cloteil
Paschall, 21. Murray • Route One.
The Grunow is the refrigerator
you hear advertised over the radio
consistently. See it at the Johnson-
Fain Music Co.
Deputy CoUnty Clerk E. G.
Neale returned to :the office the
latter pert' 'Of list week—after a
few days absence due to nine's.
Last Fourth Monday was the first
Fourth Monday Mr. Neale has been
out of the office itt More than
eight years.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Hendricks
and daughter left last Wednesday
for Memphis to make their home.
Mr: Hendricks has a position there.
Shelby Davis, Nat Gigge W. L.
Hargrove, 0. B. Irvan-. Jr., Johnny
Parker, and Hugh Wilson attended
a meeting of Standard Oil dealers
at. the Cobb Hotel last Friday
night. W. F. Gardner and George
Boardman. of Louisville, conducted
the meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Linville Yates and
daughter, Zetta Ann. of Glasgow.
Ky., are visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Drinkard this
week.
"The Business of Keeping Well"
was the subject of an address given
by Dr. E. B. Houiton, Murray phy-
sician, in chapel at Murray State
College Friday morning. April 27.
T. H. Stokes, Murray regent, spoke
briefly urging teachers to take
more interest in school problems
confronting Kentucky.
Jake Dunn has been appointed
maintenance foreman for Calloway
county by the state highway com-
mission. Mr. Dunn took over his
new duties last week.
Rev. 0. A. Marrs, pastor 'of the
Murray MethOdiatt .addregV-
ed the students of Augusta Tilgh-
man High School, Paducah, Friday
morning. His subject was "Touch-
ing the First Base". Friday ev-
ening, Rev. Marrs addressed the
brotherhood of the Broadway
Methodist Church, Paducah, at its
regular monthly meeting.
Dr. F. E. Crawford, Dentist,
National Bank Bldg., none
192.
Miss Gertrude Mallory. Mayfield,
is visiting her sister Mrs. Harry
Broach. and Mr., Broach.
Sheriff Carl Kinglns has re-
turned from Frankfort, where he
was released after being given a
hearing under a recent indictment
by the Franklin county grand jury.
Every sheriff in the state was in-
dicted and Sheriff Kingins made
the trip with Cliff Howard of
Graves county and Sheriff Holland
of Marshall county.
Collie Barnett, of Mayfield., is
recavering from an operations for
appendicitis at the Keys-Houston
Hospital.
Mr.-and Mrs. Clyde- Filbeck, of
Wickliffe, Were here Wednesday
and had lunch with Mr. Filbeck's
brother, Edd Filbeck, and family.
Mr. Filecis is reposgaptative in
this section for the Di. Miles Medi-
cine Co. Mrs.' Filbeck assists her
lather, E. W. Wear, in publishing
the Ballard Yoeman at Wickliffe.
Tom Williams is able to be out
tier an illness of three weeks.
Miss Marjorie McElrath, of Cin-
cinnati, spent the week end with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
McElrath. '
Mrs. W. W. McElratt has recov-
ered from a two weeks illness of
laryangitis.
Visitors st our store are greatly
impressed by the Grunow refrigera-
tors on display. You are invited to
see this great line.—Johnson-Fain
Music Co.
Miss Margaret Tandy and Miss
Suzanne Snook spent last week end
in Rosiclaire, ill., as guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Miles Haman.
Cars belonging to Carmon Mc-
Kee!, Murray; and Bowman St.
John, Paris, collided Wednesday
night of last week on the Benton
highway near the Almo road. Both
care carried passengers but all es-
any serious injuries, despite
the fact that the cars were badly
wrecked.
Mrs Nova Scott waS discharged
from the Clinic.-Hospital this week
where she spent a few days for
treatment.
Fire and water damaged the Col-
legiate Inn Tuesday afternoon
when sparks from the kitchen flue
set the roof on fire. A few feet
of shingles were burned but water
did considerable more damage to
wallpaper, and furnishings.
A. J. Veteto will leave for Hunts-
ville:Ala.. Meet-week-Where he Will
teach vocal training for two weeks.
Miss Datha Cunningham. of Buc-
hanan. Tenn:. had her tonsils re-
moved at the Keys-Houston Hos-
pital last week.
Edwin Warterfield is visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Warter-
field, and relatives here. He is now
connected with a drugstore chain in
Detroit.
Max B. Hurt, graduate of Mur-
:ay State College and former
IgnitlIn, addressed the Allenian
Society of Murray State College
on the subject of "Individual De-
velopment" in the little chapel
Tuesday morning. .May-1—
Mrs. B. W. Overbey who has
been quite ill of influenza and
bronchial pneumonia for the past
ten days is much improved at her
home on West Main.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert WalL Sr..
Let ih Help You House -Ord
You can make the job eallek by letting us
clean your
DRAPERIES 
PORTIERS
TAPESTRIES__
CHAIR COVERS
COUCH COVERS
WOOL BLANKETS
COMFORTS
SMALL RUGS
All these beautifully cleaned at reasonable prices!
Called- for and Delivered
returned home Tuesday afternoon
from Roswell, New Mexico, where
they have been spending the wisiter
for the benefit of Mr. Wall's health.
Mr. and Mrs. Wall, Jr., remained
in Roswell.
Mrs: H. B. Taylor, who has spent
the winter teaching in the Western
Kentucky Bible School, left May
3 for Milton, Wisconsin to spend
the summer months vilth her
daughter. Mrs. Barney Watson.
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Ward, Miss
_CIPtCA__LiCker, ADA, . Mint . Katie
Martin attended the carnival in
Paducah Wednesday night.
Miss Helen Shipley spent the
week "end with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Mark • Shipley.
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Hubbs of
Murray. have returned home from
a two weeks visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Greenfield of Detroit,
Mich.
Little Miss Joan EntterwerA
spent last week with her nand=
mother, Mrs. A. :S. Butterwornt
Mrs. Carrie Denham and Mrs
A. S. Butterworth were in Padu-
cah. Monday.
Maytag Washing Machine, with
gasoline or Electric Motor, a labor
saver. They do the work well, and
make the home happy. Buy a May-
tag and join the list of boosters.
Sexton Bros. • -
Mr. and tris. 'Willie Graham
nioved last week to the residence
on North Fourth street vacated by
Mr. and Mrs. N. G. Coy. Mr. and
Mrs. Coy moved to the National
Hotel.
Mrs. E. J. Beale. Mrs. Foreman
Grahatn, Mrs. XarI C. Frazee and
Mrs. G. B. Scott were visitors .In
Paducah Monday.
Mayor Ws -§, Swann was...alsyse.tcr
be out Mil week after undergoing
treatment at the Mason Memorial
Hospital for several .days. Mr.
Swann is much improved_
Miss Willie Overcast, of Puryear.
Tenn.. is a patient for treatment at
the Keys-Holislost- H.1 this
week.
J. Frank Berry was a business
visitor in Paducah Monday.
Mrs. Lamar Farley left the lat-
ter part of last week for Louis-
ville where she will undergo treat-
ment for a few weeks.
Coixuty Supt. At 0. Wrather
entertained the members of the
county. board of education and the
principles of the county high
schools with a fish fry at Ft.:11y-
mon Monday evening.
Lieut. Wm. E. Smith. U. S. N,
will leave the latter of this week
for Washington, D. C., to , spend
a, 20-day leave. He will join Mrs
Smith who went to Washington a
few weeks ago!' Mr. Smith will at-
tend 'the Kentucky Derby in Louis-
ville Saturday. Mr: Smith- will be
relieved of his duties as com-
mander of Camp *Murray July -1
and will be transferred to another
post.
Smalit: son of Guy Bevelt, of
Paris. Tenn, was a patient at the
Clinic-Hospital Friday. '
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Morgan, of
Paducah. Sent Sunday with their
daughter, Mrs C. E. Morris. Mr.
PHONE 34
DAN COWEN'S
for graduation
Pumps, Ties, San-
dal styles, Straps
and Sport Ox-
fords,
Every
Heel Every Style •
Height That's Neer!-  
_
• Styles and quality selected for anribhilitys
• Graceful, smooth-fitting—in selected
kidskins, patents and simulated pig.
• A multitude of styles in white, grey,
blue, parchments and black.
Morris and baby. 'Mr. and Mrs.
Morris' apt...months old baby daugh-
ter. who suffered a broken leg a
few weeks ago, is much improved.
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough and lit-
tle daughter, Jacqueline, .returned
home Saturday after a two weeks
visit with Mrs. .Sharborough's
mother and sisters and their fam-
ilies in New Orleans.
Geo. S. Hart and Waylon Ray-
burn were visitors in Cadiz Tues-
day afternoon.
Mrs. Eyra Redden is in Mason- -liespital for treatment.
Hospital News
The following patients were ,ad-
mitted to the Wm. Mason Hospital
during the past week:
-John Nobles. 11111
Flora Hatcher Hazel; E. J. Hicks,
Mayfield; Toy Tuckers
Mrs. Ethel Traylor. Paris; Mrs.
Carl Smith, Union City: Mrs. N. E.
Beck. Union City; Joe Baker Little-
ton, Hazel; Miss Eura Dunn, Hunt-
ington, 'Penn.; L. L. Simmons.
Hazel; Mrs. W. Scott, Murray; Mrs.
H. H. Davis, Camden, Tenn:: Mrs.
Freeman Redden, Murray; 11. A.
Todd, Sharon, Tenn.
The following patients were dis-
missed from the Mason. Hospital
duxing. the-
Warren Swann, muniiy; miss
Mary Lou MeIntosh, Ethridge.
Tenn.; Mrs. W. E. Crider, Murray;
W. W. Melton, Camden; Tenn.; Toy
Tucker, Newburg; Mrs. H. C.
King, Elbridge, Tenn.; Mrs. Ruben
Thurston, Princeton; B. A. Todd.
Sharon.
;elan
Take a Family Vote for
VELVET
Ice Cream
Get out the ballot box and see
how the bunch will vote on tins
incomparable treat. There's lit-
tle doubt as te the leader. Its
bound to be Velvet Ice Cream.
Here's a dessert that runs on a
ticket of satisfaction—our plat-
form is taste, health, refresh-
ment and economy. Get on the
band wagon and enjoy—
VELVET ICE CREAM CO.
ASK YOUR DEALER OFir PHONE 34
LESLIE DICK, Manager
ALL SIZES
L EN--M --PIQUE--POPLIN and FABRIC
Women's Straps and Oxfords
Leather Soles
All t. to 9—Dozens of Styles
is While and All Colors— Cuban
or Low Heels • Leather Seam
Women's and Misses' Straps
Crepe Soles
Attention Graduates:—Come to Dan Cohen's for the
greatest values and new styles in Footwear for all com-
mencement events.
309 BROADWAY PADUCAH, KY..
-svast,114.44-.T.
•
PAGE THREE
Owen-Houston
B• Swing
Just received the sensa-
tion of the season. Not only
the smartest but the most
comfortable suit a man can
wear for sport or boaincoll•
$25
2 Pairs Trousers
Freeman
Shoes
The Best $4 and $5
Shoe to be had
Built by Freeman means
quality as well as style.
Irs..Straw
Hat.Time!
Nothing for the same
money will add to your ap-
pearante like a new Straw
We are showinng the
bet'-aylea-asa--sallors.. Aind -
soft straws.
to $2.50
OWEN &
OIISTUN
111111111•111111111111161111111111
•
• „,
•
•
PACE FoUR
Dopy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each v.6.-ek.
Mrs. ScarbrmIldb Celebrates
'Seventy-First Birthday —
Last Sunday morning at about
10 O'Cloclk. a large number of rela-
tives and blends :arrived at the
-borne of Grandmother. Scarbrough
to celebrate her 71 birthday which
was Saturday. _Others arrived
later and at the noon hour .some
64 relatiVes and friends, gathered
around a long table 'placed on the
lawn where . a delicious dinner
was spread- -The- honoree and aged-
brother, William Oliver, 78. of
Halal, were seated side by side at
the table.
By previous arrangement& Misses
Mildred Armstrong. An Marl'
McNutt. Nell Carraway, Willa and
Virginia Atkins and Hilda Scar-
brough stood in line near the table
and read the Sunday School lesson.
for the day. after which thanks
were expressed by J. B. Smother-
s •man.
Those who enjoyed this happy
occasion were: .
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Lassiter;
Dallis. Opal. Marvin. P-arvin. James
and Robert Lassiter; Mr. and Mrs
Herman Lassiter, and baby. Jer-
lene, who is a great granddaughter
of Mrs. Scarbrough's: Mr. and Mrs':
Dewey Grogan and sons. James
Hugh. Harold Don and Bobbie!
Mr:. and. Mrs,- Toy Phillips and.
son Jakie. '
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Scar-
brough, Me.-and Mrs. Jeff Scar-
biough and son. Noble. and-daugh-
ters, Misses- :Minnie • and *able;
, Willa Dean and Virginia Kate
kins, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Scar-
. brough and sort Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Goeble Scarin'
• and chiaren, Buda Cleo and Dot--
ris, of the home: Mr. and Mrs. Jim
DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP
FOR ALL KINDS 4HOE.
• REXAIRS
„ The. best of leatliers-ait
ly hn4led, giving you the
best in shoe-work.
_
evi...adies Heel 'Term
OPPOSITE LEDGER It
TIMES
Scarbrough and daughter, Miss
Tempie: Mr. and Mrs. Oliver and
was -VritItimi Hriey -Oliver -
and sister, Mra Scarbrough, who
was the honoree:-
A daughter, Mrs. Clinton Atkins
of the county. on account of ill-
ness in the home, and another
daughter, Mrs. Maud Phillips of
Detroit, and a stepdaughter. Mrs_
Minnie Willoughby of South Da-
kota. were absent
Others present, far. and Mrs.
IhirrY-Coles, 'Mr. and mrs.• J S.
Smotherrnan. Mr. and Mrs. Gard-
ner Curd. Mr. and Mrs. Odell Orr
and children, Freda and Max; Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Carraway and. Nall;
Bill Jones, F. Phillip* Mildred
Armstrong and Angie. McNutt
Pies Wicker Honored.-
-- On Birthday
On April 29. the children gath-
'tied ;t the home of Plez Wicker,
it being his 67 birthday. A boun-
tiful dinner Was served on the
lawn. The table was decorated
with many pretty garden flowers.
Those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Adlin Paschall and
children. Joy and Hildred Mr. and
Mrs. Monde Wicker and sons,
Boyce. J. P. and Myers of near
Puryear. Tenn.; -- Mr. and ,Mrs.
Charlie Wicker of near Croaslaridi
Mr. an4 Mrs. Adolphus Paschall,
Ahcit :Wicker, Miss Ola - Wicker,
Miss •'Monease Nance, Mr. and 14ra
Plea Weeker and a sister. - Mrs.
Natmie Paschall.
guests left wishing the hon-
oree many more happy birtticlays.
• s
.Biltell/W-.BL-GaNhan -
Tuesday. May IL _ .
10:30: Call to Order.
DeCbtional. New Hope.
I. Missionary Conference ,Report.-Miss Ethel Mae Paschall, SouthPleasant Grove.
Piano solo, Mrs. Bert Taylor,
South Pleasant - Grove. .
- Council- Report. Miss . Marion.
Crasirford-Lriff-anove.
ennui jras,• n_. Vaughn and
Mrs. Vaughn. .
Reading. Miss Annie Lou Her-
ron.: Sahel. _- - . •
_ General. Conference- Report, Mrs.
G. C. McLaren, Paris, Tenn.
Noon—Picnic Dinner.
-Devotional. Mrs. W. A. Baker.
HONOR THE GRADUATES WITH
Jewelry and
Gifts of Distinction
From MANAS'
For the fi nest quality, for the newest, :ifylesi-for the
, most moderate prices—buy your graduation gifts
from Manas', in Paducah. Liberal credit if you. wish.
'Perms as low as 40c a week.
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION
Here Are Four Outstanding Values That
Prove Manas' Leadership in Paducah
Bulova
"Miss America-/1
Dainty accurate Baguette
Watch with new style me-
tal band to match;•At the
lowest price for which a
,Bulova watch has -ever
$2475 sold. Absolute-ly guaranteed
Diamond Ring
Curt-genus White Diamond-
vf unusual brilliance, set .
in the latest style solid
white or yellow gold
$24.75mount-ing 
Leather. Gladstone M's Wrist Watch
e Full 24-inch size, wonder- Modernly styled with lat-
ful leather lining and est style open link metal
kmanship. Built to band or fine leather strap.
- $14.75=r:Mer . $9.95
optical department—exper-
etrist in charge.
• Modern and compFèt
ienced and registered
"'Avow - •••••• sr.
4.•;• •••-; .4.;g1/4 ....7410.444111•••4111•445.14.....40,
- - -
ME LEDGER lf 773fES, Mtlitstitr Walla ?Tr7DArrws
ON ER WAY I
Watch Next Week'
Ledger & Times fori
the-Details 'of-Won-
derful Vallies.
IN MURRAY
NEXT WEEK
MAY 11 - 12
Everybody
Be Here
 •
Hazel.'
Brazil, the Country, liks M.-
Walker, New Hope.
Brazilian Report, Miss Elizabeth
Riehardson, Martin's Chapel.
Playlet, "Forget-me-not Magic",
Kirksey Society.
Song. "Gardep of Psayer", Miss
Geraldine Hurt. Kirksey.
-for -alearasership Drive, led
by Mrs Alice Jones, Hazel, and
discussed by all society preeidents.
The Arts and Crafte Club will
meet Wednesday. May 9, with Mrs.
K 3 Beale at 2-30. Knitting and
crocheting to be featured.
Birthday Dinner
Is Given Three .
On Sunday, April 29, the many
--relatives= and. 
metat the home of Hole Cunning-
ham to celebrite the joint birth-
days of himself., his -brother, Sini
gham, and 
sister...213.8..Parker Harrell. Their birthdays were
all in the same week and Sunday
was'Zhosen as the day to celebrate.
Their ages were fifty-three. fifty-
six, 'and forty-four respectively.
The crowd began arriving early
with boxea7,,and baIkets of good
things to eat •nrid soon old friends
and neighbors Nwere meeting for
the first time in many years to talk
over olden times. At noon a long
tabla was spread on the lawn with
the great variety of good -things to
eat and the birthday cake:Jr...were
cut Thanks were offered for the
dinner by Rev. Harris and soon.
everyone was merrily eating.
The .afternoon was spent in
playing games. kodakinir and
rfrarta-arrd -sa-tethibff-inla Wakened
by Bro. Harris..
All left late Wishing the brothers
and sister many' more happy birtln
ays. • There were about 260
present -
The out of county gueis present
were: Mr. and MIX. çiótus Hubbs
and daughter. Mr. aft - Mrs. Curtis
Hubbs and chiI*En. Mrs. Effie El-
lison,- Mr._ and" Mrs. Hugh Jones
and childrpti. and Mr. Dan Jones,
Paducah,' Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Noel and children. Mrs. Turie Noel
THE Heath & Milligan Best
I Prepared Paint IS the
best paint. It is a modern
pabat—the standard paint of
A.ier ka. Satisfaction-rest
THE HEATH & MILLI-
GAN BEST PREPARED
PAINT go together, because
BEST PREPARED PAINT
gives the best results—pro-
tects the surface and looks
better for a longer time than
any other paint.
It's all in the way BEST
PREPARED PAINT is made
—the method of manufac-
ture is as far in advance of
ordinary machine misted
paint methods as ordinary
mixed paints are in advance
of hand mixed products.
' Sold and Guaranteed by
EAR DRUG CO.
and an. Mr. Bob Allyrea, Cadiz;
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Cunningham,
Mayfield
• • • • •
'newer- Fn TiOnoir-
Mrs. Leon Cooper
On Saturday aflistilieen, April
28, relatives and WWI" gathered
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. G.
Cooper to compliment Mr. and Mrs 
LeonCooper with a Mower. Many
nice gifts 'were received which
were highly appreciated by the
honorees. 'Delicious refreshments
.ereJ .10te1.. litr,_tarL 14P,
Cooper were shown the beautifule
able of gifts. The hostess was
asialeid.*.sacsttot ,_14x.Miss Chris-
tine Coop=
FultOwing the refreshments,
music was furnished by the flan
townie: Misses Lurine,,,Lesia, and
Clara Erwin, Christine and Hew-
lett Cooper.
Those present were:
Mrs.- Jasper Hart and daughter,
Ida Mae, Mrs. R. L. Spencer, Mr.
and Mrs.' Harmon Jones. Mr. and
Mrs. Conn Spencer, Mni Wayne
Paschall, Mrs 011ie Brandon, and
daughters, Clara Mae, and Ruth;
Mrs. Morgan Orr and daughter,
Lattice; Mrs. Otho Clark, Mrs.
Obie Waldrop, Mrs. Bee Stark, and
son. Joe Hal.
Mrs. Marvin Parks, and son,
Swann Edwin; Mrs. Lean Hall,
Mrs. Joe Charlton. Mt* Macon
White and daughter*, liargueritte
and Orilla; Mrs. Curtis Brandon,
and daughter, Brenda Mae; Mrs.
Bethel Paschall, Mr. and Mrs: Leon
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Cooper,
Miss Wilma Hartstiald, Misses
Berlene, Robbie, Clara, hole,
Lurine and Opal Mae Erwin;
Clovis Orr, Angline tharxion,
Christine Cooper, Clifton,land•Owen
Jones, Onzell Spencer._ B. L. and
Hewlett Cooper. —
Those who sent presents were:
Mrs. Letha Brandon, Mrs Haf-
ford Orr, Mrs. George Josses, Mrs.
Walsie Lewis, Mrs. MeKinciley
Arnett, Mrs. Charlie Moore, Mrs
Dashie Clemmons, Mrs. Zillie Orr,
and daughter. Edith; Mrs. Tam Er-
win, Mrs. Hafford Orr, Mrs Bow-
den Swann, Mrs. Fannie Doran.:
Miss Modest Brandon, Mr. Bethel
Paschall. Mr. Morgan Orr. Mr.
011ie Brandon. and Mr_ Lesion Hall.
foRese, Freshmen Give
Class Party
The freshman class ea. Murray.
State College held its third class
party of the year Friday night,
ril 27.
Co-sponsors" of the freshman
class are pr. G. T. Hicks and Miss
Evelyn Linn. Part of the enter-
tainment was provided, by one of
-Dr. - Hicks' classes - -
New equipment, bought with the-
proceeds of the recent plas :given
by the class, was used at the play.
Mrs. Nage Butterworth
Complimented
Friends and members of the West
Fork Baptist church, met Thursday
afternoon. April 26. at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Kirkland and
quilted a quilt which they had
plased for Mrs. Nace Butterworth.
After the quilt was finished and
presented to Mrs. Nace Butterworth
d thanks were expressed by
v. ft. F. Gregory.
Ilatliciotis refreshments were
ose present were:
Rev and Mrs. R. F. Gregory, Mr.
nd Mrs Buck Jones, Mrs. Will
Perdue. Mrs. San) Christenberry.
Mrs. Brent Butterworth, Mrs.
Arthur Butterworth. Mrs. Freeman
Ands. Mrs. Oscar Jones, Mrs.
Eldradite Swift. Mrs. Faker Farmer,
Mrs. John Workman, Mrs Charlie
Barton, Mr: and Mrs. Will Kirk-
land, Mrs. Nace Butterworth Mrs.
Jodie Cochran, Miss Christine
Farmer. Misses Dorothy, Jo and
Bettie Sue Workrhan.
WALLPAPER
See our show-
ing. Hundreds
of patterns—
Compare our
—
•
Mrs H. E. Jesddna
Entertains ideler
Mrs Harry Jenkins eatertaldad
imat—II-WWWW7Mait
Virginia Entrrows, Of Chicago. Iasi
Wednesday evening at her 'borne
on West Main street. The hour
was spent informally and delight-
ful refreshments were served.
Those included were:
Miss Winifred Keys, Miss Katie
Irvan, Miss Dorothy Robertson,
Miss -LaHatila Siam, Miss-
Decker, Miss Virginia Burrows.
Ira Crosby, Hugh Bates, Norman
Seister, Don Probasco, J. R Wil-
liams, and John Overbey.
ON MAY 3, 1'934.
Jackson Pltrebaie Ott
Company Gives Dinner
The Jackson Purchase Oil Com-
pany entertained "its employei
and stockholders with -a dinner at
the National Hotel Friday evening
at 7:30 o'clock. Hon. W. C. Broad--
bent, state highway commissioner
for this district, and It E. Elliott,
district highway engineer were the
guests of honor.
R. H. Falwell presided as toast-
master and introduced Mr. Broad-
bent, Mr. • Elliott, mr. Toot, Padu-
cah, district Mid-Continent repre-
sentative. The employees and
stockholders also were presented:
T. 0..Baucum, general- manager
of the company, made a ..most
interesting and comprehensive talk
.on the products and services of
the Jackson Purchase Oil Company.
Those included in the hospitality
were:
T. 0. Bauctun, R. tr-gal
C. Jones, Oda McDaniel, .
Stokes, Joe T. Lovett, C D. Out-
land, M. 0. Wrather. George Hart,
Dr. E B. Houston, Dr. F. r Craw-
ford, Dr. J. A. Outland Dr. J. V.
Stark, Senator T. Oi Turner, Dr..
Hugh McElrath, H. I. Neely, C. E.
Farmer, J. H. Churchill, Alton
Barnett, .1- W. Outland. G. C. Ash-
craft _
W. M. Caudill, Hal/ Hood, L. J.
Hortin, E. J. Beale. Judge C. A.
Hain- Harry I Sledd, R. B. Lassi-
ter, Sr., W. W. Perry. Dee Radford.
Raymond Parks, Carlin Riley, Tre-
man Beale. I. L. Barnett John
Rowlett, C. C Ross, C. E. Hatcher,
Robt. Swann, Jr., Rupert Morris,
Late Latham, J. M. Perry, Connie
Wilson, Guy Rudd.
Henry Rudd. Dewey Parks. Ter-
sy-Lawrenae,---Lowell King.
Farmer. Aubrey Farmer, Jack
Farmer. Ed Adams, Forma Hop-
kir*. H. T. Jones,-:.B. A. nen,
Jessie W. Lassiter, Doan Barnes.
Bondy Russell, Ralph :Yarbrough,
Toy McDougal, James- Underwood.
C. n Atnip, Marvin HIlL
Visitors were: -W. C. Broadbent,
Cadiz: R. E. Elliott, Cadiz;. Garlan
Cunningham. Cadiz; Waylon Ray-
burn. E H. Ashbrook, state forest
service: Mr. Toot Mid-Continent
Pet., Paducah.
Solna Pleasant Grove Missionary
Society To lineal Iday
The Small Pleasant Grove Mis-
sionary Society will hold its next
meeting at the church on Wednes:-
day, May 9. The following pro-
gram will be presented on "Social
Evangelism in Brazil":
Opening .S9ri.g: "Jesus Calls Us"
SCripture and CornmenalloY the
leader. -
Prayer.
Collegio Bennett—Mavis Broach
Porto Algre Institutiooal Church
—Eels Mae Guplon.
Hymn Study: "Where Cross the
Crowded Ways of Life".
Solo: "Where:Cross the Crowded
Ways of Life".
Special Music—Maydell Taylor.
Closing Song: "Can the World
See Jesus in1 You."
Benediction.
Beautifully
cards, poems,
'rigs that Will
engraved
and greet-
appropriate-
tion and best wishes for
Mother's Day and to the
graduates.
No matter what your
gift may be to them you
will want a nice card ex-
pressing the sentiment of
the occasion.
MANY SPLENDID GIFT
SELECTIONS
if
-
Leen! D. A. IL /Members
To Attend LIIIIkei•NI
There will be a D. A. k
tum is. --PactnnatrTnesday;
8. All spernbers in this sectien
of tho state are urged to attend.
Mrs. Roan state president be
the guest speaker. Particulars may
be obtained from Mrs. J. D.
Rowlett, phone' Inn
Miss Mary Lou IDalland Hest
To B. T. P. U.
Miss -Mary Lou Outland was
host to the P.- orgattiain
tion of the First Halitiat church
Thursday evening, April 26, at her
home op West Main street
Unique games and contests were
features of the evening. Delicious
refreshment* were served.
Those praneja_grere:
Ralph Churchill, 0. C. Wells,
Jr., R. H. Falwell, Jr., Mlla Helen
Johnston, Miss ftriberhr- Puckett,
Miss Martha Nell Wells, Eugene
Tarry, Miss Mary Shurnaker." Mtn
Virginia James, A. J. Carlisle,
Elmo Parker, Mandl Bailey.
Miss Mary Nell Whasell, Ellick
B. Owen, Boyd Thompson, Miss
Frances Hillard, James Swann,
Mini Rachel Summerville, Miss
Louise Swann. Anson Begley, Miss
Rebecca Tarry, Miss Ruth Wimtui
•
- ---________
Mr i Laurine Outland Itran,
Everett Outland, Mies Alice Dune
vant.. John Outland.
Inter-Attarrar -Mr--and-Men Ma&
Churchill, Ronald Churchill, Miss
Hazel Tarrin•Miss Mary Ned Ray-
burn, Hubert Jaco. Miss Lorna
Dye, Miss Marie Phillips. Augustus
Phillips, Cleveland Hollaway, Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Outland.
• • • • •
It. E. Mladisary Society Has
Good Miseting
- MisitiottarY
Society met with Mrs. J. D. Sex-
ton Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Leslie Putnam presided.
She gave a splendid paper and
talk on "Brazil", the subject of
the program. Mrs. Bub Doran dis-
cussed "Our Work in Brazil". Mrs.
James reported on the Annual
Meeting of the Memphis Confer-
ence Missionary _Societies.
Mrs. d. Hicks conducted -an
interesting Bible stuuy on "Jesus
in the Home"; and Miss Thyra
Creekmur accompanied by Miss
Juliet Holton, sang two lovely
songs.
The hostess served a- delicious
salad course to the thirty-seven
present.
It Pays to Read the -ilassifinds
Here Are Gifts to Please the
(it At I) I%
Suits
and Furnishings
for
GRADUATION
EVENTS
For a good many years we
have bekn-lieadquarters for
the young men graduates of
Calloway county- far Otair
graduation outfits.
Here you will find a com-
plete selection of diiessy
spring suits, finely tailored
and most moderately priced.
Gifts for the Young
Men
Parents, relatives and friends will please the
young men graduates most with "something to
wear"—and that is the practical gift, too,
let us show you our wonderful selection
Men's Furnishings for Graduation
aham 81 Jackson
The Store for Men
MAKE IT
the proudest night
of your
life!
AS you step forward foryour diploma and you
are the center of attention
... you will by all means
want to be commanding
c.f attention!
We have some vet beautiful dresses  in which 
you would be proud of your appearance. You
must see them before you buy for your graduation-
time wardrobe.
All the latest stYles in the most desired mater-,
ials. They speak quality in a distinctive mintner.
from $3.95 to $7.95
ALLEN-A HOSIERY is a hosiery for every oc-
casion. A standard of quality line with a hose for
every dress combination  79c-I-98c
—Shop With Us--
Murray Mercantile-Co:
Now Robert T. Nichols
-asammai
COSTS LESS
K-EEPS BETTE
T A S SIM
when you have
NOR GE,
• The biggest part of hou
— hold expen'se money
•for food. There's the pla
to save. With Rollator R
frigeration you can save o
food and at the same tim
have better meals. So th,
the couvisivics of
actually costs you
nothing.
Al 0 IRG6‘ezito.,
THE ROLLIITOB--has Oni)
thrre moving porn—simple. Per
erful, almost everlasting. Onlvi
Norge hat the vital, eveliositi.
advantage .7 the Rolla/or
YOU CAN BUY
NORGE ---•
FOR AS. LITTLE AS
MINIM
TA
follom
at tini
&dee
be tot
AMOI
PEN)
Beach
Hart
Ranks
Brinks_
Berne
Brew(
Bryan
Burt*
Carr,
Curd,
Danie
Dick,
Dyetis
Partin
Gralta
Hart,
McCul
New'
Nichol
Parke
Thomj
Wade,
Wealla
Schroe
Willis
Cullur
Hart,
Hays,
Holler
libYtuti
Houstt
Waist(
Lee, C
Marbe
Miller,
"MeElr
McInte
Newt]]
Oury,
Parke:
Patma
Hale,
Robin'
Rotas
Shell,
Shelto
Shoerr
Strout
Stubbl
Stubbl
o - Water:
Weeks.
Willis
Wm.
Wood!
COC
Bailey
Beaus
Beaur
Blarac
Bradle
Colem
Curd,
Curd,
Dunbe
Edwar
Edwin
Farm
Garlar
Githet
Green
Groga
Groga
Hardii
Hartlit
Hardt]
Horeb
Huds
Hudsj
Muds;
Hudsp
Begin
Caven
Ingrui
Johns
Johns
Martii
Marti'
Marti'
Meade
Milan,
Mortal
McCol
„McGel
McGel
Olive,
Palma
10 per cent down
RILEY RADIO CO.
11110.NE.'3 07
Open Evenings
MurraK.Y.
,
Perry
Perry,
Peiry
Priebe
Ross,
Bowie
Bowie
Rowlt
Scrug
Single
gmitt
Wadi
Wall,
Willis
Walls
Welli
Wells,
tre
Palmo
Perry
4"
k•-•
is
r E
ThfdlarKlut WSW" It c1AtUCZ1dbIThte aitTel.‘6i9f1, DiAl fe; fiat
110, 
TAX COLLECTORS SALE OF LAND FOR! Prkhet
'- Baker, Joe, 2 lots 
Billie, 1 loot 
DELINQUENT STATE AND
TAXES
I will belt for delinquent slate and county taxes, property of the
following named persons on May 28, 1934, same being fourth Monday,
at the county court !mese deer, between the hours of one and fair
o'clock P. M. A more complete deseription of the lands and lot. meg
be found In the °Mee ef the musty court clerk of Calloway county.
AMOUNT-El DUE FOR TAXES SHOWN BELOW DO NOT INCLUDE
PENAL/VA INTEREST, ADVERTISING COSTS?. ETC.
- CLINT DRINEARD.-Ex.illaritt of. Callftway County
and Tax Collector.
CITY OF MURRAY
Beach, C. 0., 118 acres  1933, $34.26
Hart and Willard, 0.3-4 'here&  1933 Wilk; 1932 $10.20; 1931 $10•92
Banks, Jas., 1 lot,  1933-$6.50
Banks, Thos. 11., 3 lots  1938 $12.26
Barnett, I. L. and Nanny J., 3 lots  1933 $34.34; 14.12- $24.08
Brewer, Irve, 1 lot  1933 $6.40
--Brown, Chas., I lot ,  gas MOANS
Bryan, S. B. and L M. 2 lots ....  1933 $1.56
Burton, Mrs. T. L. 1 lot   1933 iwoo
Carr, W. B., 40 acres  1983 413726
Curd, Hrs. Dale, 1 lot  1933 $37.00
Mn. a. E. 4 1-2 acres  1933 $784
Dick, Jas. P. 100 acres 
Diet* Jack 1 lot   1933 $3.00; 1932 $160
_Gardner, S. B., 1 lot    .1933 $10.00
_amen, Joe, 40 acres  1933 $18.37; 1932 $17.50
Hart, Mrs. A. B. 1 lot  1933 31.59
McCuiston, Mrs. Aline 1 lot  1933 $4.00
New Yerk -Life Insurance Company 149 acres 1933 $67.(e, (credit $29.40)
Nichols, R. F. 1 lot  1933 $3.00
Parker, Joe T. acres and 7 toots  1933 $67.56; 1932 $72.70
Thompson, Mrs. Acklia, 1 lot  1933, 317.50; 1932 bal. $30.51
Wade. John, deceased, I -let- -  1933 $22.50
Weatherly, J. H., 1 lot  1933 $11 50
Wallis, J. T.,' 40 acres   1932 33.62
Schroeder, John R., 1 lot   1932, 50c
William Mason Memorial Hospital, 1-104 • 1933 1472.50
Cullum,- Jas. A., 25 acres'  1933 $7.35
Hart, C. H., 1 lot   1933 $7.50; 1932 .11.4)
Hays, Mrs. Sudie, 4 lots   1933 $53.50; 1932 $56,50
Hollah‘litiss-ruinree, 1 lot  1933 $100
-Mon, Mrs, Jullia, adrnr., 1 let-  1933 $20.00
Houston, Mrs. S. W., 1, lot  1933 $8.50
Houston, Mrs. J. E. (guardian) 35 acres  1933 $12.00
Lee, C. C. 1 lot  1933 $8.50
Marberry, W. B. 72 acres  1933 137.72; 19323421C
Miller, William, 2 lots  1933 $18,30
Murray Marble Works 1 lot  1933 $23.130.....
McElrath, W. W., 6 Iota-  1933 $30.30; 1932 347.59
McInteer, Jesse, 1 lot  1933 03.10
Newman, Mrs. E. B. 1 lot   1933 $14.00
Oury, Mrs. Eunice 1 lot  1933 $11.00
Parker, 11. B. Sr., 1 lot  1933 $18.30
Patman, Mrs. Vivian, 1 lot  1933, 74c
Phillips, Linza, 1 lot   1933 $8.90
Phillips., C, 77 acres  1933 316.54
Hale, Walton, 2 lots  1933 $17.50
Robinson, Mrs. Jane, 107 acres and 1 lot  1933 127.37
Robinson, J. P., 87 1-2 acres and 1.1ot __ ixta.stoor 1931 938.40, credit $5.00
Roy, 1 lot  Mt 319.28
Shell, rs. A. I lot  1933, 50c; 1932, 50c
Shelton, Jno. K., 38 acres  1933 319-25
Shoemaker, George, 1 lot  1933 $10.90
Stroud., Mrs. Eva, -1 lot  1033 $25.00; 1932 $25.00
Stubblefield; W. Nat, 1 lot  1933, 50c
Stubblefield, Mrs. V. H., 1 lot ,  1933 $22.50
U. S. A. Clay Co., 38 acres  1933 39-20
Waterfield, L. B. Agent, I lot  1933 $16-50
Weaks, Joe H. 1 lot '  1933 13.00
Williams, Homer L., 1 lot   1933 $5.00
Wm. Mason Memorial Hospital. 1 lot  1933 $472.50; 1932 3482.17
Woodruff, L. Y., one-eighth lot   1033 $5.00
COpORED-
Bailey. Chas. I lot  1933 $1.00; 1932 $2.50
Beauregard, George, 4 lots  1933 $8.24; 1932 $6.29
Beauregard, Chas., 1 tot '  1933 $4.50
Blanton, Nettle, 1 lot   1933, 50c
Bradley, W. A.; I lot  1933 $3.07; $3.50
Coleman. Thos., I. lot ______  1933, 50c; 1932, 86c
Curd, Susan, 1 lot ▪ 1933 32.00; 1932 $2.00
Curd, Wallace, f lot r 1933, $3.50
,Diggs, 011ie, f iot • 1933 39.50
Dunbar, Ella. 1 løt..  ..• 1 lir.00; 1932 $3.b0
Edwards. Leslie, 1 lot  1933 $5.50
Edwards, Dennie Acre, 2 lots  1933, 75c
Farmer, McClellan, 1 lot .  1933 32.24
, Garland, Thos. 1 lot   /933 $1.00
- Gilbert, Laverne, 2 lots  1933 $3.501 1939 $5.00
Green, Susan, 1 lot __  1933 $3.00; 1932 34.30
Grogan, Gaylon, 1 lot  1,33- $1.06', 1892 .$7.00
. Grogan, Artie, 1- lot   , 1933 34.30
Harding Frank, 1 lot  1939. ICA &edit $1.00
Harding, Bert, 2 lets   1933 $4.50; 1932 $4.50
Harding. Hulda, 1 lot  1933 $2.00
Horebuckle, S. H. 2 lots
Hudspeth, Maggie, i lee 
 1933 $2.10
  1933, 24-c
  Meadow, Ellen. est., 1 let
- Milan, Sam, I lot • 
Hudspeth, Dave, est. 1 lot .  1933 94,00; 1932 $5.00
Hudspeth, S. L., I lot  1933 $3.50
Hudspeth, Viola, 1 lot   1933 $3.30; 1932 35.00
-Hughes. Wayne, I lot
Cavendar, Jas., decd., 1 lot  1963 $2.00; 1812 $2.
Ingrum, Hazel, 1 let  1133 $4.50
Johnson, Will, 2 lots   1933 19.00
Johnson, Chas.; -I lot,   1933 $5.50; 1932 $8.50
Martin. Chester, 1 lot  193ft 96.50
Martin, Maggie, 1 lot...  1933 31-50
Martin, Bettie, 1 lot _  NU $1.00
1933 34.50
1933 $7.50
Morris, W. B. 1 lot   1933 $7.00; 1932 $7.00
McConnell, Mrs. Ttnnel, 8 acres and I lot
„McGehee, Lon. 1 lot   1933 $4.60;. 1932 $4.00
McGehee, Mrs. F,11a, 1 lot, 
Olive, Connie, 1 lot   1933. $1.00; 1932 $1.05
Olive, Roberta, 1 lot  1933 $4.0
Palmer, David, 3 lots  __ 1933 $8.50
1932, $2.59
  1932 315.23
Banks, Jas., Jr., 1 lot  1932 $4.42
  1032 $11110
 1933 OLIP
1938 WAN
 INS $0.71
SIII-10
nett..0-40
1933 $110
Bassell, W. A. 1 lot 
Inshop, C. at., 44 acres and 3 lots 
Crawford, T. Wade, 115 acres and 2 lots
euilum, Jac A., 89 acres 
Num, W. D., Rev., S lots 
Fry, Flossie, 1 lot 
Hart & Willard, 6 3-4 acres __ 1933 99.18; 1932 310.50; 1931 list same $10.92
Holland, R. L., 33 acres  1933 $8.50
Hutson, Mark 15 acres •  1932 12-97
Osbron, W. B., 100 acres    1932 $22.94
Outland, Bun A., 9 acres  1982 43-05
-Owings, -Mrs. Dan,- So*   1932 CAW
Phillips, Mix. Emma Lee, 1 lot  1932 $8.00
Rowland Mrs. Harry. 24 acres  1932 $1•38
Utterback, Mrs. P. A. 2 lots  1932 $13.00
COLORED-
Stubblefield, Alga, 59 acres  1932 $6.7$
Tharp, Jessie, 1 lot   1932 36.30
Hudspeth,- Bonnie, 2 lots  1932 $4.10
EAST MURRAY-
Bourland, Nat, 44 acres,  1933, $22.29; crediit $13.40
Curd, Houston, 21 acres,  1933, $9.18
Floyd, Mrs. Harriet, 10 acres, .  1933 $1.48; 1932 31,73
Overbey, Mrs. B., S., 47 acres  1933 $30.97, credit $118.81
Parks, John A., 91 acres  1933 $29.40
Shelton, T. G., 29 acres  1933 913.71
Curd & Hetiston, 21 acres  1933 $10.50
Evans, Hobart, 20 acres  1933 015
New York Life Insurance Company, 60 acres  1933 $34.38
Wells, G. Cleve, 20 acres  1983 $14-$7
Herndon. J. T., 35 acres  1933 $2.75; 1932 $2.63
WEST MURRAY-
Anderson, J. A., 40 acres  1933 $27.53
Bagwell, Mrs. Eliza, 40 acres  1933 $15.74; 1932 $17.00
Barnes, Mrs. D. C., 2 acres 
Beale SP Hatton, 1 acre  1931, 53c; 1933 50e
Brad.shaw & Davis, 250 acres    1933 $110.03
Edwards, James, 1 acre   1933 $3.67
Fair, Cordis B., 4 1-2 acres .__ 1933 $15.14
Gibbs, ChaS. B. 42 acres • 3933 $22.27; 1932 $24.43, with credits
Hays, W. C., 1 lot  1933 $38.50; 1332 $4460 (1981 list 350-031
Hopkins, Mrs. V. G., 45 acres  1933 3412; 1932 $10.50
Johnson, J. E., 2 Iota_  1933 $2.50
Jones, Mrs. Henry,-1. lot
Langston. Ella it,77- lot
Miller, Robt. A., 54 acreS  1933 39.85; 1932 $10.37
eisasfibuntry Club. 41 Acres   1933 $22.96; 1932 321.97
Pogue, Thos. F., est., 9 acres and 1 lot  1931 311.50
Richardson, Eliz 23 acres  1933 $7.35
Rowlett. Joe, 2 lots  1933 $2.00
Summers, Lorne Doran Miller, 1 lot  1933 $8.00
Watkins, Mrs. Lena, 1 lot .-  1933 $20.00
Young, Mrs F. C.. 1 lot-  1933 $43.73
Crouse, H. Taylor, 54 acres   1933 $17.66
Brinn, Chas. 75 acres   1932 $32.84
Gilbert, Walter, 180 acres  <   .1933 $60.65; $1932 $59.50
Hale, Mrs. Mary B., 1 lot  1933 $2.63; 1932 $3.63
Wells, Glyco, 1 acre  1933 $5.25
COLORED-WEST MURRAY-
Crouse, Noah, 2 1-2 acres  1933 $4.33
Wall, Wilburn, 1 acre  1933 $321
Wells, Wilburn, 22 acres  1933- 118:63, credit $4.
Jones, Mrs. Henry, I loot a_ 1933 $29.75
XeMti, T. p.,50 acres  1933 314.92
Melugin & Dulaney. 1 lot  1933 $9.75
Outland, E. 4_1 lot.  1933 $2.41
Spann, Cross, Jr., 1 lot  1933 36.60
Waldrop, Lee, 1 lot  1933 39.50
LIBERTY-
Boyd, Henry W., 1 1-2 acres  1933 $572
Buriseen, Joseph_ L., 80 acres   1931 $1119; $13.90
Daniels, Geo' W., 180 acres  1933 $20.51; 1932 $23.57
Downey, W. J. (Bill( 90 acres   1933 $9.19
Dyer, T. Gray, 31 acres 1933 $6.18; $1932 $7.75
Haynes, W. A. 60 acres  1933 $24.49
Holland, re L., 33 acres  1933 $801
Lee, Mrs. M. J., 40 acres  1933 ;-
Miller, G. M., 84 acres  1933 $17.20; 1932 $17.37
Morris, Wyman, 1 lot
McCuiston, Toy, 18 acres
 1933 36.00; 1932 37.95, credit $2.47
1933 $1,84
McCuiston. Robt, D., 118 acres  1933 $4110
McDaniel, W. W., 129 acres 
Phillips, Wildy, 14 acres
1933 $98.75
Cochran, Ow:bitty Z., 38 acres 111113 $14.42, 1932 $19.50
Dick, Jno: W, 27 acres  -1933 $3.117; J32 $6.1.2
Doublin, Kirks, 20 acres  rail WV
Faux*, Frank J., 40 acres   1233 $23.84
Ervin, Clarence M., 40 acres  1933 $10.00
Guthrie. Penn, 78 acres  1939 $11.89, credit $8.00
Hays, Oscar, 45 acres   1933 $19.77
Hill, Willie, 89 acres   1933 $8.00
Hodges, Mrs. R. H., 26 acres  1933 $14.70
Kelley,- Chas. W., 95 acres  1933 $28.94; 1932 $41.51, credit $5.89
Sims, Jno. W., 69 acres  1932 $48.99
Cooper, Chesley, 25 acres  1933.34.63
Miller, William D., 38 acres   1933 $16.55
Miller, Arthur, 7 acres   1933 32.57
Miller, Ortander, -33 acres  193 $16.41-
MeLeods-Mrx- P. -Ls-  oist-gsw -,1933 41-442-
Stone, Mrs. E. W., 37 acres  1933 39.20; 1932 $10.50
Turnhow, Fred. 98 ieroil  1933- 320.20; 1932 $21.00
Wright, Mrs. Neely, 3 1-2 acres .   1033 $5.52
Scott, Vada and Belle, 50 acres   1932 $3.95
Smotherman, J. H., 85 acres  1932 $6.87
Hughes, Thomas F., 4fr acres  1933 $21.14
McPherson, Green, 25 acres  1993 $9.39
Smothern, Mrs. W. M., 80. acres __ 1193 $32113.; 1112 337.12, credit !,23.00
PAGE PAIR
Mathews, Robt. E., 39 acres  1933 $moi .
Moore, W, D. 60 'aeies; 3 le%  1933 $30.87; 1982 $80.97
Prictrett Wavel P., 59 acres, 1 lot
Thorn, Howard, 1 lot  ...-p-p-ppro-opreras-PrrgrapoPraPPor.mrars.ponevnalo-41011410X-
Gorden, Joe A., 1 lot   HMI HMO
Coleman, T. E., 3 lots  19112 $1.15
Dodd, Mrs. M. J. 1 lot  1993
Gorden, J. A 1 lot  1932 $11.13
Jackson, Chas. M., 1 lot  " 1932 MO
McDaniel, Mrs. Hunts*, 1 lot - 1932 12.19
Stringe,r. Mrs. Mary E., 1 lot ^  1932 $887
Barnett, M. L., 2 lots  19112 $3.80
Dr. W. M. WoOd
. urnnrng. to Murray
Dr. W. M. Wood, former pastor
of the First Baptist church, -May-
field, Ky., now secretary of state
missions in Kentucky, will preach
at both hours at the First Baptist
church on Sunday, May 20.
Dr. Wood is well known through-
out the South as one of the out-
standing preachers of the Baptist
denomination, and his Coming to
Murray will be the occasion and
opportunity for his many friends
and admirers in West Kentucky
to hear him again, and no doubt
many Will come from adjoining
counties and nearby towns to take
advantage of this opportunity.
The occaeion of his coming at
this time- is to supply the pulpit
for the First Baptist church while
the pastor is in Fort Worth, Texas,
attending the Southern Baptist
Convention, which will be in ses-
*ton. May 16-30.
• _ '
1933 
MEMORIAL B PTIST CHURCH
. JAIL_ ..-
4938 V7'35 "For we are aborers together with
931932 '42197; creditdi2 331 243:3387. G°Sunday chool at 9:30 A. M.
CITY OF HAZEL-, - E. B. Holliald. superintendent We
Erwin, .1.... A., 1 lot  , 1933 $5.12; 1932 $5.13
1933 $2.63 are "bribing" nobOdy to attend our, ,t( ig,ht, W. J., 1 lot 
Jones. Chas. J., 9 acres, 1 lot 
Myers, J. L., 1 let- 
1933 $4.10; 1932 $5.78
_ _ $5.23
' ..
Nance, R. A., 2 lots 
Oliver, R. A., 2 lots 41933 $13.96;191393233620.565
__. 
Palmer, E E., 1 lot   1933 $1.75; 1932 $3.50
1933 $4.38; 1932, $4.37Oliver, B. E., 1 lot  .___, 
 1933
Lawrence, Tom A., 60 acres  
2Osbron, W. C., 3 acres 
Adams, Genie, 24 acres 
Acree. Lydie, 2 lots  1932
Kuykendall, 0. L., 1 lot  1933
Merrell, Chas. B., 1 lot   1832
Morris, Mrs. J. F., 1 10t  1932
Oliver, R. A., 2 lots  1932
Oliver, B. E., 1 lot ', -, -  1932
Weatlmrford. Finis. lot  1932
CONCORD-
Outland, Mrs. Annie, 10 acrid  
Adams, Rudell, 45 -acres 
Albritten. F. W., 92 acres 
Allen, Theodora, 51 acres 1933 323.14
Coleman, Frank, 7 acres ___. 
Elkins, Hens). A., 40 acres 
1933. $9.19; 1892 $13.03Crutcher, W. M.. 88 acres 
Hendon, J. Thomas. 13 acres 
' 1933 $8.47
Kimbro. Atistin, 94 acres 
, ,..... 14:33:3 $32$1317;41
Ellis. „Henry K. BO acres -. 
Hodges, J.- 13„ 474 acres  
' 1933 $7.10
Housden, Mrs. r.7-13.- 93 acres 
1933 5124.04; 1932 5128.86
Jarnerson, A. D., 68 acres -
Lax, Cleve B., 51 acres ' 1933 311.87
L.- 1933 38.01; 1932 $950
Kline, G. P., 172 acres 
Kimbro, J. J., 29 acres -
Thomas, A. C. Jr., 38 acres 
1933 $30.42;. 1932 $23.95
eadow, Mrs. F. O., 90 acres 
1933 527'7  -Meadow, Nellie 180 acres  
1933. $14.70
1932 $20.00
Billington, Henry, 31 acres ......  
19335  :?21r4 Moore, Mrs. L. E. 112 acres ___ 1933 313.79; 1932 318.09; 
1933 $18.37
 1933 $7.09; 1932 $6.87 Mohundro, A. P., Adm., _50 acres 
Cook, J. Dan, 55 acres 
1933 $11.02; 1932 $11.37; 1930 bal. $20.04
1-93019)333a1.122$1.°524Puckett, Walter G., 39 acres 
Moore Heirs, 68 acres 
 1
Houston, Mrs. Cora. 50 acres  
:Jones, W. Holman. 28- acres  
Outland, Henry, 35 acres 
Outland, Mrs. Annie, 10 acres
Ray, Willie H., 21 acres  • 
1933 $16.54; 11939323 $3617.5170 arturit.guansocuty BLainnkn.8„ 1Tru60 satccreos., 63 acresPowers, Mrs. Louie, 107 acres 
Williams, Daniel H. 75 acres 
1933 $20.88, credit $2.50 Barnes, Mrs, Nettie, 60 acres 
1933 $18 59 Crabtree, 'Mrs. Myrtle, 15 acres ____-,  
19193232 $231601.5°13Sparks, Mrs. Nancy,. 20 acres  1933 32.48 Hamlin, Walter G., 75 acres 
Billingtort ditrunie, 31 acres 
 ..‘.119,3322_3362.1723
Wilkerson, E. E., 111 acres  
1933 519.79; $13-12.-liendon, J. Thos., 13 acres Turner, Henry.. 90 acres 
Cook, Jas. 0., 65 'acres ..... 1933 $8.61, credit•$4.00 Styles, W. B., 80 acres  
19332 $21:7835; 1931 $a1.874}...5
1933 $7.75 Hooper, Will L., 98 acres 
Dunn, E. D., 50 acres 
Edwards, Wayne, 51 acres .•••••460•11 
1932 17.00 Thomas, Mrs: N. A., 37 acres  1932 $7.35; 1931 $i4.00; 1930 $19.10
1932 37.80; Credit $4.49
Holland & Holland, 200 acres 
 1932 $36174:2600
Douglas, E. L., 40 acres  
'Henslee, J. Bodine, 1 lot _ . 
WADESBORO--
McDaniel, W. W., In acres 
'1932 $7.00, crediit $3.50
1932 pale, Duncan, 
Jas. P., 633 acres
BRINXLTY- • -
Burnett, X S., 100 acres  1933 325.48; 1932 $2752
Gibbons, Mrs. Emma, 12 acres  1933 $3.23; 1932 $2.10
Howard, W. A., 59 acres 1933 $22.05; 1932 $24.50; 1931 $27.70
James, Aubrey, 1 lot  1933 $6.12; 1932 $11.25
Jones, Colon 0.,102 acres '  1933 510.77; 1932 $14.27;..1231. $2.70
Nix, Mrs. Bettie (deed), 1 lot  1933 36.82
Pea, A. J., 25 acres  1933 $5.51; $6.13
Perry, Walter, 57 acres  1933 $17.20
Sanders, Geo. M., 6 acres  1933 $7.35; 1932 310.36
Sanders, Raymond, IL, 1 lot,  1933 $1.75
Scott, Mrs. R. M., 20 acres  1933. 311.03; 1932 $11.37
Singleton, W. R. (deed), 32 acres  1933 311.03; 1932 515.30
Stone, Mrs. Bert, 21 acres, 1 lot --------1933 $17.98; 1932 $14.25, credit
Tabers, Oscar, 56 acres ___.  1933 $2.74
Turner, Frank F., 43 acres .  1933 $10.10; 1932. 912.25
Underwood, J., Brock 35 acres  1933 $10.30
Cox, A. J., 20 acres 
Watson, S. B., 20 acres • 
Black, J. W., 98 acres _
Marine, Cliff, 22 acres  
$3.50
$7.35
59 18
$5.68
$8.75
$2.62
$5.25
$6.56
$4.37
92.50
1932 $0.53
1933 $7.35; 1932 $9.50_
1933 $13.78
  1933 $5.52
Sunday School, and yet we do ex-
tend a hearty welcome; who
might be inclined to come. '^
Morning Worship at 10:45. :Ser-
mon subject: "Teaching Children."
Evening Worship at 7:30. Ser-
mon subject: "Distinguishing
Grace." We observe the Lord's
Supper .at this service. .
- The pastor will preach morning
and evening.
Our baptismal services will be
'held D. V.) Sunday afternoon, May
13.
Prayer meeting Wednesday even:-
ing at 7:30.
All of our services are simple,
Scriptural and spiritual. -All are
invited.
Carroll Hubbard. Pasthr.
Ray, Willie H., 21 acres  
Wilkersen,.E. E., 111 acres
Williams, D. Hule, 75 acres 
DIST. OF HAZEL
Angle, G. R., 100 acres 
•
McClure, J. Sandford, 47 acres1,75.3 :10194 37
Thtirrnan. Joe 1011 acres  -
  less $12 .86 Boyd, Mrs.' Annie, 40 acres 
  1933. ssa Boyd, Mrs. Lydia and R. C., 34 acres
1932 $6.00 Emery, R. L., 1 lot
320fes-Gtodett 118acre
1932 $13.42 Holland. Paul, 1 acre  
Imes. di. W., SO acres  
4933 $12.86; 1932 $23.2• 2, credit $1051 Jeffrey, K. 7 acres
1933 $14.44; 1932 ;15.64
-  ,4932` $747
t.  1932 $7.87
 1932 $6.57
1232 $27.87
1933 $13.53
1933 $89.27
1933 $4.25
1933 $30.70
1933- $30.70
1933 $19.94; 1932 523.50
 1933 $4.78
.Brandon, Mrs. E. C. 39 acres  1933 $8.25 Janes, Mrs. C. A.; 1 lot 
Burton, Thomas J. 85 acres  1933 3$22.05; Credit $8.43 Jones, A. H.. 50 acres 
Christman, H. B„ 64 acres ' 1933 232.35; Credit, $2.50 Joann, R. B., 40 acres. 
Douglas. Chas. E. ,50 acres  1933 $15.37; 1932 $17.37 Reeves, W. T., 3 acres 
Edmonds. Otis 27 acres .. 1933 $9.23 Smith, R. N., 132 acres  - -- 
Farris, R. A., 90 acres c -- 1933 $38.33 Conner. J. F.,'9 acres and 1 lot ----
Harris, W. F.,15 acres  1933 323.89 Cress, B. T. 45 acres 
Heath, J. R., 27 1-2 acres  1933 $13.52 Parker. Jas. T., 6 acres  ' 
Hicks, H. P.. 47 acres  
Jackson, J. 11 • 61 acres
1933- 417.541 credit 35.90 Cain, Duncan, 47 acres 
  1933 $36 14 Alton, Susie. 10 acres 
Jones, Mrs. Louise, 1 lot   1933 $070 Andrus, B. V., 50 acres 
Kelly, W. G., 40 acres   1983 $22.51 Andrus, J. M., 2 acres 
Mason, Mrs. Ama,nda, 23 acres  _ 1938 328.01 Barnett, Jno. Q., 63 acres; 1 lot 
-,-,
Perry,- Taylor, 1 lot  1933 $5.50
, Perry,-„„floward, 1 lot   1933 31150
Peers": Lee, 81 acres .. _  1939 39.18; 1932 $9.33
, Prichett, Mrs. Jessie, 1 lot  1133, 40c; 1932, 50c
_ Ross, Dave, 1 lot  1933 $4.00
Rowlett, Jno., 1 lot .  1933 $5.50; 1932 $6.50
 Rowlett, X. A..- 1 lot -___  1039 $8.0
Rowlett, E. L., 1 lot . 1933 56.00
Scruggs, John, 1 lot _ a. : 1933 $5.50
Singleton, John B. and Jas., 1 lot  1933 $5.00; 1932 $5.00
Smith, Virgil. 1 lot  1933 $5.00; 1932 $5.50
-St071-9, Ba11ey,16 titres an-d-Tlot 1933 111144; 1232 311.00
Warfield„ Mary Alice, 1 lot  1933 $4.50; 1932 36.50
Wall, Elmo, 1 lot  -  1933 $6.50; 1932 $6.50
Willis, Marvin,. 1 lot -  1933 $1.74
Willis, jae.re 1 lot  1933 $8.00; 19s2 $6.50
-Wake, Nellie, 1 lot  1933 31.50
1933 34.00; 1932 $3.50Wells, Hezzie, 1 lot -).
Wells, Carl, 1 lot as . - ' ' --s__ _.-4933, 94.00; 1932 $4.50
trell, Hontas, 1 lot . ' 1932, 50c
, letet,-"Islet - 1951 50e
ner, Peter. decd., 1 lot  1932 $2,90
ner, Thonias, 1 lqt - , (1 - 1932 $3.50
'Lizzie, 1 lot   _ 1932 $3.00
mer, 'David and Mirtio, 1 lot •  1932- $1.00_.
-.Perry. Hillis, 1. lot - ._,  .. 
.. 
' 1932 $2 50
1983 947.77
1983 $3.00
1939 36.43
1933 $3.00
...... 193143711 t...-avftr, elTfMrt. Mr ECTES  _
Oliver, J. E.. 80 acres  1933 ' 01.24 Cleaver, Hoyt. 52 acres  1933 $15.36
Perry, E. O.. 24 acres  1933 85.51 Covington, Dr. G. H,. 3 acres  
1903'14.79
Vaughan, John W., 26 acres  1932 $24.39; credit $18.09 Culver, Sam, 70 acres  1933 SIM
Reed, Wilson, 45 acres  '  1933 $11.02; 1932 $10.60 COLO,IIED- '
Rogers, Mrs. Mary 185 acres  1933 $69.38, credit $40.73 Curd, ktnnex, .1, lot  1933 $3.38
Shirley, Mrs. D. F:, 1-2 yore....  1933 $4.81; 1932 $6,13 Curd, Webb. 2 acres ' 1933 $4.35
Sweat, A. W. (est.), 39 acres _ -;  1933 $24.82; 1932 $27.551 Rudspeth, W. H. 30 acres  1932 $E13
Vance. E. J., 74 acres  1933 .322.70; 1932 $13.46, McCall, Charlie, I lot P 1933 $5.12
Wilson, .T.'F., 72 acres  1933 $7.07; 1932 $8.74 Perry, Willis, 20 atres  1533 0.02
COLORED- -9/trIte WADES/30RO 
....
Saltte-td8VIT " T5 TiCirea - - -.. -11)32-$M; iiiiii-13.764; 1930 $4.79 Long, F. M 7 acres  _„.__-.- IOU 23-4
DIST. OF HAZEL1 WHITE- Colored, WADESBORO-- • re
Buchanan. Joe, 15 aeres , . 193$ $10.50. Perry, Everett, 18 acres .... 1933 $7.19
Edmonds, Odie, 27 acres.' -  1932 $8.75 White, WADESBORO-
Evans, Mrs. Emma, 37 ,acres  1933 $21.00; credit $5.13 Booker & Hughes, 25 acres 1  1933 $5.31
Graham, Luther, 20 acres 
.-
1933 31.90 CITY OF DEXTER- 1 -
Guthrie, 1., H, 52 acres  ,_ _ 1983 $35.75 flarnett, M. L.. 2 lots    1933 $7.%
. ..--
Harris. W. F.. 55 
.
acres .....- --...t......._ ..1.1199.3227.5 re.u.rd, Q..E. 22 acres. 1936 $36•75
Heath, J,..14,, 27 1-2 acres  1933 315.82; 1932, bal. $3149 Curd. S. R. 1 lot  1933 $3.50
Masai,' Mrs. Amanda-723 acres A. -
--.4-. , 1233 $30.63 Dodd. Monsey. 2 lots 1933 $4.82
1933 $0.87 Egfnan, Charles G.,- I lot  1933 87.00
SWANN- Ernestburger, Louis C.,' 1 lot 1933 27.75
Brandon, Reed. 30 -acres. _.   1933 $46.73 Erneettrurger, J. 0., NI- ocreei: 1 tot-    1933 $9.93
Bruce, Logan. 40 acres . .e...... . - 1993 310.30 Jackson. Mrs. Sarah. 1 lot ' 71933 .87: 1932 .79
Clark, Mrs. Callie, 1 acre 1  .  1933 30.91 James, Burnett, 16 sires; 1 lot 
1939-17.78
. ' 
. . _. . . 
_
1933 25.25
1933 $1536; 1932 $9.50
,- 1933 $17.20; 1932 $17.90
1033 $8.92
una $2.3.38; 1932 $28.70
  1932 $8.89
1933 $6.41; 1932 $7.00
1932 $3.37
1932 $14.00
1933 $5.50
1933 $11.03; 1932 $12.25
1983 $4.34
1933 $1432; 1932 $19_37
Card of Thankst
- We wish to-thank tr• noighlsom-
friends, and Drs. Rob Mason and E.
W. Miller for the many dards of
kindness shown us, in the 'sick-
ness and death of our dear father
and husband, J. M. Wisehart
Though the death angel won the •
victory, the memory of your help
and loving sympathy, will ever be
precious to us.
The shadows hever over ow
honk, grief grips ow 'hearts, but
we pray that yours may be filled
with sunshine and heaven will be-
your home.
Again from the depths of our
hearts we thank you. The Family.
CITY DIRECTORY
A. Y. Covington, M.D.
Offices in
First National Bank Bldg.
West Main Street ,
Telephones, Office 176;
Res. National Hotel
S: H. Henderson
PIANO TUNING AND
REPAIRING .
25 Yeas's libmerience
Free leteasateet, Work Guaranteed
Phone-Aid-At Johnson Musk Co.
MURRAY, lilearrUCKY
PRY CLEANING
"Wen It a Little Better"
SlAiERIOR CLEANERS
Expert Hatters
PHONE 44
VETERINARIAN -
H. H. BOGGE.SS
Prevent Milk Fever in Cows With
Calcium Diaconate Compound in
the 'Veins
PHONE_ 206 , 7 21
NNOUNCING!
' AT THE ICEPLANT
THE-
TOOLERATOR"
Featuring the Ultra-Modern and Scientific Uso of
IC
C U C
Myets, Mrs. Bobbie; 1 lot  
. , •
•
• .1,
5 
. 1983 $10,30
As the Only Means
Of
PERFECT REFRIGEIkATION,
Perfect refrigeration is the ?reservation of food in Its nat-
ural state. To. set aa these conditions. It is   absolutelyr  necess-
ary to: t
_
(IT Coal rood fo1 stop decay;
(2) Absorb gases even off by food:
(3) Replen1sh evaporated moisture in food: -
(4) Maintain a constant cooling temperature:
• ' lee refrigeration alone can do these foal things' and Si
the same time be the most economical.
MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
AND ICE COMPANY
f Incorporated)
•
▪ •
,
•
1)
as
R. M. Pollard, Mgr.
mummilimma
tee appointed to study the starer
financial condition and needs has
recommended a gross receipts
sales tax coupled with a personal
and coperate income tax The
sales tax to be threeper_pent with
two per Cent for state purposes and
one per cent to be' divided among
the 120 counties.
Now let os see just how such a
program vil'Ould effect our county.
In 1929 Calloway county's retail.
sales imounted to 84.330.000.00 ac-
cording to the 1930 census. 3 per
cent of this amount of sales wouldbe $129,900.00, That- is Calloway
ti
'AGE SIX
Taxes!! flihy?
ertiele is not_ intended 
sZillteliertt for .. or agam‘t Any
"speciiii tag". neither is it a state--.anent as to how my vote will be_
fulli-fstutseise-neeastire-._
may be introduced if and when
'We have an extraordinary session
.cf the legislature. It is :intended.
'however, to give some facts and
afigures to show jttIt'biliat the Se-
dation is as,. .related to our owncounty.
Our eounty Ind our state are
lacing a distressing condition, in
tact a financial* collapse. Some
int of revenue program must be_ --analitest, -And- of course-It Tif -a
----utelY
amansee that -0.111 be pleasing I
!IL the -fellow .hit will yet-- .-,.
proposed 3 per cent receipts. odes
tax $12490400 it ii.:54.40? eh&
nen amounted _to ea much as_ it
did in 1929. Then what would
she get in return. On $1200
per capita for schools she Would
-appsonitristeey-M1110-007----, 'with the I per cent that is to be Dr Deane C Hartmon. Isr
Lieutenant U. S. Med-Res.. re-
set aside and divided among the
turned to his post at Fort Hays,
morales she would get' approx-
- Ohio. April 23.itnatgly 340 000.
THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY THURSDA
Free Show Tickets- Len here recently. _ _
Griffiti hal -finished sawing
at Leriman Brothers Mr
, tie and lumber here but- hai notmoved his mill yet.1
 .
CHATtERS
CAMP MURRA r
By Miln *Wetson
Dr. Hartman was missed very
With the reduction o; tax on
real estate our county was saved mu by the memapproximately 7.000. With MurraY• They wish him good luck thereduction of on automobiles an success with his future duties.and trucks our county was savod Dr. Russel M. Blemker, 1st. Lieu-about $10,000. Making a total of I-tenant U. S Med.-Res. of Fortbenefits and savings to our counNYa_._KnOx. reported to. Camp Mar-Na- nw my Aiwa 26 to take up the dutiesmow& lust lace_edkoe. ge4.-.01 Xis.-laberrAten-lie-is doing- &ea-ting ban. as much as she will pay work and is liked very much byin to say nothing of the appropria- the members of Camp Murray.tion for our college and' if theThe interim legislative commit- appropriation for our college is
What we expect it til -be approx-
imately 9216.030.00 pr year, you
can -easily see that Calloway coun-
ty will get back almost two and
one-half times as inuph as she willpay in on a sales tax -
Now, could Calloway use the
$40000 given to her from the 1
per cent sales tax. Well, here is
the situation. Calloway county-has
a bonded indebtedness of about
$290.000.09. on which she can't even
pay the interest much less any
the principal Could Calloway use
that $1200 per capita for schools,
well, you know as well as I theCounty would pay in with the run down coodition of our- rural
 schools and high schools and howsmimmunimilmweg poorly the teachers of our county
are paid.
The two_per cent for state pur-
poses would yield _about $11.840.-
000 based en the 1929 sales.
question has been raised as to fmmediately before the preach-what is -to be done with this ins services. Max B. Hurt will talk ,ichildren who have the measles.
.
money. Well, here is where it goes on "Methodism and the General Mr and Mrs Willie Baker and-the large part of it for the corn- Conferensell, to oPeer.uance of the daughter. Miss Corinne, visited themon schools of the.....seate, .$8.760.- general conference which is in family of their aunt. Mrs LizzieBaker, last Sunday.
611.4;illettatall, who has the
mantle, -reieivad a phone messagelast week while in bed that hismother had the measles and hisfather who had been exposed wasill at their home near Jones' Mill.Mr. Paschall' s wife and little can
have also been exposed to the
measles.
QUILT
SPECIAL
- .
15c each'
May 3 to 18 .
During spring cleaningtime, have your quilts prop-erly cleaned and sterilizedfor summer storing. Theyhat /anger and will be fresh,-shapely and sanitary and-ready for the first call nextfall.
and retire state warrants.
If our state is to carry on thisMoney must be raised and bow it
will be raised no one knows as yet.
However. I for este will never
vote to put any Of the burdenBlankets . 15c and 25c back on the Farmer. Why should
I when there are in Calloway coun-• 
ty between 600 and 1000 menMURRAY
UNDRY
whose salaries. Profits, commis-sions amounts to „ppm in one
•11•31Zah than the -inreilW-farmer
makes in a whole year. __Atilso. I
for one am highly in favor of tak-PH ONE 303 ingrcare of our schools-lind teach-
ers, and flillttri to do so would
indeed be a step backward
WAYLON RAYBURN. ,
Rep From Calloway Co.
FOR THE
YOUNG MEN
GRADUATES
We have a fine showing of appippriategradtiation suits and furnishings for theyoung men graduates. Suiteie-the newestspring designs at the best values and low-est prices we have shown in many years.
4:4 •••• ••• •=44 4••• .444. 44.44.1”.4•••••mo.•C•
GIFTS FOR THE GRADUATES
"Naught. Can _Compel; With Gifts to Wear"—and in•these days it behooves the graduatioki gift-giver to presentge graduate with something prac-tical to wear.
The young men like for their wearables to comefrom SLEDD'S. Hers where-they buy than them-selves because they know they o'er style-right,
- _
SUGGESTIONS-
-letaiiery—rei—Falarnas Shirts
Handkerchief and Tie Sets
Underwear Oxfords Sweaters
BathinF_Suita Sport Suits
Straw Hats
THE FAMOUS
W.T.SLEDDcs`o.
"If It's New, We Have It"
_ atit worm..
•
440,40ti* ••!"%tillairr 
toe
;44
correction
In last week's paper the' state-ment that Cadiz Camp won abaseball game over Camp Mur-ray was a mistake. The CadizCamp won a diamond ball gameover Murray
Camp Murray plans to win thegame back at Cadiz next Saturday.
• No 'Vesper Service
Camp Murray had no vesperservice Sunday afternoon. 'The
members of Camp Murray wished
to attend the funeral services ofRobert Linn Williams, a fellow
C. C. C. enrollee of California.who had participated in buildingup "Future America".
KIRILSEY CIRCUIT
Rirkary M. E. Church Program
For Sunday
Sunday School it 10 o'clock.
8 livilnifslq10.Cast....1445.17,501984.
of Kantueltr- in-the history of the
sasociation attended the meeting
Lerman Brethers have stranded
With the Bud tiewk•
 4-0ff c iFK--711----ai be here Wedriestigy.May k for a number of show deli-
ets which will be given to theLertnan Brothers' customers. Tradewith Lerman Monday. Tuesday and
Wednesday and get these ticket&Lerman Brothers' customers will beadmitted to the show at a refincedrate. Ask about them. -Adirt
S. Pleasant Grave
- Rey, -saner will -Miffsregular appointment at PleasantGrove next Sunday morning justafter Sunday School.
000.00 to be exact A large portion
to maintain the. circuit courts of
our Mete the penal and ,charitable
institutions of our state, the state'spart - of relief the institutions' for
session at Jackson, Tenn.
Pastor W. M. Vaughn will de-liver a short sermon following thetalk. A splendid program has beenarranged and everyone is cordiallythe blind and tubercular patients; invited ,.to attend these services,for our colleges and- University.
and to maintain our state govern- Rev -Vaughn, pastor, recently re-
ment, besides to pay interest on turned from Nashville, where hewas a student in the VanderbiltRural Church school-for two weeks.Mr. Vaughn received his Certificatefrom the school of religion for thetwo weeks term. '
Pastor Vaughn was the recipientef a gar from his charge last week.Mr. Vaughn is very appreciativeof the giff and expresses his thanksto each who. eontritratert In any-way.
The Women's Missionary Societyof the Kirksey It E church metSaturday afternoon at the churchat 2 o'clock The meeting waspresided over by Mrs. Max Hurtand devotional services were con-ducted by Mrs. Bettie. Reed. Theentire hour was taken u,p.by deter-gates to the Women's- UtdionaryConfel-ence in Parks recently: Theygave accounts of work accomplish-ed there. Miss Mary _Reed andMiss Christelle Palmer were dele-gates. :
Quarterly. conference will beheld at Coldwater church Satur-day morning, May 12. Preaching
t Cole's Camp Ground Saturdayafternoon by Rev. 0. C Wrather.presiding elder
it Pays to Reia the -Eliasafienle
The Cunningham boys are aboutover the measles James WarredErwin and other of the armee asidNesbitt children have measles, tept
the younger folks, in general._
getting along fine
Mrs. John Chaltcin . and Mrs.Coil Phillips are on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Ellis, Mrs.Geneva Lassiter were in Mayfield
Saturday where Mrs. Ellis consult-
ed an, eye specialist.
Mr. said Mrs Dickie Nance and
baby haves moved to Paris where
Mr. Nance is in the trucking busi-nein '
Rev. and Mrs. earl Smith OfPetit spent a few days last week
visiting their relatives. Airs. HubDunn arid Cully Nesbitt and fam-
ilies and went Saturday to Mrs.Smith's brother's, Tom Nesbitt.where they will spend several clayswith their mother and brother, andhelp care for some of Mr. Nesbitt's
Brook's Chapel
Had a good. rain here Thursday
night. April 26. It was neededbut the weather turned cold. Weneeded some warm weather.
I've heard when the wind
The - North often in the ageing Itwas a sign of a poor crcoi year.
'The Lord looiceth on the heart."I Samuel 16:17.
Some corn has been . plantedMere. Mr. Daugherty has planted12 acres.
Some speak about putting out
small crops of tobacco. .
Mrs. 011ie Burkeen and Mr&. MatChadwick visited. Mr. and Mrs.Elias Jones, one !title Southwestof Dexter. recently! Mr. and Mrs.'donee are both in poor health.
"I have kept the ways of theLord, and have not wickedly de-parted from my God". 2 Samuel22:22.
Mrs. Bell Jones was evening
guest of Mrs. Nannle StringerApril 27. Mrs. Stringer is com-
pleting a flower garden quilt.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Penny andthree children and Mrs. Penny'sgrandmother. -.-Stalitsof Benton, visited Mrs. 011ie Bur-
IMPORTANT NOTICE
• All parties indebted to the estate of Dr. E. D. Cov-ington for medical services rendered will please settle atonce by cash or note. We must get these affairs woundup.
Please see Thomas Hughes or Mrs. Katie Covingtonat once.
"It DOES Make a
Difference Who
Writes Your
Insurance"
,Not only do you buy the -promise of a reliablefiompany to pay in event of 1
101T 0111 t IS agen y, but you alsobuy an insurance service which has many elements.- •company to pay n event of loss when- fou buy lin-
. 
I
the best rate. Ways and means of -elittlinating firehazards, which not only 4ower your rare, but alsolower your risk, are constantly sought, byagency._
There lit' far more to ",insurance" than' merelywriting you a policy once a year and c011ecting forit. If you are not getting that additional gArvir..0,that-iir-activEr "W.15,--diiY of the life of your policy,talk it over with any Member of our firm,
Frazee, Berry & Melugin
PHONE 381 GATLIN BUILDING
'It Dam 'Mike a Difference 4W1so Writes-
, TOM. Insurance" -
•
ever. That is the kind of talk
that suits me.
Ye scribe saw the whilrwind takea quilt off the fence and carry itup some distance in the air, spreadit out in full length and droppedit until the limbs of a walnut treeand flopped about making a ter-rible noise, then it fell and rolledon the ground' like it was some-thing alive, crawling along untilit. hunt on p .tree root._
"The Lord shall reward the doer
• -.011.-ic9tedi3d to his --wicketV-netia" 2 Samuel 4139.
Miss Kathryn Pace, daughter ofMr. and Mrs. Aube Pace. of Har-din, visited her aunt and uncle,Mrs W. Daugherty. and Mr.Daugherty. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Asberry Redden,of Murray, visited relatives hereApril. 29 -  
Miss Keith Biggs. daughter ofMr. and Mrs... Henry Byars. ef,Hardin Route Two, near Joppa,visited Miss Amy Daughtery.Sunday.
Toy Jones, Cecil Jones, 'IrvanWeatherford and others took a bighunt near Ohio, river Saturdayand vamped Saturday night.
Franklin Harris, son of Mr. andMrs. Denny Harris, was dinnerguest of Talmage Sims. Sunday.
All read Numbers 22:28. -
-"Old Glory"
Almo High School
The saddest phrase_ of thoughtor pen, the saddest are these: "Itmight have been."
Honor Roll
Seniors: Hugh Phillips, Keys
Keel. Leonard Burkeen. Lean Bur-
keen.
Freshman: James 3'. Roberts,
Kathleen. Brown. and FrancesSuiter
Representative Waylon Rayburn
gave a short lecture on the details
In -law making -to Mr. Lassiter'
civics class, Tum-day of last week.
Other classes were invited to hear
the lecture. As the ems, was
studying law makint, Mr. Lassiter
thought it would be more interest-
ing and impressive if some onewhy had actually taken part in
the making of the laws, make. an
explanation to the class The ideas
of the classes__ were_ advanced a
great cfnif by the. representative's
visit
-Mr.' Lasater *rid Mr. Walston at-
tended the Kentucky Educational
Asiociation at Louisville. • Thegreatest representation of teachers
A two act la
ng prepared gpy the
Freshman-Sophomore clas Theplay, sponsored by Mr. Lassiter,will be presented with other enter-
tainments, Saturdty night, May12. The cast ot characters follows:Ann Allison, Kathleen Brown; Nell.
Frances Baiter; Phil, Jerome Lassi-ter; Rosie. Virginia §uiter; Marie,Clara Tbeweatt;
Johnson; Peggy Allison. 'Aerie,Woods; Jaad, Wilma Thweetti Rex..
- John, Buriel&broader.
A fashion parade or musicalprogram entitled, "Down PetticoatLane", will be given May 19. Theprogram is being sponsored byMrs. James Deweese.
Work on the senlek_gday, -Dan-gerous Waters," wilt begin soonThe play' is tiTtiir--coached 'by Mr..Walston, and will be given May
22.
Mr Walston and Mr. Lassiterattended the annual fish fry forthe male teachers of the county,held at Wells' Camp, Tuesdaynight of this week.
Lynn Grove High
Please note the change In ourprogram for Commencement Weekon account of Dr Morgan speak-ing at Murray on Wednesday ev-ening this cheese has been made:
4 BaCcalaureate sermon. by Res-t). W Taylor. editor of "The Bap-tist Reflector," Nashville, Tenn.,Sunday evening, May 13.
Operetta. "Hearts and Blossoms",
Monday evenine, May 14.
Senior play, "A Bird in a Cage".
Tuesday evening. May 15.
Commencement exercises. epeak-
er. Max B. Hurt. Thursday evening,
May 17.
Senior Play, "The Girl in the
Fur Coat" Saturday evening.. May
9.
A good audience was present to.
see the faculty play, "A Reed in
the Wind," here last Saturday mit_
ening. It was an excellent pro-
duction full of heart rending scenes
followed by segies of merry laughs.
Harold Smotherman was omitted
front the "Who's Who in the Senior
Class" last week. He is the son
of Mr and Mrs. 011ie Sznotherman
Of Hazel Route 1. He has taken an
active part in school activities since
he entered here four years ago
He played in "Deacon Slips". 31, I
"Poor Married Man". 32, "ringer- aj 
- . • -prInts", 33, "Antics_oe _Andreae.
34, "A Bird in a Cage", 34, and the
operetta, "Hearts and Blossoms",
e sc oe
choruses in '34, male qtwolet, '34
and octet '34.
stone News
Most of the people are real busy
farming. There is quite a bit of
corn planted. Gardens, little
chickens and house cleaning is the
talk of the_avomen.
There are some Sew • eases of
measles but the ones tnit-trirvethem. are -doing-rtit- eir-- —
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Thompson, of
near Green Plain, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Billie Hendon Thursday night-
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Harg:s re-
turned home Tuesday of last week
after spending a few days with
thetr daughter. Mrs. Hugo Almond
ahd-• Bro. Almond of Winchester,Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Curd and
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Linville and
daughter of Providence were the
dinner guests of Mr. .and Mrs.
George Grogan. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Newel Johnson
were business visitors in Murray
last Thursday.
Miss Adelle Wilkerson was the
dinner guest of Miss Mary Harris,
Sunday.
Misses Lygenia and Fay Hen-
don visited Miss Mary Hargis re-
cently. She has had measles but,is able to be up now.
Mrs. Juna Wilson and daughter
of Concord. spe:it, the. Week-end
with Mr. and Mrs. Billy Hendon.
,Mr. and Mrs. klardY Adair and
little daughter of !par Mt. Pleas-
ant were the weelt-end guests  _ut
Mr. and Mrs. Newel Johns= and
family.
Mr and Mrs Kenneth Grogan of 4
Hazel spent Friday night with
Mr: Bernice Grogan.
Mrs. Hugo Almond and little
sons, of Winchester, Tenn., arrived
last week to spend the summer
with her parents. Mr. and Mi%
Lonnie -Hargis
.2.1r. and Mrs. Bruce Grogan
near -Concord and Mrs. Earrett at-
tended the all day services
-Coldwater, Sunday.
If this misses the waste baskc•
I'll write -again-"Smartie"
Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub-
scribes to the Ledger
& Times-but—nearly
everybody reads it!
NOTICE!
For Highest Market Prices
Bring Your
CHICKENS AND EGGS
Highest Market Price for
WOOL
-to--
S. G. BOGGESS
on West Main Street Near
Farmers Grocery
•
BEA-GOOITBOT
and keep yourself clean.
Both are fine for boys to
do and likely he will—
BUT he is "fixing" to
play endplay hard.
Give him the best of
nourishing foods a n-s1
it'll be good for him that
he does.
AUNT BETTY'S is the best bread .. . rich in food. . . heIlthful . . . easify digested. Don't just' askfor bread—ask fcig-
—AUNT BETTY'S BREAD--
• "The Foundation of a Good Meal"
PARKER BROS. BAKERY
PITO!.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
MAY FESTIVAL OF HITS!
LAST SHOWINC TODAY—,
"TILLIE AND GUS" W. C. -Fields, Alison Skipworth
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
See the Thrills You've Read About!BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE
FRANK BUCK'S
"WILD CARGO"
MONDAY and TUESDAY
"SISTERS UNDER THE SKIN"
with 
Joseph Schildkraut
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
BING CROSBY -
-CAROLE- LOMBARD
BURNS and ALLEN
ETHEL MERMANHear These Popular Songs!"LOVE THY NEIGHBOR"
"MAY I" "ONCE IN A BLUE MOON" •1"SHE REVIINDED ME OF YOU" and"GOODNIGHT LOVELY LITTLE LADY"
' leerdalealeelimerwola -or - -  
•
4.•
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ST.ORlf;.:,rwo youth/0 heads, kgclolightfkromonco,
MUSiC:,tyst_isit- till: you hoar,
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Harshall. Graves, Hoa-
ry and Stewart Countlen
Si. 50 a year elsewhere bt-1' Slate of Kentucky.
S2 00 sear to any
•
 addraria.
other than above.
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WILLIAMS FUNERAL
Rites Held From Home .Sunday
Afternoon at 2 O'clock; DeathLame ID Califon:de. -
thong attended the funer.alservices of Robert Linn Williams.19 Years of age, which were heldSunday afternoon at 2 o'clock fromthe home on South Twelfth street- Elder Carroll Hubbard was incharge of the services Burial wasin the Murray cemetery.
Young Williams met death in•California near King City when hefell from the rear of a C. C. C.truck which was transporting camp
members. He died in MontereyMonday morning without regaining
consciousness. He had been amember of the corps since its
organization.
His parents, two brothers andtwo' sisters survive. The pall-bearers were: active, JeromeBrinkley, 'Garvin Finney, Ralph
Yin,kroitals.- HMO Fair, Jess 'Mtand Cary Banes& all former mom-..tiers of tflie C.' C. C. Camp to which- he helonged.' Honorary: ' g B.Holland. N. F. Lassiter, W. P. Du-lame. J. D. Sexton, Curt PueBbm,W. T. ST;cht, Tregian Beale, W. L.Lucas.
Wise is the individual vaso. pre-pares for the futere by studyingboth the past and the present.
Sour Stomach
Gat and Headache
duo to
Constipation
Can You
Resist a
Treat
Like
This?
_GOLDBLOOM
ICE CREAM
IS EVEN BETTER
THAN IT LOOKS!
Stadium Work May
Be Continued Soon
Dr. Carr and R. E. Broach have
received indefinite wasurisnee that
work will be continued on the new
stadium. Mr. Broach said: "Thegeneral belief is, trivtlrbe finishedby fall and ready to play in."
Mr. Broach met with the CWA
committee in Louisville. Ky., duringK. E. A. At present, the FER
men employed by the college aretearing ciewn.. the forms and clear-ing off the ground.
The stadium, a ;30,000 projectwhich was started last Decemberwith the college-furnishing the
terial and the CWA the laboor, washalted about a month ago on ac-
count of lack of funds.
The stadium will have a seating
capacity of 5,000 with a one-fifth
mile cinder track around the field.
The field will be covered with a
three-inch bermuda sod with ample'
means of drainage.
N. C. & S. L Annountes
Changes in Scitechates•
, This week the 4N,C. & St.
Railway announces changes in its
passenger schesisaies ina,..41ass4'ada-
cah and -Memphis division, which
were effective last Sunday.
The change of chief interest here
4s that the -morning train from
Paducah, which brings the bulk
of mail to Murray. will not ar-
rive here until 9:10. The old timeon this train was 8:18.
The southbound afternoon trainwill arrive here at 3:54 P. M. What
has always been called. the -noon-train" here, nortkibound, will ar-
rive-at 12:40 P. '1W.- and the "nighttrain", also nisrthbound, will reachMurray at 7:19
The etlimplete table is publishedelsewhere in this edition.
-•''Upon invitation from GovernorRuby Laffoon to eend,"a charming
attractive, and queenly young lady." as repreSeritiffve to theFourth Annual Kentucky Moun-tain Laurel Festival, Miss GladysWard, Benton, Ky.. a junior, baabeen selected by President Carr torepresent Murray State College. The nearest approach- to -per-
- petual motion is the way appetiteIt Pays to Read the Classified* keeps us With income.
MRS. C. F. ROGERS,
23_, DIES SUNDAY
Toting Woman Dies at Childbirth;
Leaves Husband. Parents and
Infant Daughtir.
Mrs. Rella Earl Rogers. 23 years
of age, died at the home of her
father. John E. Hanes, 5 miles
West of Murray. Sunday morning
at childbirth. The infant, Martha
June, survived. Mrs. Rogers is
survived by her husband. Clifford
F. Rogers, and her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John E. Hanes.
She also leaves two sisters, Mrs.
Jesse Mathis and Mrs. Powell
Wrather, county, and two brothers,
John J. Hanes and Hugh C. Hanes,
both of Detroit. A host of friends
and other relatives join the family
in mourning her early death. She
was, a member of the Sinking
Springs Baptist church.
Funeral services were conducted
Tuesday morning 'atTro'clock from,
the Sinking Springs church. The
Rev. R. F. Gregory was in charge
of the services. Burial was in the
church cemetery.
Pride Shown
County Homes
County home owners axe show-
ing More pride and interest in
their homes this spring than in
recent --years Dr. J. A. Outland
states. Home owners have done
considerable work with cleaning
up yards, removing rubbish, paiss4-4
lag, whitewashing and planting
flowers. The care in improvement
of back yards is very noticeable
Dr. Outland stated.
More attention is being given to
home sanitation than formerly,
however, screens are need in many
instances Dr. Outland stated.
That's asking a lot of any ice
cream—to outdo its appear-
ance with even better taste.
But this is one brand that does
that very thing. It's so creamy
and rich looking, you'd hardly
expect it to taste even better
---;that's where the delightful
In. Flavor,
richness—all the whole-
some qualities you look for in
ice cream are here in superla-
tive degree. If you want a
real treat in ice cream delic-
iousness, GOLDBLOOM cream
will supply ilt. •
Order and Serve Gold-
bloom for Your Parties,
Teas-and-Commence-
ment Entertainments
Tenth and Monroe
earenuit:l-
--Members of the Fayette County
etable and Fruit-C.vowers
sociation studied new varieties of
vegetables and new truck practices.
discussed by John S. Gardner_ of
the Experiment Station.
Armor..
in original and popular
flavors brick or
bulk
GOLD BLOOM
IN C OR P OR AT IE D.
-5.
nes
Paducah, Ky.
-
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Murray Firm
Secures Job
Bid Reduction
.We like to pass on unusual
happenings to our readers.
The Ledger & Times at least
wants to believe that it is
an unusual event. A Murray
firm .secured a lower price
for job work last week from
an out of town—out-of-
state—firm for job work by
using the bid of The Ledger-
& Times job department to
get the lower rate after the
Tennessee firm had made a
much higher bid.
- Firms submitting bids for
work make their bid in the
first place under the assump-
tion -that they are making a
bid in confidence and not in
public-sale style with every
bidder trying to out-do the
other. Of course making
bids does not necedsarily
-nteawthere it will be a strict-
ly sealert-bid proposition but
taking a bid of one firm and
showing it to another and
telling him to get right is
just another form of hi-
jacking. _
The Ledger & Times is ap-
preciative however of the
congenial attitude of the
Murray firm. Thanks were
extended to the job depart-
ment of the Ledger & Times
for their part in securing the
lower bid. We are members'
of the NRA—and do our
part—hut we don:t like to do
it in just_tbat manner.
County Livestock
Claimed by Rabies
A. cow belonging to Wash Mc-
Clure. of just west • of Murray,
became read last week and
other head were exposed and are
under observation. Other live-
deck in the county has been given
treatment .. after exposure. Dallas
Holland. of near Almo, lost a cow
recently from rabies. '
_A- dog - belonging to Robert
Owen. of near Faxon, became
rabid last week after being kept
sip ter 111 days.
Losses among pullets in Car-
roll county were found to have
been caused by worm infestation.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency
Washington, D. C.
Feb. 22, 1934
Notice Js hereby given to all per-
sons who ma' have claims against
"The First National Beek 01
iturraY Kentucky, that the mine
must be presented to E. P.
Phillips, Receiver, with the legal
proof thereof within three months
from this- date or they may be
disallowed.
F. G. AWALT,
Acting Comptroller of the
Currency. _ May 24
AV 11AV V V
JOHN STEWART 86,
BURIALMIKY
Prominent Minister Leaves Host a
Relatives; Five Children,
Widow Survive.
'Funeral services for John Thom-
as Stewart, 88 years of age, were
held Monday afternoon at 2
o'clock from the Blood River Bap-
tist church. The Rev. J. H. Thur-
man was in charge. Burial was
in the Blood River cemetery.
The prominent Baptist minister
died at the home of his son-in-law,
Idle Rowlett, near Brandon. Sun-
day morning at 4 o'clock follow-
ing an illness of senility. He was
a member of the Pine Bluff Baptist
church and had been a prominent
resident of the East side of the
county for many years. He had'
been a resident of Calloway for 45
years, coming here from Stewary
county. We was a member of the
Masonic -Lodge at Murray. He
was endeared to a 'great many
friends who join the relatives in
mourning his death.
Surviving are his widow. Mrs.Susie Stewart. four daughters. Mrs.
Alice Rowlett, Mrs. Nora Under-
wood, Mrs. Myrtle Burton: and
Mrs. Jesse Thurman and one 502,W. F. Stewart, of Walcott. Arkan-
sas. lie • leaver a sister, me3. Kate
Bailey, Stewart county • and abrother. Alf Stewart, Missouri. Healso leaves several grandchildren,'nephews and nieces.
Recital Is 'Given
By Miss Creekmur
Miss Thyra Creekmur, contral-
to, assiSted by Miss Sarah Cucinot-
ta, violinist, presented a recital inthe Murray State College audi-torium Thursday night, April-28.
The program was in five parts-andbegan at 8:15 o'clock.
jet 
Dixie Moore were the accompaznists.
The program follows:
• bach; ,"Ah! Sad IndeedMy Heart," Tschaikowsky, Miss
dreekmur; "Concerto' No. 9", De-Beriot, Miss Cucinotta; "DeepRiver", Fisher; "Boat Song", Wire;
'lied, Red Rose,' Hastings; "SIMI-fir Through," Penn, -Miss Creek-mur; "Aria," Tenaglia: "Night
Winds," ,Drdla, Miss Cuciriotti;
"Lullaby", Godard. Miss Creekmur.
Frank Reeves. Bath county
poultryman. -has 325 fourweeks-oldchicks which he is raising on hard-wood cloth with a brick brooder.
ASK FOR
"LYNN GROVE'S
BEST"
Lynn Grove Milling
Company
or* DAY onLy._
Nouns
PL AYERS
re.rc 72
Bfg 177/Yorh Succesc
_DONT LIE
TO YOUR
WIFE.
3s.Peopie35
—.....P--PuNNY COMEDIANS
WHFIWUS S'EfT-EFt..Y
Ceiz
8ICr WRTERNIOOF .
WEDNESDAY MAY 9 MURRAY
Mrs. Catr Ejected
Treasurer of State
UniveFiiity Wixnen
Mrs. John W. Carr was elected
treasurer of the Kentucky Ameri-
can Association of University
Women • at the state meeting in
Louisville oliltilday, April 20.
The following faculty members
-heard Mrs_ Alice Megan Rice read
from her' own composition at the
Kentucky meeting of the American
Association of University Women:
Mrs. W. Carr. Mrs. Cleo Gulls
Hester, Miss Lillian Hollowell, Miss
Clara Rimmer, Miss Suzanne
Snook, Miss Roberta Whitnah, and
Miss Susan Pefferr-
Lois Husebo, Boyd county home
demonstration agent, reports co-
operating with a Lace Y. W. C. A.group by giving home improve-
ment lessons to 35 factory workers
Women might be aolowed to hold
office in the church, but of _
they wouldn't want to be elders.
- Farmer Finds
Peculiar-Egg-
J. E. Patterson, of Hazel, found
an unusual egg In tiis chicken lot
last Wednesday which eln fact was
a pair Of soft shell eggs. One of
the eggs was smaller than the usual
egg while the other was about
twice the-rfermat size. The small-
er one apparently receive the yel-
low for the two of them as it was-.
apparent that_it was largely made
up of the yellow and larger
on did not Meth to have- any.
The eggs were, joined with a tube
like connection. Mr. Patterson
has preserved the eggs in a solu-
tion of alcohol.
Two hell county 4-11 club boys
are planting 80 bushels of certified
seed potatoes on rented --land.
profits to be" usedto attend col-
lege.
_Sonic folks never expsct to get
what they expect. ,
JEFF D. STALLS
BURIED FRIDAY
A.
Pentecostal Minister Succumbs To
Illness of Measles and Pneu-
monia Last Thursday.
Funeral services for Jeff Davis
Stalls, 66 year's -citlfge-, -tie- re.-- held
Friday morning at 11 o'clock from
the Murray Pentecostal church.
The Rev,Hammond was in charge
of tho. services. -.Burial was In the
Temple Hill cemetery.
Mr. Stalls died at the home of
his son Ernest Stalls, 1 mile North
of Murray, Thursday following. a
ten days illness of measles and
pneumonia. He is suivived by
four daughters, Mrs. Osia Wash-
burn,. Mrs. Ophelia Pace, Mrs.
Sibyl Jones, Mrs. Charlie Tiller.
all of the county and five sons.
Herman, Truman. Pearl. EFoos.4and Jeff, all of this section. He
also leaves 17 grandchildren _and
numerous other relatives
BIG SAUMG5 FOR ALL THEFAMILYPaz/Wear"
ASPIRIN
TABLETS
24 Tablets
TAVageZaw.
MILK of
MAGNESIA
SOc forSic
KLENZO
SHAVING
CREAM
2 for 26c
PatitTtNir_
CASTOR OIL
30.. bottle
oiegZ 2 for 26C
--IF THEY LAST THAT LONG
THURSDAY
ALMOND COCOA SOAP
Cellophane wrapped package
saticiiiii mid beautifying for 6 cakesyear skin. Hurry for this
bargain.
Only ono sole to o▪ customer
FRIDAY 10
3 35c tubes KLENZO
DENTAL CREME
1 The tooth paste you need to for onlykeep teeth sparkling. _ , 3
Only one sok, to o cvstomer WIP C
SATURDAY
One 50c Jonteel
One 50c Jonteel
One 50c Jonteel
IN ONE BOX
Oaty ono solo to a Customer
2 to 3 P.M.
Foundation Cream
Cleansing Cream
Face Powder
all 3 for 55c
ORIGINAL RADIO
The one you hear
broadcast over
the RADIO
ONE CENT SALE
W=n;WF
HERE'S HOW IT'S DONE
10,000 Resell Drug Stores take part in this tremendoussale. Due to seasonal demand a few of the time listedmay have been sold at prices lower than the regularprice listed here . . . but neveNts low aeon this sal*.
The CREAM of the
WORLD'S BEST
COO LIVER OIL
Skarifg-
:7, 51" 2 0,,$101
of Seeleere Preece
HALM CREAMS
for 36c
PON TEX
TOILET TISSUE
I Roil 11.0c
2 for 11c
MI 31 Dental Paste
r.soc 2051c
For CHAPS, WIND-
BURN, SUNBURN
RIKER'S
I LAS OL
2 for 51c
NEW LOVELINESS
with JASMINE
of Southern France
FACE_POWDEll _ _
50c1 b" 2 ,., 51c
Thesiglinr
MINERAL OIL
1 pint 75c
YOUR pEnniEs WORTH PLERTY HERE !
GYPSY
CREAM
8 oz. bottle 40c
2,41
AGAREX
COMPOUND
Miners/ Oil action—delicious to test..
1 pint S1.00
2 for 1.01
ANALGESIC
BALM
fob. 50e
2 for 51c
Assorted
CHOCOLATES
I pound pkg.
2 fo, 61c
STAG
fatherless
SHAVING
CREAM
36c tube
BEAUTY NEEDS
and TOILET GOODS
25c Tiny Tot T•lcum 2 for 26c
35. Harmony Cream re Si'-
mends 2 for 36c
$1.00 Bouquet R•rne• Face
Toed. 2 for $1.01
SOc Georgia Rose Far• Pee-
s. 2 for 51c
25c Geer ea Roes Talc 2for26c
Woe Lavender Body Powder
2 for $1.01
ZINC OXIDE A
OINTMENT AN
2082 ar21g-
`":30C 2 Ng 31C a
Cascade POUND
PAPER
or ENVELOPES
40e each
2 for 41c
Persigtfre
RAZOR
BLADES
I peck..
25c
2 itt. 26o
Save with Safety at
Dale, Stubblefield & Company
Wednesday, Thursday, Frici-ay,
- Saturday
MAY 2, 3, 4, and 5
No goods charged. . This is posi-
tively a cash sale
Call for one of our CIRCULARS
Space does not permit listing all
the wonderful TWO for
ONE Bar
MORE THAN 225 OF THESE
TWO FOR ONE PLUS
ONE BARGAINS!
Fo;;;71. and 'Poplar.$treets 
 You ra.,TcA DRUG STORE.
...11111
Firstoid
SANITARY
NAPKINS
ONE 00Z 25.
2 kw 26c
KLENZO
Cocoanut Oil
SHAMPOO
SOC botti.
2 for 5
MI31 Antiseptic Solution
49c 2'50C
7itifiX5r EPSOM SALT3 ee. 50. it ea. 2502 fee 11c 2.26c
maw-
RU NG ALCINIOL
Th. ak-obot nib ttlerillairahl.taz UR.errives out morearas. altelhkgm.
Awl&
CORN
SOLVENT,
2Sc bottle
2--r**-26C1
ptsoc 2w Sic
chstailair
ASPIRIN
bOttle q 10049c
2oq5OC
OPE 0
COME
2,.,57c
;
•••••
• e'S
•-•
••••
'
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
Conselidat!on of 'The Murray Ledtogilb:".•14 (7, all;o2zay Times and Tire TimesHatald 
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los T steveu .   Maw
K T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION
4112-_4AZAssuirn
-Azeiliweseetenne -Wart °unties. enn.. 81 00 a year. Kentucky. $1.10; elsewhere. 12-00.Akveirtiabsw Rules and information about Calloway county market• tarntabed spots application
Murray Trys
Softball
A week from tomorrow night
rriday. May 11. the umpire will
teas out the oversized apple and
yell. "Play Ball" and the first
oilletat-game of the Murray Mu-
nicipal Softball League will be -on
with the Vandevelde team and the
Dale & Stubblefield aggregation
struggling for the honor of win-
ning the first game of the league
and OI the season and equally as
anxious to avoid the ignominy of
the firet defeat
We unhesitatingly predict that
softball will be a whale of a suc-
cess in Murray. We predict that
Stavin-not only be fneiallvteset-
istying Mit artistically and socially months. The Authority has been
functioning -a -inuels-Allart.-- ffinef
Yet there is a ectiptiisneganiza-
tiOn with more than 318a-Vnen at
work building Norris Darn- and a
meals ,y that will house the
workers. Toe Wheeler Dam is
well under way near Muscle
Shoal& And already the T. -V. A.
has 8145111111a11610,6111111aniai.scetattacia
to supply. pciwer'. to -the ultimate
consumer. It is almost .unbeliev-
able that so much has been done
and so well done.
The T. V. A. must have the
thorough and intense co-operation
of the people it attempts to serve.
It cannot help us unless we want
to help_ ourselves. -----
Therefore. Wednesday. May 16;
will be our opportunity to demon-
strate to Dr. Morgan and his as-
sociates our anxious interest over
the proposed Aurora Dam. Several
thousands of persons are members
of Aurora Dam Clubs in more than
forty counties in Western Ken-
tucky and Western Tennessee.
Interest already shown in the
effort indicates that a crowd 
bty,,jt1ainflig 10.000 persons will
be in Murray--May 16 to hear Dr.
Morgan. Those` who contemplate
to cripple eilucattee- .
CW.t. NRA, FERA. et cetera
'were designed to help the business
as well as PAT would.
s.•••
The Louisville Times says:—
"The Glasgow Times reLites 'an
amazing story of a fine bird-dog
that starved to death while mak-
ing a _point.' Countless listeners
have been bored to death while a
speaker tried -to make one."
Believe it or. tiot Murray- 
itte__Statietil QM:rater_ UM_ Stet ..0t
gas the ether night while going
home to. supper and had to buy
'Some from -a competitor
Personally I hate to see the N.
, Western Kentucky will welcome*C- & St L. Railroad move up the
Dr, A. E. Morgan. chairman of the time the morning mail train gets
Tennessee Valley Authority, to this in Murray until 9:10 A M. and I.
section- -acme; -atZt",.-CWednesday suspect that most---every'
week. man in town will agree with me.
This is entirely too late for the,
,san overwhelming success.
Incidentally. the net receipts
which will be accumulated from an
--,""altwOrniimily modest admissiio.n
charge, will go for the civic iin-
proweimilin Of Murray. the Young
Business-lieu's Club. sponsoring
the, sport, will use its fund, for the
..nsuoteiseLseelvansiages. of. Murray
as it has in the past
Murray needs the softball league
lot many reason& .In Nthe first
place, many of the participants
have reached the age' in. life when
they need active. -wholempite me-
eker -exercise. Furthermore they
need the , good corm-adery. sports-
manshiplind fun that softball play
will bring. If ir deesn't bring
these things it will be a failure,
no - matter how large the crowd,
how hig the interest or how polish-
ed the actual play of theogemes en
the field.
We think' the people of the city
and cbinity -win tate-Vie _sport •as
pure entertainment. It has drawn
tremendous crowds all over .tbe
country and is still doing so.
If mett teneill s in Murray we
will certainly be unique =soft
all 014 towns-of the United States
who have tried it. cilK1411=are Promised that every
"Play Ball!" effort will be made to iosure,their
comfort and convenience and an
opportunity to hear 'Dr. Morgan.
If the ceowd overflows the &sin
auditorium of the rollege, a loud
speaker will be opened to the over-
It is with a sense of the keenest 
flow
'
elation a ct Dr. Morgan 's visit is a great op-
portunity for Western Kentucky
and Western Tennessee. We hope
this section will utilize that oppor-
tunity to the fullest.
'Dr. Morgan - was personally
chosen by President Roosevelt to
head the far-reaching enterprises
of the Tennessee Valley Authority
for eminent glialiiications 'that he
has attained personally and pro-
fessionally. The marvelous ac-
comphshments that have already
been attained by the Authority in
the few months since it has been
created are great tributes to the
vision, energy and ability of Dr.
Morgan. Truly the T. V. A. is
the Ateddin's Lamp of Recovery,
President Roosevelt has been in ar-
ticle but little -more the; a twelve
Welcome,
Dr. Morgan
lon-lista laxative
Totsbalght end used as needed
for MennsMany years, speaks well
for' paisbility of Thedfonll
purely vegetable
. Mr. C. E. Ratliff
"Illiont }Tinton, W. Va.: "My
wife and-I bave-osed Iliedforer
Bleglieningeht thirty-five years for
conallpatien,—tinad feeling and
heatimilm. use it.when I feet my
synieln /beds cleansing. After all
thee, I haven't found any-
than Bleek-Fnsught."
so ss.asat wages
Skelferpt BLACK-DRAUGHT
111101.1111112t Las Toz gratr•
lataiET
A Bank Account...
instiffs added confidence in the school
itraduate about to tackle the problems of
he on his owe. No finer gift could you
make the graduate than open an account.
state where the
:ssehorses live in better homes,. eat
better food and get better „care
than three-fourths of the children
Red •-2.e: half the fools in it' want
morning mail train to get any-
where.
If -the inferior rrrstettel Highway
COmmissiener Withers is talking
about was some of that used on the
Murray-Benton road we say, "yes".
"amen", and "you bet".
One of the first men 1,1earned
to know, to respect and admire
when I first entered the newspaper.
business in 1922 was a L. Tre-
vathan, one of the new reients of
Murray State Collene-and we have
been friends every since Friends
ef the cottage have my utmost as-
surance that Mr. Tetvathan is a
man whom 'they can always
depend upon to cip the right thing.
He is the very soul of horiesly, of
uprightness. Factions will find
him very cold indeed. -He has ne.
axes to grind. All he is interested
ins aueLyou can bet your bottom
dolfer on that, is doing the Very.
best thing for the college and the
students.
Two of the best friends I have
among the members of the Ken-
tucksi press. Ben Come of Shelby-
ville and Bob Elkin, of Lancaster.
hive been having brain-storms- for
the past two. years. about the state
teachers' colleges. If I could Only
get Ben and Bob and some of the
Courier-Journal editorial'. writers
Vs visit Murray and inspect the
college they •would have altogether
a different idea about the value
and worth of teachers' colleges
general and Murray State Teachers
College in particular. Notice—
Calloway county readers—t h i s
paragraph is written for the special
benefit of Mr. Cosine:Mite Elkin.
Mr. -Hareistin Robertson, Mr. Mal-
colm, Bayley, Mr. Vance Armen-
trout, and others,
From the Washington dispatches.
it appears to us that Bishop Can-
non has been spiked_
• •_. • • •
"Hone springe--iternal in the
human breast". Everybody who
-"attends the Kentucky 'Derby Sat-
urday thinks he will -win enough
off the race to My All his expenses
for the trip.
cos
One big trouble with the coo-
try is that the American Tobacco
Company declares dividends every
-ffit thbae-co giOwee never
And another is that instead of
doing too much work in a week
too many folks do too little in -an
hour.
Rend the Claiwified Column.
Remember..,
All account') in this bank are in-
sured up to $2,500 through the
temporary fund of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation.
THE DEPOSITOR'S INTERESTS FIRST
$2,500 WILL EARN
1
Hiddais Away or ow Yearliersciff-  NO-nitric; 'In Polka! Savings, 'a 'Year  $50.00
In tha,,BANk OF MURRAY  $75.00
i3ANIC OF MURRAY
THE PUBLIC VOICE
The Ledger & Times
Murray, Ky.
For months every avenue of pub-
licity has teemed with high sound-
ing accounts of what might be
done by. few or in connection wtth
the dark tobacco association. We
read continually of a trade agree-
- an expert torpor-anon -kaap-
posedly -by whieh tobaccq can 'be
sold abroad on credit, and the
government, or so ny institution
other than the Assoc, On'can be
made responaible for bad accounts)
the reduction of acreage, the Kerr
'bill, the _Flanagan bill. the Syrtis
bill. *lough to keep Congress en,
--tor-a-Se-aVoh. -Let -us sity in
truth there is something interest-
ing. possibly meritorious in every
one.. of these proposaLs. It might
be said with equal truth that awe
is not enough in the whole of them
to consistently advance and stabil-
ize the price of tobacco.
The United States government
through its several agencies cre-
ated for the purpose has made stu-
pendous effort to better the con-
dition of tobacco growers. to pro-
mote prosperity, and has ac-
complished much for them ingd:advance toward a necessary
But notwithstanding this evident
tact and the broadly heralded op,
timistic daily reports sent out from
the several markets dark fired
tobacco is still selling below cost
of production.
.The average of sale prices on the
floors of Springfield, Clarks-
ville. and Hopkinsville of pounds Si
an average for the season, respect-
fully follows: 18.731, 155, -110.58;
21,743,900. $9.33; 11.371.775,- $8.59.
Sale average of them all. 9.50. With
heavy loose ,floor sale charges to
be deducted from this average.
The average of estimates I have
very recentgr obtained on cost of
production and marketing is as
follows:
From Extension Department,
University of Tennessee, $10.01;
" a large number of substantial
tobacco growers of whom I have
made inquiry of correspondence.
$10.00.
Citizens of tobacco. growing sec-
tions generally understand the im-
possibility of showing piecisely the
costsof-production on -any
two farms, Or for any two seasons.
It is also well to remember that
notwithstanding we have ,not
known a profitable sale season tor
dark fired tobaCco in recent years,
some have been distressingly less
so than others. ..The figures above
are as neiuly accurate in. it is
possible to obtain.
It is proper of course
Association to avail of necessary
Connections from legitimate, con-
sistent sources in its financing and
sales, but it is an awful error of
judgment to depend upon outside
support to the extent of neglect of
development of resources within
itself, In anticipation of a time
when it must inevitably stand,- or
falio_upon-prinuiples or true co-
opeeation And a system which is
so workable that it can cope with
emergencies whetever,
and wherever they arise.
Much of what is necessary to be
done in the premises can be bet-
ter done by the tobaeco grower
through a well planned, well:con-
ducted cooperative than in any
other way. It is' scarcely fair t
dump responsibilities on the gov-
ernment which citizens can handle
as well, or better, for themselves,
and. at some -tInse it would prob-
ably have its repercussion. If I
interpret the signs of the present
time correctly, it is highly import-
'ant for the Association to do some-
.
thing for itself.
If it is to survive and accomplish
desired results within itself it must
have a foundation-that wi enable
moreciou e Is present
membership, and hence tonnage of
tobacco, that will enable it to sell.
tobacoo advantageously.
Selling tobacco much of which
is now nearly three years old, after
tremendous loss in weight, and
with immense Ferrying costs, at a
price which is In. feet below cost
of production cannot possibly be
characterized successful business.
Such a situetion need not, Should
_no*,. Mitlere_ and--in- the neteres
things eknnot endure long.
Instead of climbing into the skies
in search of something .that sounds'
impressive to publish, a trade
agreement, an export corporation,
or other things which are largely
Utopian, and which fall far sheet
of the reel purpose to sensibly ad-
vtiriOe 'arid stabilize the price of
tobacco', why not avail of system,
and .methods common to sound,
prosperous business, and more par-
ticularly_ to this tobacco business?
The present cooperative needs to
disavow sympathetic recognition of
independent loose floor auction
sales, and barn sales by members,
both - without regard to uniformity
of prices, to adopt in place of
these a system of centralised sales
by a capable tales department,
which relieved of the above handi-
caps it may not have, to make of
the Association a formidable tee-
ter of the market, in which a
number of loose floor houses might
be used successfully 'seder con-
tract to, and in connection with
the plans of "the Association. It
will of course always be necessary
to quote consistent rather than ex-
cessive prices when negotiating
sales. in the then prrassaaMaisain.
rather than 'Offer tobacco had 'been
carried into a third season at treo
mendous impel:we ems Was or
Weight. In a few words it is very
necessary for the Association to
head directly toward this contest
by every lawful dins instead of
Inattempting suc by indirec-
tion, or the work, of others.
There is now such dissatisfaction
with the grading of Association
tobacco that it almost amounts to
a revolt. It is scarcely fair to
charge a grader with incompetence.
or worse, without 'knowing what
his instructions are. It is 'leiter-
theless onwise to clothi one un-
bonded man with too much au-
thority, and there should 'be a
right of appeal lust as there is in
the case of a bonded inspector.
There is no real reason for ming-
ling crops which go into hogsheads
immediately.
The difficulties and responsibili-
ties of the present cooperative are
greatly increased by the very nar-
row limits of its resources. It is
entirely dependent It is, in fact,
supplicant. I recall a banker in
TRAVEL BY BUS!
Convenient Schedule
BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO—
Paducah: 5 A. 66.., 11 A. M.; 5 P. M.
Hopkinsville: 7:45 A. M.,-2 P. 1K.
7:30 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
ytkM: 6 A. X. '11 A.'IL;"5
Paris: 7:43 A. M.; 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES -CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS
Connections to St. Louis, Chicago.
Detroit, and Everywhere.,
Terminal at SLIETH and MAIN
C. RAY LINES
Murray, Ky. Phone 456
THE NASHVILTE, -CHATTANOOGA &
ST. LOUIS RAILWAY
Announces Important Changes in Passenger Train
Schedules
EFFECTIVE SUNDAY, APRIL 29,1934
No, 106
2:45PM
14.1PM
3:54PM
4:42PM
5!25PM
6:38PM
7:2OPM
8:05PM
8:25PM
9:40PM
Km 104
8:00AiM_Lv . Paducah, Ky,
9:10A114 Lv. Murray, Ky.-
9:52AM Lv. Paris, Tenn,
10:40AM Ar. Bruceton
12:21PM Ar. Lexingtob
1:10P74-Af. Jackson
2:07PM Ar. Whiteville
2:30P34, Ar. Somerville
4:00PM /tr. Memphis, Tenn.
No. 105
Ar. 2TOOPM
'Lv.- --I:24PM
Lv. 12:50PM
Lv.___ _12:07PM
L.v 11:25Alit
Isys 10:22AM
Lv. 9:42AM
8:56AM
8:39AM
7:30AM
No. 103
8:30PM
713FM
7:19PM
6:40PM
5:55PM
4:28PM
3:40PM
2:50PM
2:30PM
1-1:11PIK
6:10PM 11:36AM Ar. Huntingdon, Tenn.
6:33PM 12:05PM Ar, McKenzie
7:25PM 12:50PM Ar..Mactino
7:55PM 1:21PM Ar, Union- City. Tenn.
5:50PM 2:16PM Ar, Hickman, Ky.
6:00PMo 11:29AM Ar. Camden, Tenn.
6:35PM 11:58AM Ar. .Waverly ,
7:20PM 12:35P34 Ar, Dickson
8:-40PM 1:40PM •Ar. Nashville, Term.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
'Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Le.
10:35AM
10:20AM
9:34AM
8:55AM
8:10AM
10:36AM
l0:04AM
9:19AM
5:00AM
4:57PM
4:40F•M
3:45PM
2:55PM
2:15PM
5:07PM
4:33PM
3:49P141
2:30PM
New York siying to use rainy
years ago that any worth while
bad_d_ut___, 
It 
could bebe tofianetcdforthertealse.
sex beaks abed be enlisted. 'A
necessary membership, which is
More than double that of the pres-
ent, and with a correspondingly
increued tannage Of tobacco under
mle control, with excellent morale
and peactics1 manageitient, bOth
financial and 'tales wonliti be tree
mendously facilitated. deal
honorably with those who oppose
us, tb give them value meet*
is a part of our course to win.
it would- be the part of wisdoin
for tobacco growers to beware Of
prominent men who are so to
speak broadcasting the erroneous
statement that tobacco growers are
receiving splendid prices for tobac-
co, notwithstanding the WOOM1111108
tax, which the govenimentsliswal-
fixed has been a_ "liftoseyee",_Blich
men may be more interested In
progress of great tobacco monopo-
lies than in the tobacco grower.
The tobacco growers goal should
be, must be, a living priee for Ma
products. It is attainable, but it
should be, will be very largely his
effort, his loyalty in sufficient
ntifhbers to the right kind of a co-
operative, and good judgment on
the part of its management. There
is really no peer-production of
dark fired tobacco. I'heartily ap-
proved of a reduCtion of acreage
to place the grower abreast the
opposition, and to demonstrate this
fact., Why not make something
worthowhile out of the present co-
operative?
With reference to recent glowing
accounts of a very large satiefae-
tory sale of tobacco. I would say
We will applaud if, and when,
such - a transaction as has been
luneatosessahntlefed; -
pie-
Felix
Nashville, Tenn,
Hazel Route 3
Spring seems to 'be undecided as
to' whether it should make its ad-
vent now or wait until June or
July.
Master Joseph Brown Wilson has
been quite sick with measles, but
is improving.
Mrs. Johnny Stubblefield has an
antique that is unusual—a can of
peaches 15 years old. The peaches
are of the white aiin# variety and
the can she opened a 'few weeks
ago of the same kind. canned 'OE
aarere time -Wire firm and fresh
as last season's fruit. You can tell
'em age doesn't ruin canned
peaches, properly handfed.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lamb and
family and Mr and Mrs. Clyde
York and son visited Mr and Mrs.
*
Thn Osbrort_StOiday Afternoon.
'Yes, Sir! Tilds his had a birth-
day, April 25. Didn't have that
'the other-'-edd folks have
having, btit she wasn't left
out. Got a surprise birthday pres-
ent. Hope that' Uncle and Aunt
will understand her, when she says
she appreciated the gift, and she
appreciated them even more.
Friends are worth fortunes.
Can't tell us proeperity isn't corn-
ing back. The park peddlers and
traveling salesmen will back me up
In Vat I'm saying for they are
0004 thiCks aa_ "hops" _and are
selling their goods.—"Tilda".
I Stella Gossip
A very large crowd assembled
at Coldwater Church of Christ
Sunday. -Six ministers at-
tended, L. H. Pogue, Chantey Ar-
nett. Irvin Lee and Harvey Riggs
of Murray, A. J. Veteto of Nash-
ville and Robert McGregory of
Paducah. Yes, and folks from
Farmington, Murray. Kirasey, Lynn
Grove, Browns Grove and Hazel,
Mayfield. Offering was more than
$20.00.
Next Sunday, L. Z. Hurley will
preach at Goshen Methodist
church. A. E. Cross at Coldwater
Baptist church at 10:45 A. M. and
Harvey Riggs at Coldwater. Church
of Christ at 2:30 P. M., and David
Thompson at Coldwater fourth
Sunday in May, at 2:39 P. M.
Lieut W. M. Pickels of Hono-
lulu sent us "The Army-Navy Re-
view", which carries his picture
and "write-up" of his wonderful
achievements: Mrs. Feckels was
formerly Miss Halle Cochran, a
graduate trained nurseeethem 'the
Paducah and Louisville training
hospitals and is also the daugh-
ter of this "Scribe".
Miss Clotele Darnell and Dewey
Kazzell , Whom we esteem high-
ly, were married last Saturday
afternoon. Elder Luther Pogue
pronounced the marriage ceremony.
The 44 days drouth came to a
glorious end last Thursday night
with a big rain, 'a real mud-
soaker. Everything around here
had begun to look like "the hind
wheels of bad luck".
Listen to me, everybody Don't
ever and ever tell a person that
he looks old!! Or badly!! 'Tis a
law down Limit - Now Fin not
tinting through my Kith ••••
a The farmers are awful husy _this,
week planting tom fixing tobec-'
co grounds Going to get blame
hot!! And the old gray mare took
a kick at the double-tree, way,
down on the farm.—"Eagle".
Read the Classified Column.
,, *b. •S •
Wales-
-- •
Faxon F. F. A.
Notes
By Wilson Gantt
The F. F. A. met Friday morn-
ing, April 27, to discuss means of
raising funds for an outing this
summer. We plan to go to Mam-
moth Cave for our camping trip.
Several agriculture 'boys have
written essays to partidipite In the
Cdurier-Journal missy - &attest - - •
wineorof the- local  is to
represent us in the District Con-
test. The winner of the local con- • DI
test was Wilson Gantt. The sub-
ject for the essay is. -The OPpor- Or'tunities and Possibilities of De. Ps
veloping Rural Life in America
Through F. F. A.".
Alvis Colson plans to enter the
public speaking contest.
II
The F. F. A. recently sent in its
state and national dues.
We are very sorry to-have two
of our Future Farmers out due to
illness of measles, Hollis Roberts
and L V. Ross.. We will be glad
when they ate able to return.
Dexter Route I
Hello! Here I come, trying to
tell a few Items.
Quite a bit of framing being done
here, but the mambas is too mai.
for any thing to, grow.
Mrs Ruby Tucker, Urn Lois
Booker, and Mrs. Kilitma Dawes
were Sunday guests- of •Mrs. Fannie
Lee.
'Mr. and Mn. Homer Darnell are
The pareotsivar,se.baby girt
Miss Ftetnrilialloapent a few days
last week with Mr. and Mrs Roy
Lee and children, Marjorie Nell,
and Hazel Louise, of Hardin Route
Two
Sherman Ward was Sunday din-
ner guest of Ivy Mathis.
Miss Nellene Lovett, of near
Johnson, visited Mr. and Mrs. John
Booker last week.
Miss Mavis Henry of Hardin
Route Two, spent Thursday with
Miss Vera Duncan.
If this escapes the waste backet,
I will write again.
—"Happy-go-lucky"
It Pays to *ad the Cleisaifietle
DR. W. CO AY
'Chiropractor
Office at Borne, 609 Watt Main
MondaYis, Wednesdays, Fridays
In Afternoon
1 p. in. to 6 p. m.
ELECTRIC COOKERY
Is Here
To Stay!
WHEN ELECTRICITY
COOKS THE
:DINNER • • •
• -
How would you like to order dinner
for 6:30 or 7:00 and arrive home to
find it ready to serve. That is just
what an Electric Range does for you.
All you need is to set a clock for the
time you want cooking to start and
regulate a thermostat for the heat de-
sired. When this temperature is
reached the electricity is"cut off, but
dinner continues cookinig on stored
heat. Even after cooking stops, your
food keeps hot until time to serve it.
Let us show you how easy it is to own
an Electric Range or ask your electric
range dealer.
Give Your Wife a Modern
Electric Range NOW!
Our easy monthly
payment plan en-
ables any family to
.have an electric
range and pay for
it over a period of
months out of in-
come.
See Us
Today!
Electric
Cookery
Gives You
These Tin
Advantages ..
I. Modern
2. Safe
3. Clean
4. Cool
-5. Accurate
6. Economical
7. Healthful
8. Simple
9. Speed
10. Releases
Time
- Buy Standard Electrical Equipment From Any
Reliable Electric Dealer Anywhere!
ADDITIONAL STOPS TO LET OFF AND 'FAZE ON PASSENGERS
• .N../. Trains Nos. 104, 106. 106 and 103 well stop at all stations befitiann-
Paducah and Bruceton, also between Brucetoyi and liftman.
Trains Ntis. 103 arid 104 Witt make all stops between Bruceton and
Memphis. Trains Nos. 105 and 106 make conditional stops between
Bruceton arid Memphis. Trains Nos. 104, 106 and 10.3 make all Stops be-
tween Bruceton and Nashville.
TRAVEL TifE SAFE, COFfhPORTABLE, ECONOMICAL
WAY
-The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
'Railway
• 
Electricity is the cheapest, the most dependable, the
most satisfactory servant from the standpoint of price,
economy and efficiency. Buy-yom- etetttic—itirp-p-Einces
now before they rise in price together with all other com-
modities.
Electricity is the Cheapest Thing
You Buy!
•
entucky-Tennessee Light an—a 'Power Cor
of the Associated System
MURRAY, KENTUCKYlen •• IMO 'MP
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INFORMATION REGARDING SCHEDULE 'Parker Bros. Garage vs. Postbffice
 AND __GAMES IN__THE-- I14UURAY •V4ndeyeld§ vs Bank of Murray ,MUNICIPAL LEAGUE 'Junes Drug Co. vs. Parker Bros. Garage s_
Each game will, be seven innings as provided in the rule book.
There will be two games played each night of the schedule,
The fittal game of the first half of the season will be July. 13th at
1:45 o'clock. 
.
The first game of the last half will begin at 7:45 on the 17th of July.
rule books may be had at Siedd'sSture. .--- - • The schedule has been worked out so that teams will not be reqdred•es, to play more than once a week, insofar as same is possible. '
The tirocs of.the gimes ell be -5.:45- onte-845 einni-furtet-rrotice._.• ..._ _... ..
,....._ --_ _ss_s_. -- &-SCHEDULE AND TIME OF (SABINA
'Dale & Stubbleleys. Vandevelde. 
7:
, 
P dihrBank of Murray' . Jones Drug  8 454, May- 1111NIPParker Bros. Garage vs. Postoffice  7:45, May 15
'Model Cleaners vs. Ledger & Times -   8:45. May 15
•Vandevelde vs. Bank of Murray-- •  -• 715, MO -17
the 'Jones Drug Co. vs. Parker Bros. Garage--.___  _ 8:45, May 17
'Poetoffice vs. Model Cleaners ' -' 7:45, May 18
'•••• 
Dale & Stubblefield vs. 'Ledger & Times _  8:45, May 18its 'Bank of Murray vs. Parker Bros. Garage    7145, May 22
'Vandevelde vs. Poirtoffiee  8;45, May Ii.!
'Jones Drug Co. vs. The Ledger & Times  7:45, Misr 24
Dale dr Stubblefield vs. *Model Cleaners  8:45, May 24
'Jones Drug Co. vs. Posteffice  7:45, May 2.5
• *Model Cleaners vs: The Bank uf Murray  8:45. May 25
"The Ledger & Times vs. Vandevelde    7:45, May 29
"Dale & Stubblefield vs. Parker Bros. Garage  8:45. May 211
"Parker Bros. Garage vs. Model Cleaners • s_  74i, May 31
Ledger & Times vs. Bank of 'Murray  ___ .._ _ 8:43, May 31to "Posterns's- vs. Dale & Stubblefield s_ _ 7:45, net 1
•Vande•elde vs. Jones Drug Cu. , , _  8:45, June 1
*Parker Bros. -garage vs. The Ledger & Times - 7:45, June 5
*Postoffice vs. -The Bank of 'Murray """ 8:45, June 5
"Vandevelde vs._ MedeleCleenere . _  7:45, June .7
'Jones Drug Co. vs. Dale & "Stubblefield 8:45, June 7
,,'Dale & Stubblefield vs. The Bank ofr1sitrrnays - ---- 7:45, June 8w
'Vandevelde vs. Parker Bros. Garage  -  8145, June 8are *Jones Drug Co.- vs. Model Cleaners  7:45, June 12
- •Piastoffice vs. The Ledger & Times 8
*Dale & Stubblefield vs. Vendee:1de  
7:45- June 12:
June 14
--e-si ke
'Bank of Murray vs. Jones Drug Co.  4:45; June
*Parker Bros. Garage vs. Postoffiice  745, .Tune
*Model Cleaners vs. The Lodger & Times  8:45, June
'Vandevelde vs. Bank of Murray  7:45. June
'Jones Drug Co. vs. Parker Bros. Garage  8:45, June
'Postoffice vs. Model Cleaners  7:45,
Dale & Stubblefield vs. *The Ledger & Times  8:45,
"Sank of Murray vs. Parker Bros. Garage  7:45,
•Vandevelde vs. Postoffice 
"Jones Drug Co. vs. The Ledger & Times   7:45,
-Dale 4 Stubblefield vs. 'Model' Cleaners _. _  8:45,
'Jones Drug Co. Postoffice . 7:45,
'Model Cleaners vs. Bank of Murray 8:45, June 2.8
'Ledger & -Times vs. Vandevelde . _ • 7:45, Juee .29
"Dale & Stubblefield -vs. Parker Bros Garage , -C45, June 29
"Parker Bros. Garage-es. Model Cleaners - 1!45, July -3
*The Ledger & Times vs. The Bank of Murray  8:45., Jilly 3
•Pogtoffice vs. Dale & StubbleGeld   7:45, July 5
"Vandevelde vs. Jones Drug Co. - •',  8:45, July 5lain 'Parker Bros. Garage Vs. The Ledger li-Times  7:45, July 6•-„iys 'Postoffice vs. The Bank of Murray  -,..  8:45, July 8
'Vandevelde vs. Model Cleaners  '-• 7:44, July 10
'Jones Drug Co. vs Dale iti. grubblefield  8:45. July 10
i-= 'Dale & Stubblefield vs. Brink of Illerggys.,„„  7:45. •IttlY 12
Vandevelde es. Parker Bros:"Garsee-- '''" '  Rik, July' IR
*Janes-I:Mir C-o-.7-ii. lele-del Cleaners  '  7:45, July 13"
•Postoffice vs. The Ledger & Times • -8:*45, July 13
^ The first half of the season ends here
'Dale & Stubblefield vs. Vandevelde 
'Bank of Murray sig. Jones Drug Co.
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June Zt
June 21
June 22
June 22
June 28
June 29
June Ze -Kentucky Given a
- Million for Relief
 „ 7:45, July 19
*Model Cleaners vs. The 'edger & Tunes  8. Jul
7:45, July
-8:45, July. 20
The Lodger & Times vs. Dale & Stubblefield  
7:45, July 24
8:45, July 24
'Bank of Murray vs. Parker Bros. Garage Ls__  . 7:45, July 26
"Vandevelde vs.. Postoffice  "8:4S, July 26
*Jones Drug Co. vs. The Ledger is Times  7:45, July 27
'Jones 1-,kug Co. vs. Postoffice  
8:45, July 27'Model Cleaners es. Dale & Stubblefield 
'Bledel Cleaners-vs. The Bank of Murray  
7:45, July 31
8:45, July 31
.  
7:45, August_2 9PPPrturutY to sway the opinion'The Ledger & Times vs. Vandevelde 
.815,.. Aintaia• 2 st -the-peeeles-and it's 'welt lot us*.Delefis-se/Nh'efieM es. Peislime Brew Garage-
s, , that our editor seems a map of*Parker Bros. Garage vs. Model Cleaners - 7:45' A•Ugu " high ideals. I didn't like that"The Ledger & Times vs. Bank of -Murray  8:45, Augur 3 black hearse advertisement either.'Postoffice vs. Date & Stubblefield  7:45, August 7 
Stewart county is "stepptng out"•Vandevelde vs. Junes Drug Co.  th45, August 7 with better roads. - We will soon'Parker Brea. Gai'are vs. The Ledger & Times  7:45, August 9 have a highway running right by•Pustoffice vs. The. of Murray  .  8:45, August ii our house. Roads are like 'fate.-*Varidevelde: '44 The Model Cleaners  _   7;45, August -10. They sometime come where least
'Jones Drug Cu. vs. Dale & Stubblefield  8:45, August 10 expected bringing the most trio-
lated and obscure places to public•Dale-le sitysoireid vs. The Bank or Murray  7:45, August 14
view, just as some of the most:Vandevelde vs. Parker Bros. Garage ._  8:45, August 14
humble and unnoticed lives some-"Jones Dreg Co. vs. The Model Cleaners 
•Postoffice vs. The Ledger & Times ...  87:465: August 161166 ntit=s lbelaocrersin. 
.into respected and
•Postoffice vs, Model Cleanersi
Aexosa_
20 River
The Final Lap Starts Here
*Dale & Stubblefield vs. Vandevelde  7:45, August 17
'Bank of Murray vs. Jones Drug Co.  8:45, August 17
'Parker Bros. Garage vs. Postoffice  7:45, August 21
•ModerCleaners vs. The Ledger & Times  8:45, August 21
Iltandevelde vs. The Bank of Murray  7:45, August 23
'Jones Drug Co. vs. Parker Bros. Garage   845, A'ugust 23
"Postoffice es. The Model Cleaners   7:45, August 24
!The Ledger Br TimeS,vs. Dale & Stubblefield   8:45, August 74
'Bank of Murray vs. Parker Bros. Garage  7:45, August 28
-"Vandevelde Ve. •Postoffice   8:45, August 28
'Jones Drug Co. vs. The Ledger & Times   7:45, August 30
'Model Cleaners vs. Dale & Stubblefield  • MA August 411
'Jones Drug Co, ve_Pestoffice  7:45, August 31
-‘11odei Cleaners Vs. The Bank of Murray  ' 8:45, August 31
'The Ledger & Times vs. Vandevelde _  7:45, Sept. 4
'Dale & Stubblefield-vs. Parker Bros. Garage  8:46. Sept. 4
'Parker Bros. Garage -vs. The Model Cleaners  7:45, Sept. 6
*ThervbffIretr...ez Times v.s._ The Bank of Murray  $41.45, Sept. 8
'Postoffice vs..Dale & Seubhlefield  7:45 Sept. 7
•lratuteveltie vs. Jones Df ug Co.- __ _______ Sept. 7
!Parker Bros. Garage vs. The Ledger & Times  7:45, Sept. 11
'Postoffice vs. The Bank of Murray '  8:45, Sept. 11
'Vandevelde vs. The Model Clearfers   7:45, Sept. 13
*Jones Drug Co. vs Dale & Stubblefield -- 8:45, Sept. 13
*Dale & Stubblefield vs. The Bank of Murray  7:45, Sept. 14
'Vandevelde vs. Parkir Bros. Garage • 8:45, Sept. 14
'Jones Drug Co. vs. Model Cleaners  7:45i Sept. 19
'Postoffice vs. The Ledger & .Times  8:45, Sept.. 18
Kentucky was allotted $1.050,7412
the Slate administration was no-
tified Friday. The allotment • fol-
lowed "a report' to the Washington
authorities otItie elight Of the ap-
proximately 100,000 families .in -the
State who need relief. The com-
mission decided Wednesday to ap-
peal to Washington •for funds even
in. the absence of matching funds
from the State to pay. one-fourth
of the bill.
Of the amount allotted 51.000.000
is. for general and work relief;
.1:45. sub, 17 $31.4alkfor transient relief, and ;16,-. 
296 fostudent relief. In addition.._ 8;45, July 17 the allot includes 819.189 for
the National Re-employment Ser-
vice.
Bishop Cannon
Is Acquitted
WASHINGTON, April 27-Bishop
James Cannon. Jr. and his secre-
tary, • Miss Ada Burroughs, were
acquitted today of conspiracy to
violate the Alection law l,i. the
churchman's 1928 campaign against
Alfred E. Smith.
REMEDY REMOVES THE
CAUSE OF STOMACH GAS
Most stomach GAS is due to
bowel Polsobs. For quick relief
use Adlerika. One dose cleans
out body wastes, tones up your
system, brings sound sleep. Dalt,
Stubblefield & Co., Druggists.
GULF WINS MORE "HILL TESTS"
THAN 32 GASOLINES COMBINED
BORROWW-t• tests 12 competing
gnsohnes on Muldrough Mil, near West Point,
11Cy.. to see whieh gas can pull the car and
3,00-lb. load farthest up hill in high gear.
1DRIVE IN AND TRYA TANKFUL! 
Will your car have more power on any
one gasoline? HERE'S YOUR ANSWER.:
Gulf tested a total of 31 easolines on famous
American 2 hills in localities from
Massachusetts to Georgia-and here is what
they found...
The power of different gasolines varies
widely! Ando( all 33 gasolines, Gulf is uni.
formiy.hest. 7 out of 12 times, it propelled
a car and load bp mountain grades farther
than any other gasoline tested!
It won more hill tests than 32 other
asotinet combined! Prove it! Drive into
a Gulf station, fill up, and test the pewee
of That Good Gulf for yourself!
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EACH OF THE BRANDS ofgammmast taladiesaid girths sham by alUese, A to Z6. Netsth-ar Gedfgst less inrifentritbeserptbsehiglemaidaggasolins varied widely in different tests.
GULP fICTINIMO .. PIT TSIDUNIII., PA•
Inozefoweiz in THAT "GOOD GULF GASOUNE
Aisril will soon have passed, and
without its cu,stomary showers so
there are-exeeptions to all rules.
We appreciate an editor who
Will refrain from using his paper
as a whiskey advertisement. Edi-
tors as well as preachers, teachers,
and other leaders have a great
You gun
Drive Your
car right
into Hoiel
Sherman
Bro. Nelson, Mr. John Key, and
Misses Elaine Ahart and Cornelia
Spieeland Were guests at the home
of Mr and Mrs. Linus Spiceland
Sunday Mr. Key has been con-
ducting a singing school at
Crocketts' Creek.
One reason I have to visit back
home so often is because no one
from my part of Calloway will
1 934 .
Mrs..J. C.  Smith
Dies in Mayfield
Funeral services for Mr's. Ruby
Inez Smith, 41 years of age. were
held. Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock
from Williams' Chapel. Elder J.
B. Hairdeman was in charge of the
services and burial...was in the
Young Cemetery. Mrs. Smith died
at Mayfield Hospital following a
major operation.
. Mrs. Smith. Ls survived. by • her
husband, J. C. Smith, and three
children. John William Overbey
and" J. D. Overbey, Murray, are
halfbrothers and Mrs. Lucy Over-
bey. Murray, is a step-mother. She
leaves iseveral brothers, sisters and
numerous other relatives. •
SPECIAL SINGING FEATILMES
BROADCAST FRIDAY
' '-
Prof. A. J. Veteto, of Bellbuckle,
Term., with singers from Williams'
Chapel church will _give a program
of songs for the regular Murray
Gospel Program on Friday. May
4, 1:10 P. M. from radio station
WPAD, Paducah. All friends are
invited to listen.
These Gospel Programs have
become a popular weekly feature,
given at this same hour each Fri-
day, and sthis promises to be one
of the best yet given'. L_ IL
1Pogue will be in charge.
send in 'a letter about what is . 
happening. . . A .C. Burnette, state agent' in
Who else but the -Chatterbox"
Will tell tIcal-lhey 'hid an after-'
ndon quilting at Mrs. Virgie
Lovins' Wednesday, and quilted
that quilt out between the hours
of one and five. Those present
were: Mrs. Vick Elkins and Lola.
Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. Rodgers and
taro children. Mrs. Ellison and An-
nie B., Rosie Cook, bitse.Opal Mc-
Clure and•Lorene, Mrs. Otis Lov-
ins and Wilma and Gene besides
-me and my ma". We quit at
three o'clock to serve the cake and
peaches. I took that opportunity
to run the clock back so the ladies
would have longer to- week). Opal
McClure won the prize for doing
the most and neatest quilting?
Peddlers must be doing,a thriv-
ing business. On that Concord
road one travels every day but
Friday and. Saturday. Mr. Guerin
comes from Cherry, Messrs. Young
and McCuiston from Concord. and
Mr. Elkin .from Murray.
Mr. Dewey Lovins froth- Padu-
call visited at home the past week
end. He is about to begirt taking
a business course in Paducah.
I hadn't even heard till recently
that Mr. and Mrs. Leland Chris-
man had a little boy named Ken-
neth Gene. He's so big by now
he has already gone to Detroit.
Rainey Lovins hasn't put up hfs
sign yet, but he's the best country
doctor for crippled cars that the
,neighborhood affords.
It i Pays to Reed the Classifieds
Radio & Refrigerator
Service
AT RILEY RADIO CO.
EVERY WEDNESDAY
PHONE 107
W. H. CARTER
DIAGNOSTRICIAN _
Ten Years Experience
AND
HOTEL
SHERMAN
is the chosen
rld's Fair Kite!
1700 ROOMS 1700 BATHS
••••.--e150
• Just 4 blocks
from Grant Park
winch fs the
North En.
trance .to
the hyr
RANDOLPH ,CLARK
LAO 4 tA ,LLE 5551E11
charge of Negro extension _works
_says That 1,1§06 -boys and girls are
working on 'some improvement
project.
MAPLE STRERT CHURCH
One Lord, one faith, one bsptiem."
Yes, measles have. about
pleted its program. as "Eagle" says,
and we are happy to have the boys
and girls back in classes. elothers,
don't fear to bring them. 6- -
Every' meeting. for Gospel Study,
Worship, or Work. You will not
be entertained; you may be helped;
you will be-interested.
Bible School, 9:45 A. M., Sure:la:es
a 'Vrac-e-aird-qiirl-ler every 'one. •
Worship and preaching, 10:50
A. M.
Young People Meet, 7 P. M.,
Sunday; studying Abraham.
ning Evangelistic Service,
7:30 o'elock._flundaes
Women Meet for Study and.
Work, 2:30 P. M., Tuesday.
Mid-week Prayer Meeting and
Study, 7:30 P. M., Wednesday.
Men's Bible Study and Outlin-
ing, 7:00 P. M., Friday.
A WELCOME AWAITS YOU.
Harvey W. Riggs, Minister
STOCk BREEDERS-
I will make the season at my.
barn 3 1-2 miles southwest
of Murray on old Murray &
Hazel road with Starlight, 6
year old Jack, at $8 to in-
sure a living colt.
J. C. GOOCH
PAGE-THREE
"110-TO-SeR4DesE fiCISOSIPDAT"
• For avaaVi yalirs Iheefiett Sunday ••
fit May has been obeerVed as "Go-
'Sudday-School-Day" in Ken-
tucky. 1"-he five white churches of
y should have at least 1,550
in Sunday school next Sunday
-gunning. Every man, woman and
child in die-community Ls -cordially
invited and urged to attend some
Sunday school next Sunday. A
hearty welcome awaits you in -ally
sck.w91 sY.Ptst. defilie_sto
n
School Woa
Is at'inch
With His New
GLASSES
No more peering at the black-
board-no more dull let-downs.
in the afternoon! Glasses fixed
all that.
Dr. T. R..Paltner
On the Square
Over LEE & ELLIOTFS
MORE THAN 50% LONGER NON-SKID MILEAGE
IN THE NEW ir stone
HIGH SPEED TIRE FOR 1934
THE new Firestone High Speed Tire
for 1934 is the greatest tire Firestone has
ever built. With itsawider, flatter tread,
greater thickness, deeper non-skid, more
and tougher rubber, and greater non-skid
contact with the road,, you get more than
59% longer non-skid mileage.
This new development is made
possible by the Firestone patented process
, of Gum-Dipping, whereby the cotton
fibers inside the high-stretch conk), are
soaked and coated with pure liquid
,rubber. This provides greater strength,
safety and blowout protection.
Firestone engineers pioneered and
developed the first successful balloon tire
in 1923, and it is only natural that
Firestone would lead in die further
development of tire construction to meet
the demands of the high-powered
high-speed cars of today.
The new Firestone High Speed Tires
for 1934, have already proved their worth
by constant testing on the Firestone fleet
of test cars over ail kinds of roads and
highways throughout the United States.
Firestone High Speed Tires are further
subjected to the most severe tests known
on the. greatest proving ground in the
world-the Indianapolis Speedway. In
fact, Firestone Tires have been on the
winning cars in the annual 500-Mile
Indianapolis Race for fourteen consecutive
years - conclusive evidence of Firestone's
outstanding leadership in tire development
and construction.
Drive In today and replace your thin, smooth,
worn tires with a new set of the Safest-Longest
Wearing-and Most Dependable Tires Firestonehas made. •
DEEPER
NON - SKftt
•
GREATER
THICKNESS
•
FLATTER
and WIDIR
TREAD
•
MORE and
TOUGHER
RUBBER
The Masterpiece of Tire Construction.
"firestone' *---
HIGH SPEED TYPE
sues riticts SIZES III IL ES
44046 --
4.S0-21..
4.73-19....
5.25-18 --
5.5O-17....11,30
$7•85
8.15
865
10.30
3.5°49 0"
6.0O-17H1'
6.00-18 11 0
6.00-20H ill
4...S0-17 it ts
$14.45
- 15.10
15.55
16.40
17.50
Other Stars Proportionately /fa,
Listen to Laurence Tibbett or
Richard Crooks and Harvey Firestone, Jr.,
1. every Aft:Today night-IV. Bt C. Network •
TIE NEW Teirtsteift
AIR BALLOON for 1934
FREE
TRIAL
0t1
YOUR
CAR
-Tire-new-PireerresneAir-Bellerierlet+9134"
embodies all the improvements in the
new Firestone High Speed Tire. The
TOwer air pressure provides maximum
traction and riding comfort.
Gum-Dipping Safe-T-toeks the cords.
provides 30 to 40% greater deflection and
blowout protection.
Get 1935 low swusag style by equipping
)our car today with these new tires and
wheels in color* to match your ear.
- -
'Sore then Maw tirestone-High Speed Tires made at the Firestone IFaciory and Exhibition
Building at "A Century of Progress" - Opening May%
Super Service Station-
n • n •
'-A -v
'of 'JACKSON PURCHASE OIL COMPANY
EAST MAIN STREET MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Or •
A
•
-..r
-
-
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1934 RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE MURRAY PLAYGROUND
LEAGUE
I. There are no age requirements.
2. Each maneger or captain shalLapick seven members of his squadwhose 11.111 strength shall be twelve. The remaining five members- shallbe selected by the roard of Control of the Murray Softball Associa-tion. The list shall besubmitted to said Board at least Five days beforethe league opens.
3. All changes in a squad's personnel must be approved by theBoard of Control.
4. A team may strengthen its lineup by turning in the name of aplayer to the secretary and releasing another player. The new player'Must miss one game after his name has been turned in.
S. Trading ,is permitted. If teat trade players those players shallImmediately. he:J.41h1. icr their new-ieseeka---Ph.-yers taded wItt-nertbe permitted to play again during the season on the teams from whichthey are traded. NO TRADING WILL BE PERMITTED. AFTER HALFOF THE GAMES OP EITHER HALF HAVE BEENPLAYED. Trading.starts with the opening of each half.
6. No learn will he allowed to change- its squad whatsoever duringthe non-trading season except when a player leaves the city or becomes
IiItapactthte
Tf_a player leaves the city for fourteen days or more. he .maybe replaced immediately by a player who has not seen service with
*AY league tearn--for tour weeks. The replaced player becomes a free
agent but will not be permitted to play again during the season on theteam from which he was released when he left the city.8. Incapacitated players„, injured' or ill sufficiently, to be out oftwo games or more may be replaced immediately by anyone who hasnot played in the league within four weeks. The incapacitated playermay be placed on the suspended list and will become eligible againimmediately after the release of any player on the squad.
Smart
Suits
r -the
OlmoufiN
Superior fabrics in the most desirable col-
oes-CaleURD, BA:\ KER, SIL. PLAT-
' INUM GREYS. RICHT BROWNS AND
TANS, GORGEOUS BLUES all in the
NEW SINGLE and DOUBLE BREASTED,
PINCHBACk and BI-SWING MODELS.
$13.50 $16.50 $19.50
$22.50
-Largest selectiotrof-fine suits
West Kentucky
AR
INCOR PO RATED•
aKen:s and aoys'Weez
217 Broadway Paducah
In Conference"
at" tho
MELBOURNE 'Iola
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9. Once a player signs a contract Pe becomes the ProPeily of the FAST DISTRICT •tame . "lame contract 17re dile?? it& iiisat 'aeons X.A.lber /OmHoefever.-- player who It kept- out of three genes in a row .lay, themanager must -be given has releese•-it he wards- IL In stich a ca .the JUDGES ORGANIZEplayer in..st apply for his release within two days after he has missed'three games in a row. • .
Demand 411% ot State Gas Tax
10. At• the close of the semen the player remains the prc_perty_ot _ . _ to _the _-team with whom he is at the time.
11. With sufficient reason. is manager may -obtain the sanctiOn ofthe boardi to suspend a player for a given zeriod or the entire season.12. Penalty for use of an ineligible player is loss of the game byforfeiture, and a repetition of this viotaon will lead to permanept dig.qualification of the offending tearri at the will of the Board of Control.13. A team may not .bring to Murray for a league game a playerwho plays in the league of another town..
14. The winner of the first half will plays the wirings' of the secondhal44he best three out cif .five games for the league championship. Inthe event of a tie between two teams for the title, in eitjser 
half,,put 
nt. three .e,sene  serkiee-will -be played in ffterinini-theTwinner.more than two teams tie the method of play-off will be determinedby the board ef control. .
- PENALTIES AND PROTESTS
1. Protests mint be made to the umpire before the game uloOver.2. The board of contrungill: have The final decision on all protests.3 A team must be reeky to play immediately on scheduled timeor forfeit the game. The umpire may use his discretion in permittinga team a few minutes extra. but under no circumstances is a game tostart more than ten minutes late.
GAME MILESI. The official rules of the National Softball Association wibeadhered to with the following variations:
2. A firm backing a team will be assessed $10.00 for its franchise,the money to be placed in the Murray Municipal League for the il-lumination of the diamond. That will be the only charge for a team,outside of equipping its players as it sees fit and furnishing the 'hillfor half the games it plays.
3. A firm in good standing will keep its franchise in the leaguefrom year to year. One which drops out during the season or in anywaThampers the progress of play will be placed on the "Black List''.4_ The schedule will be printed in The Ledger & Times Ind themanagers must have their teams on the field at the designated times.S.. The team designated, in the printed schedule -must hirithb theball foe'its game The ball must he the official ball adapted br theleague and the condition of it must he so. that the umpire will approveit If the opposing manager protests that the ball is not satisfactory,the. umpire will make the final ruling.
6. Each manager is expected to, be thoroughly acquainted Withboth Ibbie local rules and the official regulations, and any -ignoranceof the rotes will not bean excuse for their violation. It is up to themanager to see that all his players know the rules.
7. A game may be postponed only with the sanction of the boardthat the diamond is unfit or the weather unsatisfactory.8. If a game is postponed it must be played off within five dayswith the team named first in the schedttle responsible for arrangingthe playoff. If there is no open night during that period, the gamemay .be played after the regularly seheduted game or games.9. Once the game-is under way, the umpire of balls and strikes isin complete charge and may banish a player for continued urisports-Manlike conduct. The boagUyill investigate such situations and moreserious punishment may be7Mted out,
THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS -er1. The Board of Governors will have full and completeon all matters pertaining to the softball league. -
2. It is the power of the board to amend these rules should suchan occasion lernand it.
- Annp,•••••
authority
aAssEs TO MEET Thieves n Boas Gibbs, g.  Farmer
DAILY IN - SUMMER
idariay College Seadon To Be
of 10 Weeks Duration.
With Same Credit.
This summer Murray State Col-
lege is offering a: new plan for the
summer term by running only 10
weeks. Classes will meet dailyjer-
chiding Saturdays. By this means
students will be able to get in the
same amount of time and credit
as before in the 12 weeks term.
This elan will make the 'room
and board cheaper and also en-
able the students and teachers to
have a longer vacation.
The summer term negins June
II and runs to August 18. For
only five weeks work, the first
term goes from June 11 to July
4; the second from July 16 to.August 18. - -
The regular faculty will be in
charge. The Training Schotil will
also be in sesison,
There are 13 departments in this
college, each with its own faculty
of specialists. Two hundred and
r- fifty-nine courses are offered. The
--I-eullege--offers 18- itiajo-FS:
minors and 20 second minors..
The courses are of such number
and variety that students may ,not
only prepare themselves for. teach-
ing and school administration, but
they may also obtain a liberal arts
degree or cormalete the prepara-
tory college work for almost any
profession.
A large enrollment is expected
for the irtiMmer by this conven-
ient and inexpensive plan that has
been offered.
-4.
Assistant county Agent H. C.
Brown of Jefferson county reports
that 90 per cent of the land left
free by the AAA tobacco reduction
will be seeded to lespedeta for
pasture and soil improvement
Don't Take :
Unknown Drugs
_Roams _thisat the wadi
apeerieress no pester toBy dear
to bey sad take anizeown drup.
Auk your errs doctor.
Eso--seisea yen go imo a stew
• is real Bayer Aapiri. see tkat
you get 1.
asiswalm dog skewer 411
dem Golasdne Beyer Aegarbs ss
WE Dig lot besdiciss. ode. •
sore tiswilk-peisd siwomaim  
wad nescritla-WIL--
Jimt romenime Danswil
metrtGentim -
Boger Aassizia.
A few weeks ago, Boaz Gibbs.
prcianinent farmer southwest of
Murray. lost his nice country borne
by fire. Just a short time later.
thieves raided his chickens and
carried off several fine fowls.
And, then, to add to his misery
and misfortune and showing that
Counties.
The County Judges Association
of the First Congressional District
was organized at an assembly of
county judges at Benton 'last
Thursday.
The objects of the association
are:to discuss county problems of
the counties of this state: to ex-
change information and assistance
relaties- ....veromentatt
fairs of the respective .counties,
and to promotq the general wel-
fare of the county goverpments.
The essociation endorsed a reso-
lution asking 'for the ''return cit
40 per rent of the gasoline tax to
the respective counties to be ap-
plied on the 'road and bridge bond
indebtedness incurred by those
counties for state aid roads, and to
be prorated. among the counties in
proportion to. the segregate bond-ed indebtedness of each county, or
the revenue of equal volume -to be
appropriated for that purpose.
All the judges attending agreed
to oppose the enactment of anylegislation which Imposes upon the
respective counties certain ser-
vices and certain officials unless
discretion is left with the fiscal
courts of the respective counties
to fix the salaries of the officials
and the compensation of.; their'
services.
Those who were present besides
thq, elected officers were: Judges
H. F. Hant2urry, Caldwell; B. Allis
gall. Ballard; E. P. Phillips, Callo-
way: J. L. Blakeley, Trigg; W. 0.
Soyors. Christian and H. H. Ray-
burn. Marshall.
thieves have. titt,erly no heart, they
imlsosed oirilMrigain last Friday
night to the extent of taking all
his garden tools.
Surely the miscreants ought to
begin to have some mercy on poor
Mr. Gibbs.
It Pa' ye to Read the Clasaifieds
Thousands of Women
Benefited By Cardui
The benefits many women obtain
from Cardin give them peat con-
fidence in it... "I have four chil-
dren," writes Mrs. J. L. Named, OfLagrange, Ga. 'Before the birth
of my children. I was weak, ner-
vous and tired. / had a lot of
trouble with my back. I took Oar-
dui each thne and founditso help-
ful. Oardui did more to allay the
nausea at these times than any-thing I Mei ow lost I ass In son
good health sad beam cantai ekt a let
of " Thomas& of woossa WWI
Oudot beastatad fasa. If IS dose as*
bosant 100. sonolt • gimpOdma.
WANT1gDPile sufferers-sufferers with sores, burns, skin diseases-to listento this-and know it for the truth: Cross Salve will either cureyou or it will give you the most grateful relief you ever experiencedin your life. It doesn't matter how old or aggravated your case,It doesn't matter how many remedies you have tried that havefailed you. Cross Salve will take care of your trouble or it willcost you absolutely nothing. Combizimg a powerful disinfectant ina velvet smooth petrolatum base, Cross Salve offers the ideal com-bination; a disinfectant strong enough to kill every possible germ-an oil ba.se-that gives immediate soothing relief, and assists naturein the quickest possible healing. Over a quarter of a century ofsuccess on seemingly impossible eases makes certain our know-ledge that Cross Salve will help you. Trust us. GET A JAR. TO-DAY. We say to you honestly that your money will be returnedwithout a question if it falls. At drug stores in tow*-g'eneralmerchandise stores in the country. If your dealer 01111,10ryou send 50c and your dealer's name to the' Cross Salve Co,Marlon, Kentucky, and a large ALM Jan will be.serit postpaid.
,
Training School
The third grade English class is
turning to horticulture. Some of
the students wrote to R. E. Broach,
b nqga. manager of the • college,and to Miss Margaret Campbell.
principal of the Training Stbefal.asking for permission to plant aflower garden. They received fav-
orable replies and plan to startwork on the beds next week.Walter Wuster, practice teacherwho is sponsoring the plan, ex-plained that it would stimulateinterest in flowers and providemotivation for better writing and
composition. _
Miss Roberta Whitnah, MiesClare Rimmer_ and Islus Margaret
Campbell, exilic teachers in Ms
Training 1Seheek are on the State-
Wide CurtIttilurn committee.
204 ,
The sixth grade softball teem of
the Murray High School defeated
the sixth grad* -team-
Training School 20-0 in a
played on the High School _ field
Tuesday, April 24.
Miss Naomi Maple, critic teacher
In the Training School, was ill
Tuesdsiy. April 24. Mrs. Atkins
taught in her place.
The eighth grade science class,
Under the leadership of Daron
Grissom, practice teacher, is work-
ing out a health project e
third grade.
The Training School teachers
turned out 100 per cent for the
X. E 'A.'!
-Miss Jane Oliver. tormie Thwin-
ing School teacher, attended the
Murray breakfast in the Louis
XIV room of the Brown Hotel
in Louisville during K. S. A.
tlienr-ferwriurit-
tendance is getting back to par
Att-the--tes -1
ee the measles epidemic is losing
ground
Mrs. Norman McKenzie, secre-
tary at the Training School, spent
the K. E. A. vacation in Jackson,
Tenn.
AO
A Henderson county home-
makers' club leader gave a lesson
on labels op canned ,gende, show._
irig What *Ace--; toll how definite
statements were sometimes avoid-
ed, etc.
America's Fastest Selling Car!
FORD VS
'Low First Cost .. Low Maintenance. . Low Depreciation. . Low
Operating Cost.
For Economy Buy
The Ford V-8
Look at the following figures from the Morten Salt 'Com-
pany. people that figure on expense to the fraction 6f • cent.and buy only the thing that means economy to them.The following figures on expense are from the operation
of a fleet of 219 V4 Ford ears, a total mileage of 4,169,228.
OPERATING COSTS
C
GOailsoliae  
$ .00017t per mile088
 .0020
TRireePa".4:1 Tube Repair or replace-
ment 
Lubrication   .0006
Anti-freeze solution  .0002 $ .0167
OTHER VARIABLE COSTS
Washing and parking  .0007
Garage  .0012
Tolls   .0002
Accidents  .0003
Sub Total  
$ .0024
$ .0191
FIXED COSTS
1932 & 33 License & other taxes $ .0006
Insurance (for 12 months) .... .0017
Depreciation  .0077 $ .0100
GRAND TOTAL  $ .0291
Aa total cost of not quite 3 cents per mile.
Where can you find an automobile that will beat, the above figures for economy'
, Watch the FORDS Go By!
THE BEST BUY ON
_THE MARKET
TODAY!
Sixty to eighty dollars
lower in price than
other cars in its
class
For beauty, power,'
speed and comforta-
ble riding it is not
surpassed by
any
Registrations of new cars in
Wayne County, Michigan,
for the month of March
show-
FORD 3242
CHEVROLET 1069
PLYMOUTH 1006
Remember this is the county
in which Detroit-is located,
and where people appre-
ciate good automobiles,
See Us Before You
Buy and Save
Money
Beale Motor Co. Inc.
- PHONE 170 
MURRAY, KYi
Our Service Department is Equipped and Qualified to ServiceSatisfactorily and Economically All Makes of Cars .
-
Cessuirar.
aajerrn=
Se hart
mammas Ira. s.
,
BY MURRAY MERCHANTS
NEXT
MAY41th. and 12th.
• 19
Watch Next Week's Ledger & Times for Full Details of the Wonderful-Values!
EVERYBODYTINOMING!--- ARE YOU?
,r
ralawerroor.:±,..,
-
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